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THE WRITING RESPONSE IN STUDIES OF TOPOGRAPHY-BASED AND
SELECTION-BASED VERBAL BEHAVIOR
Osborn Cresson, PhD .
Western Michigan University, 1994

The position taken in this paper is that the observable world is the only one
needed in our analysis, that behavior is a reaction to the environments in which it
occurs, and that language is more behavior that can be studied effectively as a
dependent variable that varies as a function o f independent variables manipulated by
the experimenter.
Our goal was to study topography-based and selection-based verbal behavior
with emphasis on the writing response and then to produce a report that would serve
as a guide for other students o f behavior and environment.
Sixteen undergraduate college students participated in 115 sessions.

They

learned an artificial language consisting o f 16 classes, each made up o f a nonsense
syllable, a visual pattern and a Japanese Katakana symbol (written or selected). The
instruction was accomplished with simple, table-top methods available to anyone.
Topography-based tasks resulted in fewer errors than selection-based tasks in
nine o f 11 stages o f the experiment.

The acquisition stage yielded statistically

significant comparisons but not the later review and testing stages. During training
there were also significant differences due to several confounding variables such as
the phases o f the experiment, the sequence o f instruction and the sensory modes
employed.
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These results provided a basis for discussion o f the general features o f
topography-based and selection-based verbal behavior as well as implications for
education and suggestions for future studies.
The report ends with a message to the student: we need people who play with
behavior (B) and environment (E), with the ongoing stream o f BEing as revealed by
experiment. Early scientists took the motto, "Nullius in Verba" which they translated
as "Take nobody's word for it; see for yourself." (Boorstin, 1983) As the wise man
said, "Know what is in thy sight, and what is hidden from thee will be revealed to
thee." (Jesus, quoted by Thomas Didymos, in Guillaumont, Puech, Quispel, Till, &
Abd al Masih, 1959)
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INTRODUCTION

The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior

The position taken in this paper is that the observable world is the only one
needed in our analysis, that behavior is a reaction to the environments in which it
occurs, and that language is more behavior. What our students say and how they write
and how they respond to what we say can be treated effectively as a dependent
variable that varies as a function o f the independent variables manipulated by the
experimenter.

In what sense treated effectively?

We will categorize language

behavior and study it in a standard environment that permits precise demonstrations o f
how it is learned and remembered and extended to novel situations.
Our goal, then, is to design a study o f verbal behavior and describe it in a way
that helps other students o f behavior. To start with, what does the traditional approach
offer?

Traditional Treatments o f Language

Most people who talk about language, professional and amateur alike, do so in
ways that specifically contravene the precepts o f behavior analysis. Consider these
features that are characteristic o f traditional treatments o f language:
They rely on circular definitions; for instance, in one dictionary knowledge is
defined in terms o f information which itself is defined in terms o f knowledge and
communication which in turn is defined in terms o f meaning whose definition refers
back to communication. (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary. 1969)

1
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Language is a question o f passing meaning, ideas, knowledge or information
from one person to another.

Words are held to contain meaning (the dualism o f

structure and content). We are said to make mental representations o f reality. Words
have referents: they are substitutes for what they represent. Words are like tools; they
are linguistic devices we use in language. Memory is treated as a type o f a filing
system: messages are something we receive, encode and store; later we search,
retrieve, decode and read this stored information.
The treatment o f language is otherworldly; it emphasizes concepts that are not
observed such as mind, idea and consciousness. Traditional approaches are concerned
with what is behind what we see, with something that requires a different set o f terms
and a different analysis than the ordinary observable world; there is a hypothetical,
metaphorical inner person operating with representations o f the outer world.
Speakers are treated as autonomous agents: a speaker selects, chooses or
composes what will be said. Speaking and listening are held to represent the same
underlying process, as do speaking and writing, pointing to a symbol and making a
sign and so on.

Traditionally, all this is said to be the product o f a special

physiological capacity that is uniquely human; it is the defining characteristic o f our
humanity.

Language is beyond behaviorism because it is covert and cannot be

observed, it is creative and thus inexplicable, it is much more than what we see or
hear, it is the inferences and insights and emotions that it evokes, it is common across
cultures thus there is a physiological basis inherent in the human genome, it shows
purpose and behavior analysis is not adequate for that, it cannot be treated in an
artificial laboratory setting, it requires a special analysis that goes beyond that o f
stimulus and response.
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3
We see that the traditional approach thus involves the specific rejection o f the
behavioral position; it is a catalogue o f what we oppose and are struggling to confront
in education and psychology and in society in general.
We need a fresh approach and for that we need a special vocabulary.

A Vocabulary for the Study o f Verbal Behavior

The words or phrases we will define are behavior, environment, behavior
analysis, verbal behavior, selection-based and topography-based verbal behavior,
verbal operants, discrimination, acquisition, retention, generalization and equivalence.
Behavior is anything an organism does, its motions and actions. We know o f
this behavior because it affects us directly or it affects the environment which affects
us.

What an organism does happens in a context; ours is a functional analysis in

which behavior is treated as a function o f environment.
Environment is anything that affects an organism, that can be shown to control
some o f its behavior. Controlling environments can be considered as coming before
or after the behavior (although the consequences are really antecedents for a later
repetition o f the same behavior).

These antecedents and consequences that do not

control behavior can acquire it through pairing with other antecedents and
consequences.
Behavior analysis is the study o f the relations o f behavior and environment, the
systematic formulation o f general principles that are effective in the prediction and
control o f behavior.

Although we speak o f particular bits o f behavior (B) and

environment (E), we are dealing with ongoing chains o f E which control B which
produces E: behavior analysis is a science o f BEing, particularly human BEing.
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Verbal behavior is established by social convention. It is behavior reinforced
by people specifically trained to behave in this way so as to reinforce verbal behavior.
Several other characteristics are commonly considered special signs o f language: it is
often a very large collection o f relations, there are multiple connections among the
language elements, and the behavior is called creative in that it appears in novel
combinations.
In this paper the word "language" is used as a synonym for "verbal behavior."
The problem with the traditional term is that it ignores the role o f the environment and
is inevitably wedded to the traditional approach that is inimical to the behavioral
program.

"Stimulus" and "environment" are also synonyms, as are "behavior" and

"response."
There are two main types o f language. In topography-based (TB) language, a
characteristic response is made in the presence o f a characteristic stimulus (as in
answering an essay question). In selection-based (SB) language, a general response is
made in the presence o f two or more characteristic stimuli (as in pointing to the
answer on a multiple-choice exam).

These two classes o f verbal behavior are

compared in the experiment reported below.

More discussion o f this important

distinction follows on page 8.
The elementary verbal operants are the different possible combinations o f
verbal and nonverbal controlling variables and responses that together constitute
language (Michael, 1993, pp. 95-97). Each type of elementary relation appears in a
topography-based and a selection-based form.

Three o f these relations concern us

here: (1) in tacts the stimulus is nonverbal and the response verbal (e.g., writing or
pointing to "WATER" in the presence o f a picture o f water), (2) in intraverbal
relations both the stimulus and response are verbal (e.g., writing or pointing to
"WATER" in the presence o f the auditory word "water"), and (3) in duplic behavior
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the stimulus is verbal and the response product has the same form as the stimulus;
specific types are echoic behavior (e.g., saying "water" in response to the auditory
word "water") and copying a text (e.g., writing "WATER" in the presence o f the visual
word WATER).

We will also study manded stimulus selection, an operant that is

closely related to verbal behavior. In this case the stimulus is verbal and the response
is pointing to a nonverbal stimulus (e.g., pointing to water in the presence o f the
auditory word "water").

The remaining verbal operants, not involved in the present

experiment, are various kinds o f codic behavior in which the verbal stimulus and
response product share point-to-point correspondence but no formal similarity and
mands in which the verbal response is controlled by a motivational variable.
Discrimination involves stimuli that evoke behavior because the effective
consequences were different in the presence than in the absence o f the stimulus. In
conditional discrimination the control exerted by one stimulus depends on the
presence o f another stimulus. SB language is conditional in this sense (we point to
water and not to food when we are thirsty). The control in TB verbal behavior is often
simple and not conditional (saying "water" when we are thirsty) but conditionality can
be added (saying "water" when we are thirsty only if someone is there to get us a glass
o f water, or saying it in English or Spanish depending on our audience).
Acquisition, in this paper, means the establishment o f controlling relations and
it is measured by total number o f errors, percent correct or errors to criterion.
Retention, in this paper, means performance on a test after an interval o f time
has elapsed since the last training sessions.

It is measured by number o f errors or

percent correct on the test.
Generalization refers to behavior under conditions that were not present during
training.

There are two examples o f this in the experiment described here.
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Generalization across response modalities involves training someone to point to a
word and then testing whether they can write it, and vice versa.
The other kind o f generalization we will deal with involves the combinations
o f tasks that demonstrate equivalence relations. These are stimulus-response relations
that are not directly taught but come about as a result o f training on other tasks. The
relations we will deal with are called symmetry, transitivity and reflexivity (Sidman &
Tailby, 1982). First vve teach the student, when shown a member o f set A, to point to
the corresponding member o f set C. Symmetry is demonstrated if the student, with no
additional training, when shown a member o f set C points to the corresponding
member o f set A. We can also teach the same student, when shown a member o f set
B, to point to the corresponding member o f set C. Transitivity is demonstrated if the
student, with no additional training, when shown a member o f set B points to the
corresponding member o f set A or vice versa. (In this example o f a transitive relation
the common component is the comparison stimulus pointed to; there are other
transitive relations in which the common component is the sample stimulus in the
presence o f which a comparison stimulus is selected, or the common component can
be a comparison stimulus in one task and a sample in the other.) We can also teach
the student, when shown a member o f set A to point to another example o f that
member o f set A instead o f members o f other sets. Reflexivity is demonstrated if the
student, with no additional training, does the same thing with sets B or C.

The

corresponding members o f sets A, B and C are said to form equivalence classes if
symmetry, transitivity and reflexivity have all been demonstrated.

These relations

have been extensively researched, notably in the work o f Murray Sidman (e.g.,
Sidman, 1971b; Sidman & Cresson, 1973; Sidman, Cresson & Willson-Morris, 1974).
Functional equivalence refers to stimuli that control the same response and
then are treated as members o f the same class.

First we teach the student, in the
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presence o f a member o f set A, to emit a characteristic response and to emit the same
response in the presence o f a member o f set B.

Functional equivalence is

demonstrated if the student, with no additional training, when shown a member o f set
A points to the corresponding member o f set B or vice versa.
Equivalence is important in education because so much can be accomplished
by adding a new stimulus-response relation to a verbal repertoire.

For instance, I

count 40 tasks that involve the auditory, vocal and written forms o f the word SHOE as
well as pictures, nonverbal actions and verbal actions related to shoes (all o f these
taken as stimuli or responses). If you are taught one new relation (e.g., pointing to
SHOE in the presence o f ZAPATO), then 33 other tasks snap into place with no
additional instruction (you can say "ZAPATO" when you want a shoe and so on). The
equivalence literature offers many examples o f this sort o f extension, such as teaching
16 tasks and observing 112 additional relations that had never been reinforced
(Saunders, Saunders & Spradlin, 1990) or, in a study o f conditional ordering
responses, the emergence o f 120 indirectly trained stimulus sequences from 8 trained
sequences (Wulfert & Hayes, 1988).
It turns out that most o f what we know was established indirectly by the
extension o f the effect o f instruction to new relations not involved in the original
training. Just as the mechanical advantage o f a pulley multiplies our muscular power,
equivalence provides a teaching advantage that multiplies our educational power.
This, then, is how we will talk about verbal behavior.

The concepts are

operationally defined. Our verbal behavior about verbal behavior is limited to what
we observe and nothing else.
That said, we now consider the topic that we will study.
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8
Comparing Topography-Based and Selection-Based Verbal Behavior

The Two Basic Classes o f Verbal Behavior

All verbal behavior may be classified in two main categories.

Topography-

based tasks involve a response that is different in every linguistic instance; the person
makes a characteristic motion in response to a stimulus. Selection-based tasks involve
pointing to a verbal stimulus; the response itself is a general one and is not
characteristic o f the two stimuli in the presence o f which it occurs (Michael, 1993, pp.
105-108).
In either type o f language a linguistic example will have two characteristic
features: a stimulus and a response in the TB case or two different stimuli in the SB
case.
Some Examples

Examples o f topography-based verbal behavior include speaking, writing and
signing. In education, answering an essay question is an example o f TB responding.
Examples o f selection-based verbal behavior include using a communication
board or finding items in a supermarket that correspond to one's shopping list. An
artist selecting a tube o f paint by the label is matching a name and a color (or the
product o f a response to a color). In education, multiple choice questions are SB.
SB responding is a conditional discrimination and simple TB behavior is not,
but layers o f conditional control can be added to either type o f verbal behavior. For
instance the basic task o f map reading can be TB (when it leads to speaking) or SB
(when followed by pointing in the presence o f the visual stimuli o f a road
intersection). Extra levels o f conditional control enter the paradigm when you add
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road signs that control responses to the other stimuli, or motivational stimuli or
audience control (is there reason to lie or to respond in Spanish instead o f English?).
There are some behaviors that fall in a gray area between the two categories,
either because we don't know what is actually happening or because both kinds o f
relation are present, such as typing (that may be under the control o f the position of
the key or the letter that is inscribed on it) or tactile behavior (in which a person
selects a stimulus after making characteristic exploratory motions).

Traditional Treatment o f This Issue

One o f the first steps in bringing a behavioral analysis to such complex topics
as language is to provide operational definitions o f traditional terms. The examples
above are often called productive (TB) and receptive (SB) language. The problem
with these words is that they are not defined in terms o f observable behavior and
environment, do not treat behavior as a function o f environment and are inextricably
linked with treatments o f language that are contrary to the behavioral approach as
described in this paper.

The distinction is often given as active vs. passive, but

obviously both types o f language involve activity on the part o f the organism.
Productive language involves reception and receptive language involves expression.
These words need to be defined in terms o f what is happening and the situations in
which it happens.
The words productive and receptive could be defined operationally, but
unfortunately they are too closely tied to the whole traditional program. Productive
has to refer to an autonomous inner agent.

Receptive implies a receiving screen

observed by this cognitive homunculus. To see the metaphysical roots o f these words
just ask yourself, "What is expressed or received?"

The answer is "ideas" or
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"information" or "the meaning o f words." These are not neutral terms.

If we simply

translate them people will say the right words for the wrong reasons. It is better to
invent new terms that do not feed bad intellectual habits.
The traditional view is that both SB and TB language represent the same
underlying linguistic processes and it is SB. TB behavior is really a question o f an
inner person selecting a stimulus from storage (thinking o f the answer) and then
copying it (writing the answer you have thought of). The TB task is a SB task that has
been moved from the table-top into the mind.
Another common feature o f the traditional analysis is that it treats language
similarly from the perspective o f the speaker and listener (which is logical enough if
language is defined as the transmission o f information). Thus it is irrelevant whether
the verbal stimulus for the listener is a visual word pointed to or the same word
spoken.

The behaviorist views behavior from the standpoint o f the individual

behaving, so TB and SB verbal behavior are very different.

The Differences Between TB and SB Verbal Behavior

There are at least eight differences in these two classes o f language that might
be relevant to variables such as acquisition, motivation, confusion among controlling
stimuli, and so on.

For this analysis I am indebted to Jack Michael (1993), Ellen

Shafer (1993), and Carl and Mark Sundberg (1990, 1993).
1. In TB language one stimulus controls the response. In the SB case the
control is conditional; which stimulus controls depends on another stimulus.
2. In TB language there is a point-to-point correspondence between the
response and the response product that serves as a stimulus for the listener. In the SB
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case the specific muscular activity is largely irrelevant to the listener. Many types o f
response may designate the second stimulus.
3. SB language requires effective scanning behavior. It can only be accurate if
all the stimulus options present at any one time participate in the control o f the
response. There is no comparable feature o f TB language.
4. SB language requires material support such as a set o f stimuli to point to or
a computer. TB language can be emitted without such support. There is an effort
underway to develop SB stimuli that are easy to use, portable and limited to specific
situations (such as shopping or eating breakfast). Computers may also be useful in
this regard.
5. There is a difference in the response-produced stimuli that are available to
the person behaving. In SB language the discriminative stimuli after each response
are the visual stimuli associated with the picture or object indicated (all other stimuli
are not differentially related to the response). In the TB case the visual stimuli are
produced by the behaving person's body movements and there are proprioceptive and
kinesthetic accompaniments.
6. SB procedures allow an overt response as the incorrect comparison stimuli
are excluded (holding a finger against them, moving them, and so on). In the TB case
the exclusion is done covertly.
7. TB languages have an advantage when the task involves a long delay
between the presentation o f the first stimulus and the second stimulus (in SB) or
characteristic response (in TB).

This is because the TB response can be used to

mediate the delay interval, an option not available in the SB case.
8. SB languages have an advantage when computers are used in education
because it is difficult to get a computer that responds to the student's TB responses
(spoken, written or signed).
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Why the Distinction is Important

These are the two basic classes o f verbal behavior. They are very different and
it is reasonable to expect that one or the other might have an advantage and this might
vary with the conditions (Shafer, 1993; Sundberg, 1993).
This issue is especially important for students who have problems learning.
This can include students who are developmentally disabled, very young or old, with
histories o f drug use (including alcohol, nicotine and caffeine), stressed, distracted,
under aversive control and so on. Many student variables can interfere with language
performance and in these circumstances the difference between SB and TB verbal
behavior may be very important.
The search for effective teaching methods requires the analysis o f these two
primary classes o f verbal behavior.
The comparison o f these two forms o f language is also relevant to the question
o f whether they represent one underlying process as the cognitivist would have it. The
traditionalists would be comfortable with no or little difference in the two
performances and would have to stretch their arguments to account for large
differences.

Research Comparing These Two Classes o f Verbal Behavior

TB and SB verbal behavior has been the topic o f a series o f studies done at
Western Michigan University during the last four years. There are only a few other
articles on this issue in the behavioral literature. A list o f references to this work is
found in Appendix I.
Carl Sundberg's thesis compared acquisition o f the following four tasks (with
developmentally disabled subjects): signing in response to an object or a sound, and
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pointing to a symbol in the presence o f an object or a sound (Sundberg, 1990;
Sundberg & Sundberg, 1992). The two TB tasks combined to allow an equivalence
test, which was pointing to the object in response to the sound. The SB tasks, run with
different stimuli, did likewise. Sundberg found that the TB tasks were easier to learn
and provided the basis for a better equivalence performance.
Riad Wraikat repeated this with seven subjects and got the same results
(Wraikat, 1991a). For his dissertation he developed a method to address the loss o f
subjects for whom the tasks were too easy or too difficult — he adjusted difficulty by
varying the number o f stimuli in each set (two or three) or mixing training and already
trained trials to provide acquisition data (Wraikat, 1991b; Wraikat, Sundberg, &
Michael, 1991). His results also showed that TB language was easier to learn than SB
language and led to better performance on equivalence tasks.
Sundberg and Wraikat used simple stimuli presented across a desk. The next
two studies were done with subjects working on Macintosh computers programmed
for these experiments with HyperCard software.
Matthew Stratton asked whether the number o f classes established during
training (five or 20) would affect the performance on TB and SB tasks (saying a
Japanese word or pointing to a Kanji symbol in the presence o f an auditory English
word) (Stratton, 1992).

College students were used as subjects.

No equivalence

testing was possible because only one task was taught to each student (a cross-groups
design instead o f the within-subject design o f the earlier studies). The results were
somewhat surprising. When only five stimuli were used both tasks were learned at
about the same rate, but when the stimulus set included 20 stimuli the SB task was
easier to learn than the TB task.
Robert Wallander speculated that the SB task in Stratton's study was made
easier because many o f the visual Kanji symbols could be construed as looking like
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the objects represented by the English words used as samples, whereas in the TB case
no mediating association was possible between the auditory English and vocal
Japanese sounds (Wallander, 1993). For instance one word was "turtle" and it was not
hard to imagine that the associated Kanji symbol looked like a turtle. To check this
Wallander gave college students SB tasks in which the visual sample stimulus was
either a familiar English word or an unfamiliar Katakana symbol (the comparison
stimuli in both cases were Kanji symbols).
involved a familiar stimulus.

Acquisition was better when the task

(Again, equivalence was not tested because no one

student received both kinds o f instruction.)
Barry Lowenkron has written about the possible basis for SB nonidentity
matching and for the emergence o f indirectly taught behavior.

His position is that

there must be a characteristic response under the joint control o f the SA and the CO.
Thus, SB verbal behavior would be TB at the covert level.

(Lowenkron, 1991;

Lowenkron & Colvin, 1992).
Reviews o f the TB versus SB research have been published by Ellen Shafer
(1993) and Mark Sundberg (1993). They emphasize practical considerations for the
teacher seeking teaching methods that suit the student.

The authors give many

variables to be considered such as the student's motor skills and prerequisite skills, the
degree o f iconicity in the symbols, the possibility o f arranging the visual stimuli
conveniently and so on. The experiment described in the present report focuses on the
control at work during TB and SB responding rather than the application o f this in the
classroom (although some implications for education are discussed on p. 97).
There is a large traditional literature on productive versus receptive language
but it is difficult to interpret. The studies are cast in a vocabulary rich in traditional
allusions and short on operational specificity.

They usually look for relationships
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among global measures o f language arts rather than studying particular instances o f
verbal behavior. Consider this comment by Jolly (1980):
Reading and listening...are both receptive skills through which information
comes to the person. On the other hand, speaking and writing are productive
skills through which information goes out from the person. It makes sense
intuitively that reading and listening skills should reinforce each other and
writing and speaking skills should reinforce each other. In addition, it seems
reasonable to suppose that there might be some relationship between the
receptive and productive skills. Although it has regularly been shown that high
abilities in the various language arts skills o f reading, writing, listening, and
speaking frequently go together, the literature is much more mixed in
discussing causality. It is not clear, for example, that learning listening skills
will make students better readers; nor is it clear that reading more helps
improve students' writing. While it would seem that improving one language
arts skill would have a positive effect on the other skills, researchers have not
been able to demonstrate these relationships conclusively, though some
researchers and some teachers have reported such an effect in their experience
(pp. 664-665).
There are several studies in the behavioral literature that compare what can be
called receptive and productive behaviors.

Generalization from production to

reception was more successful than the reverse (Keller and Bucher, 1979). Bucher
and Keller (1981) studied some conditions affecting transfer from receptive to
productive tasks. Bucher (1984) taught children to speak a word in one language in
response to an auditory word in another language and then he tested for transfer in the
direction opposite to that trained (using familiar English words and unfamiliar
nonsense syllables).

Backward transfer was better when the training involved an

English stimulus and a novel response than vice versa. Guess (1969) and Guess &
Baer (1973) showed that receptive training did not necessarily lead to productive
speech (although their developmentally disabled subjects had not been trained to emit
spoken responses before they were required on the tests).

Lee (1981) also found

functional independence in the productive and receptive repertoires o f retarded
subjects, but other studies have shown the emergence o f indirectly taught oral naming
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(e.g., Sidman, Cresson, & Willson-Morris, 1974). Robert Stromer (1991) concluded,
"The variables responsible for broad-based learning outcomes from training either
receptive or productive performances are largely unknown."
Thus, comparison o f TB and SB language is a fruitful area o f research. How
might the topic be usefully extended? Most o f the previous work has used signing or
oral naming as the TB response. What about another type o f TB responding, one that
is particularly important in our lives? What might be the role o f writing in studies o f
TB and SB verbal behavior?

Writing

Writing and Human Culture

Writing is a critical behavior in the history o f our culture and in our histories
as individuals. Without writing our culture would be limited to the knowledge we can
pass on orally and we as individuals would be limited to the time and place we live.
Writing is verbal behavior that produces visual verbal stimuli. It can be part o f
any o f the elementary verbal operants, whether tact, mand or a relation that is
intraverbal, codic or duplic. In education, writing is one o f the three main goals o f
early education; it is even central to learning the rest o f the "Three R's" ('riting helps
us leam to read, and an important part of'rithm etic is 'riting numbers).

Behavior Analytic Research on Writing

A survey o f the behavioral literature produced 30 articles that involved the
writing response.

Comments on each o f these will be found in the annotated

bibliography in Appendix H. Four o f the articles were on techniques for shaping the
response topography. In 12 o f them writing was the dependent variable (usually in a
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generalization test after SB training or as one o f the tests in an equivalence paradigm.)
Two studies employed writing as the independent variable and in one case it was part
o f the setting. There were eight publications involving the writing o f whole sentences
or passages, one article on writing theory and two on its application in the classroom.
This survey o f the behavioral literature also turned up 62 articles on topics
related to our study o f writing. These are listed in Appendix I under six headings: TB
versus SB verbal behavior (these articles are described on pp. 12-14), constructedresponse spelling (a SB version o f writing also called anagram naming, it involves
moving letters into position to construct a word), sequencing behavior, functional
equivalence (in which a stimulus class is formed when two stimuli control the same
response), naming and signing.
Considering the importance o f writing in our culture and our lives, it has been
the topic o f relatively little research by behavior analysts.
This, then, was the topic o f the experiment reported in this paper: using the
writing response in comparisons o f TB and SB verbal behavior.

An Overview o f the Experiment

TB and SB verbal behavior were compared with the arrangement o f tasks
shown in Figure 1. It was modeled on that o f Sundberg (1990) and Wraikat (1991b).
The TB tasks involved writing something in the presence o f a stimulus called the
sample (SA). The SB tasks involved pointing to one o f an array o f comparison stimuli
(CO) in the presence o f a SA. The stimuli in this experiment were labeled A (visual
quilt patterns), B (auditory nonsense syllables represented by consonant-vowelconsonant trigrams), C (Japanese Katakana symbols written by the S) and D (Japanese
Katakana symbols pointed to by the S).

Subjects received TB training (writing
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Figure 1. Diagram o f the Experiment.
symbols in the presence o f either sounds or patterns) or SB training (pointing to
symbols in the presence o f either sounds or patterns) and then equivalence testing
(pointing to the patterns in the presence o f the sound) and generalization testing (the
SB version o f the TB training tasks or vice versa).

Training was done with

reinforcement (praise) or collection (repetition in the presence o f a cue) and testing
was done without any differential consequences. Next, the subjects were given the
other two training tasks (with other subsets o f sounds, patterns and symbols) and
tested again. Finally, all four training tasks were reviewed and a test was given that
incorporated all the training and test tasks given previously.
From the viewpoint o f a behaviorist, what general methods would be
appropriate for this experiment?

Methods for the Study o f Verbal Behavior

The methods suited to our behavioral program will be considered with specific
regard to the experimental design, the subjects, the apparatus and the procedures.
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The Experimental Design

We concern ourselves with the behavior-environment relations o f individual
organisms. If we compare what a student does before and after the application o f the
independent variable the result is a study o f individual subjects who serve as their own
controls. Comparisons are made between groups o f subjects who were exposed to
slightly different procedures to see if these confound the comparison o f TB and SB
instruction. When such secondary effects are present we rely on comparisons between
groups o f subjects that are similar with regard to the confounding variables but
different with regard to the type o f instruction.
Our analysis o f the pattern o f behavior-environment relations can be guided by
a common sense exploration o f the possibilities rather than speculation about
hypotheses that we then test. This is one o f the many ways in which a behavioral
approach is down-to-earth instead o f theoretical.

The Subjects

Our goal is to describe general principles uniting behavior and environment
and, to some extent, these will be independent o f particular characteristics o f the
subjects. To that degree we will be able to use methods that are convenient for the
experimenter.

College students are easy to recruit as subjects and are generally

cooperative, as in scheduling appointments and following instructions including the
request that they do as well as they can.
College students have a further advantage: they have extensive verbal histories.
If a variable is found that affects performance on TB and SB tasks in these subjects,
then it would be likely to be even more important with students for whom the stimulus
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control is tenuous. (Michael, 1993, p. 108).

Although generalization to other

populations will have to be checked, college students are good subjects for a study o f
these two classes o f language.

The Apparatus

Since one o f the main goals o f this study was to make it easy for other students
to do this kind o f research, it seemed obvious that the apparatus should be one that
was available to anyone. Also, the behavioral approach emphasizes parsimony: for
the analysis to be simple the demonstration o f it should be as simple as possible. It is
a pleasant challenge to find out how to do more research with less equipment.
Simple hand-operated apparatus has been used in a lot o f excellent research.
The scientific study o f behavior was bom in simple apparatus (e.g., Hull, 1920;
Lashley, 1938; Pavlov, 1927/1960; Skinner, 1956; Thorndike, 1911; Yerkes, &
Watson, 1911) This kind o f equipment is still used. Ronald Lazar put cards in a rack
in front o f the subject to do his pioneering work on functional classes that involved
sequencing responses (1977) and, in the Pigeon Parlance Project, TB and SB verbal
behavior was studied with pigeons by simply presenting colors or patterns and
reinforcing characteristic response topographies or pecks on a stimulus display
(Michael, Whitley, Hesse, & Cresson, 1983; Sundberg, 1985).
Automated computer operated equipment is useful when many subjects or
many trials are required, when the timing o f the experiment is critical (e.g., latency
studies), when extensive data analysis is required, when inadvertent cues are a serious
problem and when the program is more complex than a person could keep track o f
(e.g., some studies o f schedules o f reinforcement). Clearly there are situations when
this sort o f equipment is appropriate.
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Simple apparatus has an advantage in the design phase o f an experiment. For
good reason prototypes are built with flexible, easily manipulated materials in
psychology, education, architecture and industry. It is helpful to extend the design
phase on into the experiment itself to allow the discovery o f apparatus that is precisely
adapted to the conditions.
This is especially true when there are many procedural varieties o f the basic
TB and SB paradigms. Details o f positioning o f the stimuli can spell success and
failure, especially when control is tenuous in the first place.

Technologically

advanced equipment is often locked a limited range o f options and these are often
determined by the needs o f the equipment builder rather than the student. To some
extent experimental environments can be designed for the convenience o f the
experimenter because general principles o f behavior pertain over a range o f settings,
but some procedural varieties will feed into error tendencies and others will help
establish the desired control and this can change during the experiment.
Automated equipment is touted as a way to get more research done, but it
doesn't address many o f the factors that limit how much research is done (such as the
time it takes to analyze one session's data and the time it takes to get the grant to pay
for it). A good way to increase research is to increase the population o f researchers by
removing the apparatus barriers that keep people out. Also, research can be increased
by having senior experimenters supervise student researchers.
Clearly, there are some experiments that can not be done with simple
equipment but the point is that a huge range o f fine possibilities remain. To some
extent, our success with technically advanced equipment has blinded us to the
advantages o f simplicity.
For all these reasons it was important to use the present research to test the
extent to which useful experimental work can be done with simple equipment.
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The Procedures

The general problem in designing the procedures for this experiment was to
develop methods that were maximally effective in teaching the two different
repertoires, to remove any distractions and any biases in the methods that would
differentially affect one or the other type o f task. However, the data would be useful
only if they included a substantial number o f errors in acquisition or retention or on
the two kinds o f tests. Ironically, the procedures had to teach well and produce errors.
Another general requirement was that all actions o f both the experimenter and
the student would be recorded as well as the complete contexts in which they
happened.

This means reporting precisely what stimulus was in each position on

every trial o f the experiment (with only some clearly defined exceptions). This was
done by having detailed scripts describing what was to be presented on each trial and
methods o f making records on paper, audio tape, camera film and by observers.
It was necessary that the sequence o f events on each trial be precise and
maximally effective. It was also necessary that the actions o f the experimenter be
ones that almost any dedicated college student could master. This was accomplished
by continuing to perfect the apparatus and procedures before and during the
experiment.
One final requirement o f this experiment was that it help other students do
theses and dissertations in this area. This is a more specific version o f the general
requirement that science be communicated in a way that leads to replication and
extension. One o f the goals o f the student who did the research reported here is to
make life easier for the students who follow.
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METHODS
Describing this experiment requires a special terminology.
find a glossary in Appendix B.

The reader will

The terms the reader will need are: answer sheet,

auditory stimulus, comparison stimulus, comparison sheet, correction, correctionrepeat, cover, criterion, cue, equivalence test, final interview, full review, full test,
generalization test, initial interview, intertrial interval, order, pattern, phase,
preparatory task, response definition, response sheet, review during training, sample
stimulus, sensory mode, scoresheet, selection-based, sequence, series, session, set,
student plan, sound, subset, symbol, task, topography-based, training task, trial, visual
stimulus, window and written response.

Subjects

The subjects (S's) were 16 undergraduate college students. When talking with
them they were called "students" rather than "subjects."
These S's were recruited by posting an announcement on various doors, walls
and bulletin boards o f the building in which the experiment was run (Appendix A).
This helped us get people who would be in the building anyway. The possibility of
earning money was displayed prominently in the announcement and, in fact, many of
the S's said they volunteered because o f the money.
Any student answering the announcement was accepted unless he or she met
one o f these four exclusion criteria: (1) severe reading or writing disorders or visual
or auditory problems;

(2) a knowledge o f written Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese or
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Korean; (3) unwillingness to work at least two or three times a week; or (4) previous
participation in experiments similar to this one.
The human rights o f these S's were protected by first getting permission for
this research from Western Michigan University's Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board. A consent form, signed by all the S's before research began, informed
the students about the research and its risks and benefits, the protection o f their
confidentiality, the people they could report complaints to and the fact that they could
withdraw from participation in the experiment at any time (Appendix A). Visitors and
the experiment's trained observer signed pledges not to reveal the identities o f the S's
(also in Appendix A).
Confidentiality was maintained by using two-letter codes for each subject on
all documents except for one: a list o f names and codes was kept in a locked file
cabinet. These codes were used during the experiment. When the data were written
up each code was replaced by a common name.

Setting

The experiment took place in an office in Wood Hall at Western Michigan
University. There were two desks, eight chairs, and a cabinet. The setting and some
o f the materials are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The S sat behind one o f the desks with the experimenter (E) seated opposite.
There were chairs for materials to the E's right and left. Other materials were placed
in and on top o f a small file box, further to the left. The setting can be seen in Figures
2 and 3.
The office was cleaned up before every session so that it looked almost the
same every time the S walked in.
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Figure 2. Photographs o f the Experiment: #1.
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Figure 3. Photographs o f the Experiment: #2.
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Sessions were held two or three times a week. Each o f the three phases was
completed within the space o f five days.

As much as possible, sessions were

scheduled at the S's convenience. The E accepted any time suggested as long as it did
not conflict with other sessions already scheduled or with already scheduled activities
o f the E (which were kept to a minimum).

Apparatus and Materials

The apparatus and materials were made o f typewriter paper, manila folders or
cardboard.

Marks were made on them with black ball point pen or black magic

marker. Printed materials were typed on a DEC laptop computer (using Times New
Roman typeface) and printed with a Canon Bubble Jet printer. The originals were
photocopied to provide the many copies required in this work.
The apparatus and materials can be seen in Figures 2 and 3. Copies o f the
experimental materials are included in Appendix C. On the desk where the S and E
worked were a clock, voice activated tape recorder (with one cassette in the machine
and a blank replacement tape beside it), two black ball point pens and a cardboard box
to shield the sample stimuli (SA) from the view o f the subject. The box (12 by 12 by
14 inches) had two shelves. Response sheets were taped to the floor o f each shelf to
create four columns o f four squares each; these were numbered from one to eight to
accommodate four sets o f SA stimuli. Attached to the front o f the desk (out o f view
o f the S) were a diagram o f a comparison (CO) sheet with the window numbers
marked and two clamps to hold the two answer sheets. On the side o f the desk was
another diagram o f the window numbers where the observer could see it but not the S.
Along the edge o f the desk in front o f the E were two stacks o f CO sheets (those to be
used and those already used, both face down). The box with the samples was kept at
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the com er o f the desk at the E's right; it's back was always kept turned to the S. On
the surface o f the desk were pieces o f clear tape marking the appropriate place for CO
sheets (14 inches in front o f the S) and the box. There was also an index card with the
words "ERROR" and "CORRECT". The subjects could stop a trial after a response if
they hit the word "ERROR" before the E delivered a consequence or started the next
trial.

This protected the S from "accidental" errors that could be immediately

corrected. The word "CORRECT" on the card was not used.
On the chair to the E's right was a copy o f the vocal instructions given before
each task, a ball-point pen and the scoresheets already labeled for the tasks scheduled
for that session. A small plastic card was sometimes used to mark the line on the
scoresheet that described the stimuli due to be presented next. On the chair to the E's
left was a sheet o f cardboard (16.5 by 18 inches) with horizontal strips made o f two
layers o f cardboard 4.5 inches wide that held the edges o f the CO sheets up in the air
to make it easy to slide the one that had just been used to the bottom o f the stack).
The small file box further to the left held the experimental stimuli not in use; blank
response sheets were kept on top o f the box. These were for written responses; they
were 8.5" x 11" sheets o f paper marked with three rows o f four squares, each 2.75"
square (see Appendix E). The cover was also kept on the box when not in use; this
was a 19" by 11.75" piece manila folder paper with a notch cut out o f the bottom
center just the size o f a square on the response sheet (2.75" on a side). It covered
previous written responses during a TB task so that only blank squares were visible.
On the other desk in the room were a calendar for scheduling appointments,
slips to give the students reminding them o f our next session (and giving E's telephone
numbers), the list o f announcements to be made to all S's and an envelope with $5
bills (to pay S's at the end o f each session).
labeled scoresheets for use by the O.

On the cabinet was a clipboard and

In the cabinet were the student data files,
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scoresheets for the O, summary data charts, a list o f any errors made by the E, and
files with blank forms.
On the outside o f the door was a "Do Not Disturb" sign (taped to the back o f
the door when a session was not in progress) and a calendar listing upcoming sessions.
Elsewhere in the building was a locked file box for the list o f S names and
codes and for copies o f all the data (in case the originals were lost). The only people
with keys were the author o f this paper and his principal advisor.
Many forms were used to organize this experiment (Appendix D).

These

included: Steps to Take With New Students, Consent Form, Student Information
Sheet, Group Assignment List, Student Telephone List, Preparing for a Session, To Do
List, Instructions for Each Task, Answer Sheets, Student Plan, Scoresheets, Session
Summary, Student Summary, Experiment Summaries, E Errors, Announcements,
Appointment Cards, Questions for the Final Interview, Confidentiality Pledge for O's
and Visitors, General Description o f the Experiment for O's, O-E Disagreements,
Students' Codes List and List o f Documents.

Experimental Design

Logic o f the Experiment

This research was an example o f a multiple baseline design that varied across
subjects. (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993, pp. 278-282) The effects on the dependent
variables were compared before and after the presentation o f the independent
variables. The crucial test was whether the effect o f the independent variable on the
dependent variable correlated with its presentation to each successive subject. This
was a within-subject design in which each subject produced his or her own control
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data, supplemented by statistical analysis o f grouped data produced by the different
treatment conditions (using t-tests).
It was assumed that the subjects would perform at chance levels on any o f the
experimental tasks before training began because none o f them had any prior access to
the experimental materials (the list showing what groups they were assigned to and
the answer sheets showing the stimulus relations pertaining to those groups).

Overview o f the Research

The arrangement o f tasks is diagrammed in Figure 1. It generally followed
that o f Sundberg (1990) and W raikat (1991b). The setting is shown in Figures 2 and
3. The sequence o f sessions and the stages o f the experiment are given in Figures 4
and 5. The tasks are described in Figure 6 and typical trials are shown in Figure 7.
Each task was represented by two letters; the first was the SA set and the second was
the CO set (in a SB task) or response set (in a TB task). Subscript numbers after a
letter indicated which o f the two subsets o f that stimulus was used.
The experiment had three phases: two TB (or SB) tasks were trained and
equivalence and generalization tests given during the first phase and the same was
repeated with the other type o f language in the second phase. During the third phase
there were full reviews o f the preceding training and a full test. A random balancing
procedure assigned the students to different groups defining the sequence in which
they received the TB and SB phases, the order in which the two training tasks were
given within each o f these phases and the subsets o f the stimuli that would be used
(which is to say the answer sheet used).
A TB phase began with three preparatory tasks that introduced the stimuli and
responses.

The student, (a) pointed to a visual pattern in the presence o f another
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SESSION #1
Introductory Interview
PHASE 1:..........
Preparatory Tasks
First Training

SESSION #2
Review FirstTraining
Second Training
Equivalence Test
Generalization Test

SESSION #3
---PH A SE 2 : - - Preparatory Tasks
First Training

SESSION #4
Review First Training
Second Training
Equivalence Test
Generalization Test
PHASE 3 :..........
Preparatory Tasks

SESSION U5
Review Phase 1 Training
Review Phase 2 Training

SESSION #6
Full Test

SESSION #7
Follow-up Tests
Final Interview

Figure 4. Sequence o f Sessions.
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INTRODUCTORY INTERV IEW
questions
__________ explanations__________
PREPARATION (8 stimuli)
identity matching: p attern s
echoic responding: sounds
copying a text: symbols
OR
identity matching: symbols
TRAINING: T A SK #1
with cues
without cues
I

TRAINING REVIEW

1

TRAINING: TA SK #2
with cues
without cues
I
I

EQUIVALENCE TEST
GENERALIZATION TEST

|
1

REPEAT STEPS LISTED
ABOVE W ITH THE O T H E R
TY PE OF TASK AND THE
O T H E R STIMULUS SUBSETS
PREPARATION (16 stimuli)
identity matching: patterns
identity matching: symbols
FULL REVIEW
phase 1 training tasks
phase 2 training tasks
FULL TEST
Phase 1 Training Tasks
Phase 1 Equivalence Test
P hase 1 Generalization Test
Phase 2 Training Tasks
Phase 2 Equivalence Test
Phase 2 Generalization Test
FINAL INTERVIEW
further testing
questions
explanations

Figure 5. Stages o f the Experiment.
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TASK

B
C
AC

BC

AD
BD
AC review
BC review
AD review
BD review
BA test
ADBD test

ACBC test

A,
D,
ACBC review
ADBD review
(ABCD) test

DESCRIPTION
P ointing to a pattern in resp o n se to an o th e r copy o f the sa m e pattern
(id en tity m atch in g )
R epeating a sou n d said by the ex p e rim en ter (echoic b eh av io r)
C opying a sym bol o r w ritin g it in d ep en d en tly (d ep en d in g o n w hich
sta g e o f this task is b ein g d one)
W riting a sym bol in resp o n se to a pattern , w ith a cue o r w ith o u t a cue
d ep e n d in g on th e stag e b ein g p resen ted (this is o n e o f th e tw o
T B train in g task s)
W riting a sym bol in resp o n se to a sound w ith or w ith o u t a cue
d ep e n d in g on th e stag e (this is th e o th er TB train in g task )
P ointing to a sym bol in resp o n se to a p attern w ith o r w ith o u t th e aid o f
cues (this is o n e o f th e tw o SB train in g tasks)
P ointing to a sym bol in resp o n se to a so u n d w ith or w ith o u t a cu e (this
is th e o th e r SB train in g task)
T he sam e a s A C, given in the session a fte r training on th a t task
T he sam e as BC, given in th e session a fte r training on th a t task
T he sam e as A D , given in th e sessio n afte r train in g on th a t task
T he sam e as BD , given in th e session afte r training on th a t ta sk
P ointing to a pattern in resp o n se to a so u n d (an eq u iv alen ce test, done
by co m b in in g w h at w as learn ed o n the tw o train in g task s)
P ointing to a sym bol in resp o n se to a so u n d o r a pattern, afte r bein g
tau g h t to w rite th e ap p ro p riate sym bol (SB g en e ralizatio n test
follow ing T B train in g )
W riting a sym bol in resp o n se to a sou n d o r a pattern, afte r b ein g taught
to p o in t to the ap p ro p riate sym bol (T B gen eralizatio n te st after
SB training)
Pointing to a pattern in resp o n se to an o th e r copy o f the p attern w ith both
su b sets o f pattern s sim u ltan eo u sly present as co m p ariso n stim uli
P ointing to a sym bol in resp o n se to an o th er copy o f the sym bol in the
p resen ce o f all th e sym bols used in T B and SB train in g
W riting a sym bol in resp o n se to a so u n d or a pattern (a rev iew o f the
tw o T B train in g task s)
Pointing to a sym bol in resp o n se to a sou n d or a pattern (a rev iew o f the
tw o SB train in g tasks)
A m ixed se t o f the four train in g tasks, tw o equ iv alen ce tests an d two
gen eralizatio n tests_____________________________________________

Figure 6. Descriptions o f the Tasks.
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Figure 7. Chart of the Tasks.
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example o f the pattern (part o f a quilt, set A), (b) emitted a vocal response in the
presence o f a similar sound as an auditory stimulus (nonsense syllables represented by
a consonant-vowel-consonant trigram, set B), and (c) wrote a symbol in the presence
o f another example o f the symbol and then wrote all 8 symbols without any cues (a
Japanese Katakana symbol, set C).
Learning to write the Katakana symbols involved seven steps (the number o f
times each stimulus was presented during each step is explained on p. 49): (1) copying
a cue that was present throughout the trial; (2) copying a cue that was only present for
about one second at the start o f the trial; (3) writing all eight symbols one time each in
any order without using the cover; (4) writing all eight symbols one time each in any
order with the cover (which was used in the next stages, too); (5) writing the eight
symbols in a different order; (6) writing the eight symbols faster (in any order); and
(7) writing the eight symbols as fast as possible.

The usual consequences were

provided after every trial used in stages (1) and (2) and after all eight symbols had
been written or the student had given up in stages (3) through (7).
After preparatory training, two TB tasks were trained, writing a symbol (set C)
in the presence o f a visual pattern (set A) and writing a symbol in the presence o f a
nonsense syllable (set B). Which task came first was assigned to the different S's on a
random basis. The first task was trained in the session before the second training task
and the tests, so this session began with a review (called Review During Training).
Then two tests were given. (During training, reinforcement and error correction were
used but tests were done under extinction.) The two tests involved pointing to a visual
pattern (set A) in the presence o f a nonsense syllable (set B) (the equivalence test) or
pointing to a Katakana symbol (set D) in the presence o f either a visual pattern (set A)
or a nonsense syllable (set B) (the generalization test —a SB version o f the TB training
tasks).
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The next phase involved the other type o f verbal behavior (SB if the first phase
was TB or vice versa). Each set o f stimuli had been divided into two matched subsets;
students received one subset in the TB phase and the other in the SB phase.

The

students received the different subsets according to a randomly balanced design (there
were eight possible combinations o f the two subsets o f each o f the three stimulus sets
with an answer sheet to go with each).
A SB phase started with SB preparatory tasks that introduced the student to the
stimuli and responses. The student, (a) pointed to a visual pattern in the presence o f
another example o f the pattern (part o f a quilt, set A), (b) emitted a vocal response in
the presence o f a similar sound as an auditory stimulus (nonsense syllables
represented by a consonant-vowel-consonant trigram, set B), and (c) pointed to a
symbol in the presence o f another example o f the symbol (a Japanese Katakana
symbol, set D).
Then two SB tasks were trained, pointing to a visual Katakana symbol (set D)
in the presence o f a quilt pattern (set A) and pointing to a symbol in the presence o f a
nonsense syllable (represented by a consonant-vowel-consonant trigram, set B). The
first task trained was reviewed at the beginning o f the next session. Then two tests
were given. The tests involved pointing to a visual pattern (set A) in the presence o f a
nonsense syllable (set B), the same equivalence test used in the previous phase, and
writing a symbol (set C) in the presence o f either a visual pattern (set A) or a nonsense
syllable (set B). This last test was simply a TB version o f the SB training tasks.
In Phase III the two training tasks from each o f the earlier phases were
combined into one set (the full reviews) and then all six tasks given in the first two
phases were combined in a 144 trial full test.
During the experiment the S's were reminded not to practice between sessions.
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In summary, comparisons were made between: (a) acquisition o f TB and SB
tasks, (b) generalization to a SB task after training on the TB version o f the task and
vice versa, (c) formation o f stimulus classes in an equivalence test that involved the
two stimuli that had served as samples in the two TB or SB training tasks, and (d)
retention as shown by testing at the end o f the experiment.

Experimental Stimuli

Antecedent Stimuli

These stimuli were presented by the E before the S responded.

Sample Stimuli

There were three classes o f sample stimuli: patterns (set A), nonsense sounds
(set B) and Japanese Katakana symbols (set C or D). The visual stimuli were 2.75"
square pieces o f paper made by photocopying quilt patterns (Safford & Bishop, 1972)
or Katakana symbols (Mitamura, 1985).

The SA stimuli were also used as cue

stimuli. They were the same size as the squares on the CO sheets used in SB tasks and
the squares on the response sheets used in TB tasks.
The pattern stimuli were complex because, in our artificial language, they took
the place o f objects to be named. They were selected so as not to have distinguishing
features that would evoke the same name from many observers (e.g., a black X in the
middle) and yet not to look so much like each other that they required detailed study
to tell them apart. There were sixteen sample stimuli divided in two sets o f eight
matched for darkness and general type o f pattern. See Appendix C for examples o f
the stimulus materials used in this experiment.
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The auditory stimuli were enunciated by the E twice at the start o f the trial.
They were consonant-vowel-consonant combinations selected on either side o f the
point 0.6 o f the way through a series o f such sounds that has been graded from most to
least meaningful. (Noble, 1961) Combinations were excluded if they sounded like
English words. These sixteen sounds divided in two sets o f eight each o f which had
an equal balance o f vowels in the middle in the trigram and that did not repeat the first
consonant.
The D samples (used as cues or in identity matching) were pieces o f paper o f
the same size as the A samples (2.75" on a side). As in the case o f the pattern stimuli,
they were selected to be different enough not to be easily confused with each other
and to not evoke a standard naming reaction. The sixteen stimuli were divided in two
matched sets o f eight. Matching was done by putting the stimuli in pairs on the basis
o f pattern and lightness or darkness.
Each SA slip was labeled on the back in pencil with a number designating the
subset (1 or 2) and a number designating the SA (1 to 8). These marks were not
visible from the front.
The series o f stimuli presented were pseudorandomized; that is, randomized
except for certain specified limits on acceptable sequences.

To make the series o f

SA's used when presenting a task, the SA number was written on the same number o f
coins as SA's o f this number would appear in the series and then these coins were
placed in a large plastic container that was shaken ten times. Then the coins were
removed one at a time without replacement, taking the first that was touched as the E
tried to take the coin on top o f the pile in the container without looking at the coins.
A list was made o f the numbers on the coins and printed on the scoresheets that
guided the E in presenting SA's and CO's. The limits placed on the series were: (a) no
three-in-a-row o f the same number, (b) no three-of-four trials with the same number
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SA, (c) no three repeated pairs o f numbers, and (d) no two series starting or ending
with the same two numbers.

I f a coin was unacceptable it was replaced and the

container shaken as before.
For the review tasks (that combined SA's from two sets) the SA numbers were
determined in the same way except that no repetitions in SA number were allowed (so
that equivalence relations would not be taught inadvertently, as when an A-3 trial was
followed by a B-3 trial). The sequence o f SA sets in a review set was determined by
flipping a coin; the limits were: (a) no four-in-a-row o f the same set, (b) no successive
runs o f three-in-a-row, and (c) no starting or ending a series with three-in-a-row from
the same set. Finally, the review sets were inspected to see that no combination o f set
number and stimulus number appeared too often (three times) or not often enough (no
times); i.e., each combination had to appear one or two times.
The final test set was made by cutting up a scoresheet for each component
task, putting the slips in a bag, mixing them by hand for five minutes and drawing
them without replacement. The limits on the sequence were: (a) no more than two-ina-row o f any one task, and (b) no more than two TB or four SB trials in a row. If a
slip was unacceptable more slips were drawn until one that could be used was
produced, then all the rejected slips were replaced and the contents o f the bag mixed
for two minutes.

Comparison Stimuli

Comparison sheets were made by placing the eight set A stimuli (patterns) or
set D stimuli (Katakana symbols) around the outside o f a 7.25" by 7.25" square.
These locations, called windows, were numbered from left to right starting in the
upper left comer (Appendix C).

The stimuli were distributed in the windows in
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sixteen pseudorandom sequences balanced so that each stimulus appeared in each
window equally often.

An effort was made to select combinations that were

maximally different from each other (that did not share repeated sequences o f
stimulus positions). There are 50,200 ways to place eight stimuli on a CO sheet but
most o f these combinations are very similar to each other (e.g., differing in the
position o f ju st two stimuli).
Each CO sheet was labeled on the back in pencil with a letter designating the
set (A or D), a number designating the subset (1 or 2) and a number designating the
CO sheet (1 to 16).
The sequence o f presentation o f CO sheets was randomized by shuffling the
stack o f sheets three times before each presentation. If the series was only given once
(which was often the case), then the CO sheets were used in the order numbered
(which was itself random). After going through a stack o f CO sheets, the same stack
could be gone through in the reverse direction before reshuffling.

Cue Stimuli

The cues represented the stimuli to be produced by writing (in TB tasks) or to
be pointed to (in SB tasks). The cue stimuli were the same pieces o f paper used as
samples.
During training, cues were present throughout the trial (Stage 1) or for one or
two seconds at the beginning o f the trial (Stage 2) or they were not used at all (Stage
3). Cues were also presented immediately after an error at the start o f the correction
procedure.
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Consequent Stimuli

These were stimuli presented by the E after the S responded.

Reinforcing Stimuli

Reinforcement was accomplished with confirmatory phrases, such as "Good,"
"Right," "That's it" and "Uh-huh," spoken by the E about one second after a response.
The presentation o f the sample for a new trial was also reinforcing because it always
followed a correct response (see below for the correction procedure that followed
errors).

Reinforcement was given after every correct training trial but testing was

done under extinction (a new trial was started whether the response was correct or
not).
Another discriminative stimulus associated with correct responses was the
prompt removal o f the antecedent stimuli in front o f the S (an error was followed by
the presentation o f a cue and the beginning o f the correction procedure).
At the end o f a session the E gave a $5 bill to the S. This helped maintain
attendance at the sessions.

Punishing Stimuli

The error consequence was called "correction" or "correction-repeat." After an
error during training the E said, "Actually this was the correct response" and then the
E presented a cue stimulus representing what the S should have written or pointed to.
The S then responded correctly (copying the cue or pointing to the same stimulus on
the CO sheet). In the "correction-repeat" procedure the sample was presented again in
a new trial giving the S the opportunity to respond correctly (in SB tasks the next CO
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sheet for the next scheduled trial was used and then reused with the sample
appropriate to the next trial).
Another discriminative stimulus associated with errors was the unusually long
pause while the E checked to be sure it was an error and the motion as the E reached
for the appropriate cue stimulus.
Independent Variables

The main independent variable was the type o f language, TB or SB. These
were contrasted during initial training, equivalence and generalization testing, full
review and full tests.
Another set o f independent variables was various aspects o f the procedures
themselves; we checked to see if the results were affected by the phase during which
training was given, the sequence in which the two phases were presented, the sensory
mode o f the samples, the order o f the two tasks during training and the stimulus subset
used.
Time is an independent variable in the retention tests and the stage o f the
experiment is the variable when we look for persistence o f the effects during the
course o f the experiment.

Dependent Variables
The number o f errors under different conditions were listed for each subject
and then totals and averages were derived. The numbers o f students doing better with
TB and SB instruction were also recorded.
These responses, either writing in a TB task or pointing in a SB task, are
described here in greater detail.
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Response Definitions

Writing

The S's wrote with a black ball-point pen on 8.5" by 11" sheets o f paper
marked with three rows o f 2.75" squares (Appendix C). A cover was used to ensure
that the S's didn't see their previously written responses. It was described on p. 28,
above. The S moved this cover (or the paper beneath it) along each row o f squares
from left to right starting with the top row and then filling the lower rows in order.
The first response was in the upper left-hand square and the last in the lower righthand square. At all times all the visible squares were blank.
The response ended when the S moved the cover to expose the next blank
square. This was an essential aspect o f the response definition because before that the
S might still change the response-product, so the E had to wait until the cover was
moved before a consequence for the response was delivered.

Pointing

This response was defined by the contact o f the S's finger with the 2.38" by
2.38" square containing the visual stimulus (the "window"). The eight stimulus CO
sheets had nine o f these windows arranged in a 7.25" by 7.25" square. They were
numbered from 1 to 9 along the rows from left to right, starting at the top left and
ending at the bottom right (window #5, in the middle was used for samples but was
not a CO response window).

The 16 stimulus CO sheets had 16 smaller stimulus

locations (1.5" by 1.5") around the outside o f a 7.5" by 7.5" square.
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Response Measurement

Paper
Scoresheets were used to record whether a response was correct or not and/or
the window that was pointed to in a SB task (Appendix C). These scoresheets also
listed the SA and CO stimuli required for each trial and were used to guide the E
through the scheduled presentations. At the top o f the page were spaces for the S
code, date, session number, people present, time the task was started and stopped, task
name, tape number and the tape counter number at the start and finish o f the task.
The response sheets for TB tasks (described on p. 28) were labeled on the back
with the sheet number, S code, session number, task name and trial numbers. Since
the squares were always filled in the same order, the trial number and SA correlated
with each response-product could be identified by checking the scoresheet labeled
with the same descriptors as the response sheet.

Audio Tape

An audio tape recording was made o f the entire session using a small tape
recorder (a Sony TCM-S68V). The recorder was voice activated so that only sounds
reaching the microphone were recorded.

This saved a lot o f tape (because the

experiment was run in silence except for the auditory SA's and the instructions) but it
meant that the tape could not be used to time the events o f the experiment.

Photography

A few sessions were photographed with a 35mm camera to record the general
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features o f the experimental environment (Figures 2 and 3). Also, a video tape was
made o f two sessions.

Procedures

Setting Up to Run a Session
The form, Preparing for a Session, lists everything that the E checked at the
beginning o f each session (Appendix D). There are 22 items on this list.
The appropriate SA and cue stimuli were laid out in the box and the CO
stimuli were placed on the desk beside the box (for the first trial o f the session) or on
the chair to the left.
Consulting the Student Plan, the E gathered the scoresheets that would be
required which were then labeled as completely as possible. An additional set was
made for the observer.

What to Do With New Subjects

The form, Steps to Take With New Students, lists what the E did at the
beginning o f the first session (Appendix D). The S's were asked to read and sign the
Consent Form and to fill in the Student Information Sheet. Then a long paragraph was
read o f general instructions. This contained a brief description o f what we would be
doing, the necessity o f working in silence, o f not discussing the experiment and o f not
working on the experiment in between sessions. The S's were reminded that they
could end their participation at any time and that no specific number o f sessions were
guaranteed. Arrangements for payment were described. Then the first S and E moved
to their positions across the desk from each other and the instructions for the first task
were read.
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Running a Typical Session

The session began with a few sentences about what had been happening since
we last met. The tape recorder was turned on and the date, time, codes for people
present, session number and task name were dictated.

Instructions

Each task began with the E reading the appropriate instructions from the form,
Instructions for Each Task (Appendix D). This script was followed exactly.
The session was run in silence except for the vocal behavior involved in
presenting stimuli, responding to them or providing consequences.

Presenting the Antecedent Stimuli

The order o f presentation o f antecedent stimuli was always CO stimulus first
(if the task was SB), then SA and then cue (if it was Stage 1 or 2 o f a training task).
Details are given below for each type o f task.

Topography-Based Tasks. At the start o f each trial the E consulted the
scoresheet for the task being presented.

Then, about one or two seconds after the

preceding trial ended, he picked up the designated SA from the box and placed it on
the response sheet cover, 2" from the center o f the notch in which the S would write a
response, or, if the SA was an auditory stimulus, he said the nonsense syllable
distinctly twice in immediate succession.

Selection-Based Tasks. At the start o f each trial the E consulted the scoresheet
for the task being presented. Then, about one or two seconds after the preceding trial
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ended, he picked up the designated SA (and cue, if necessary) from the box with his
right hand and the CO sheet with his left hand. In smooth succession he then placed
the CO sheet on the desk (guided by the tape on the desktop), the SA in the center o f
the CO sheet and the cue 2" from the center o f its top edge. If the SA was an auditory
stimulus, he placed the CO sheet in front o f the S and then said the nonsense syllable
distinctly twice in immediate succession.
Waiting for the Response

The E sat motionless with two hands in his lap or one on the edge o f the desk
while waiting for the response. If the task was a test the E looked at the stimuli in the
box, or the answer sheet or the scoresheet but not at the response sheet or CO sheet. If
it was a preparatory or training task the subject might also look at the area just in front
o f the S. The E rarely looked at the S's face, and never made eye contact while a task
was running.

Presenting the Consequent Stimuli

After a Correct Response. The E said "Good" or something similar (p. 41)
within a second o f a correct response and then reached to remove the antecedent
stimuli.

After an Error. The E said "Actually this is the correct pattern (or symbol)"
and presented the appropriate cue stimulus in its usual position. The S then responded
correctly and the trial was ended. Then the next scheduled trial was presented or, if
correction-repeat was in effect, the next trial was a repetition o f the same SA with the
next CO sheet in SB tasks.

In this latter case, if the response was correct it was

reinforced and the next trial presented exactly as scheduled.
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Recording the Response

During preparatory or training tasks, the E scored the response by writing
down a check or X, a smile or frown (rightside up or upside down U) or a dot to the
left (correct) or right (error) o f the number o f the window to which the response was
directed. The check and X were not used on tests because the E's motion might have
indicated to the S whether the response was correct or not, which was not a problem
with the other two scoring conventions.

Response windows numbers were written

down after errors during training and on any SB test trial.

During the Intertrial Interval

These intervals usually lasted from one to three seconds. They ran from the
presenting o f the consequent stimuli for one trial and the antecedent stimuli for the
next trial.

The E recorded the response (as described above) and returned the

previously used SA and cue stimuli to their numbered positions in the box. The CO
sheet was turned upside down on a discard pile to the left o f the CO stack from which
sheets were drawn at the start o f each SB trial.
Then the E looked at the scoresheet to find out what would be presented on the
next trial. The answer sheet might be checked to see what the correct response to the
SA would be (or the E looked over at the cue o f the same number). Sometimes a brief
pause was inserted to check to be sure that everything was running as it should be.
The required antecedent stimuli were picked up and the next trial was ready to begin.
If the S's attention was distracted the E waited until the subject was motionless and
looking at the desktop or the E.
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Ending a Session

Sessions ended when the scheduled tasks were completed or when one hour
had elapsed. Nothing more was said than something like, "Well, that's it for today."
No comments were made about how the session had gone. The answer sheets and
stimuli were covered or put away before the S walked around to where they would be
seen.
Then the E and S arranged the scheduling o f the next session and the S was
paid $5 from the envelope o f $5 bills on the desk. There were a few sentences o f
conversation about what was going to happen before the next session.

After Each Session

The materials were returned to their places in the file box (or in the student's
file if they would be needed again by this S but not by other S's). The session number
was recorded beside the tasks done in the Student Plan. The scoresheets and response
sheets were put in order and the results copied onto the Session Summaiy, Student
Summary and Experiment Summary sheets (Appendix D). Notes were made for the S
file and the E errors list. Any disagreements between O and E were recorded on the
list for that purpose.

Procedural Differences in Groups A. B. C and D

The 16 subjects were given a gradually more difficult series o f procedures in
order to generate enough errors to allow a comparison between the two types o f
language. The methods described above applies to all four groups with the following
exceptions.
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Group A (two subjects) received 24 trials on each preparatory task (except for
the TB stages (3) through (7) that were the same for each group and involved writing
each symbol one time). There were also 24 cued demonstration trials at the start o f
training.

The error consequence was correction-repeat.

There were either two or

three full reviews before the full test.
Group B (six subjects) received 16 preparatory and 16 cued demonstration
trials. The error consequence was correction-repeat. There was only one full review
before the full test.
Group C (one subject) received 16 preparatory and eight cued demonstration
trials. The standard instructions at the start o f training had this additional sentence:
"Move the cover (or point to the symbol) when you finish studying it." The error
consequence was correction (without the repetition o f the trial missed). There was
only one full review before the full test.
Group D (seven subjects) received the same treatment as the Group C subject
without the added instruction about taking as long as the student wanted. There were
16 preparatory and eight cued demonstration trials.

The error consequence was

correction and there was only one full reviews before the full test.

The Final Interview

The S was asked nine questions: (1) How did you do each o f the tasks? (2) Did
you have names for any o f the stimuli we used? (3) How did you do the tests that
were not directly taught?
stimuli?

(4) Did you have any particular history with any o f the

(5) Have you ever listened to Dr. Jack Michael lecture on the topic o f

selection-based and topography-based language? (6) Which tasks were particularly
easy or hard and fun or unpleasant? (7) If you had the time, would you participate in
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another experiment similar to this one? (8) Would you like to hear an explanation o f
this experiment, why we did what we did and what we hope to learn? (9) Did you
study the experimental relations on your own between sessions at any time during the
experiment?
The S and E then conversed in general about the design o f the experiment and
what happened during the sessions. This was recorded on audio tape.

Reliability Measures

An observer (O) is used to verify that what the E says happened during the
experiment did happen.
Specifically, the jo b o f the O was to verify that: (a) the E followed the
sequence o f tasks and trials that had been planned beforehand, (b) the E's record o f the
S's behavior was accurate, (c) the E did not supply differential consequences on the
tests, and (d) the E did not give inadvertent cues.

Training the Observer

During an initial interview the O, Kendra Pearsall, read the form titled "A
General Description o f the Experiment" (Appendix D). The importance o f the O's role
was explained and the different experimental tasks were demonstrated. They were
shown the O-E Disagreements form and its significance explained. The mechanics o f
deciding what sessions to observe was discussed.

When the trainee decided to

become an O she was asked to sign a pledge to maintain the confidentiality o f the S's
(Appendix A).
Then there was a training session during which the E went through the motions
o f running the various tasks and the O kept a record.
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Finally, the O recorded actual sessions until her record agreed consistently
with the E's record. After that she was considered to be trained.

Observing a Session

The O had two roles, to observe the behavior o f the S or that o f the E. There
were chairs behind the person to be observed.

In either case she was alert for

inadvertent cues, errors in reading instructions, errors o f response definition and errors
o f timing (order and timing o f presentation o f CO and SA and cue, timing o f response
and consequence, and timing o f the intertrial interval).

The O used the same

scoresheets as the E.

Observing the Student

Selection-Based Tasks.

During the trial the O recorded: (a) the window

number pointed to on each trial, and (b) whether or not the response was correct.

Topography-Based Tasks. During the trial the O recorded: (a) the number o f
the TB trial in final tests that combined SB and TB trials in one set, and (b) whether or
not the response was correct. After the response sheets were completed and labeled
the O checked that the sheet had the correct sheet number, S code, session number,
task name and trial numbers.

Observing the Experimenter

Selection-Based Tasks. Before the series started the O checked the label at the
top o f the scoresheet. During the trial the O recorded: (a) the CO sheet number, and
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(b) the SA number and cue number if used, and (c) the consequence that the E
delivered.

Topographv-Based Tasks. Before the series started the O checked the label at
the top o f the scoresheet. During the trial the O recorded: (a) the SA number and cue
number if used, and (b) the consequence that the E delivered.

After the response

sheets were completed and labeled the O checked that the sheet had the correct sheet
number, S code, session number, task name and trial numbers.

Calculating Agreement

Percentage agreement scores were calculated by dividing the number o f
instances on which O and E agreed by the total number o f instances on which they
agreed and disagreed, and then multiplying this quotient by 100. That is, the scores
represented the percent o f opportunities that were recorded in the same way by the O
and the E.
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RESULTS

In most cases, these results are presented in terms o f average errors committed
by the 16 subjects as they worked on the task in question. Test results (where the
number o f trials is the same in each case) are given as percent correct when this aids
interpretation. Training results are reported in terms o f the number o f errors instead
o f trials to criterion or percent correct because these latter measures are severely
distorted by ju st when the errors came within the series o f trials. For instance, on the
two full reviews Alexis made the same number o f errors each time but his score rose
6%, while M aria Jesus cut her errors in half but her scores only changed 3% (Alexis:
38/47=81% and 61/70=87%; M aria Jesus: 53/61=87% and 38/42=90%).
Statistical significance was determined by two-sample t-tests unless otherwise
noted. The probability value is reported when it meets our definition o f significance
(p less than or equal to 0.05). The probability value is not reported when the t-tests
indicate statistically insignificant differences, unless the value is between .05 and .10
in which case it is reported even though it does not reach the level o f statistical
significance.
Two-sample Mann-Whitney tests were also done because these nonparametric,
rank-based tests use medians instead o f means and are not as affected by extreme
values. The probabilities computed with the Mann-Whitney were only reported when
the two tests disagreed, which happened once (p. 61).
The tables presenting the data are collected in Appendix F rather than being
embedded in the text. This was done to make it easier for the reader to compare the
average scores on the successive stages, to study the patterns in the data by moving

54
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back and forth among the tables, and to follow the performance o f individual subjects
through the experiment. To help the reader the subjects are always listed in the same
order (determined by the number o f errors during training).
First, the overall performance o f these subjects will be described.
consider the effect o f five variables that might confound our analysis.

We next

SB and TB

tasks are then compared. Then other observations are presented on equivalence and
generalization testing, the effects that we expected to see, ceiling effects and retention,
followed by data on error analysis, methodology and reliability.

Overall Performance

There were eight kinds o f tasks in this experiment: (1) Preparation, (2)
Training, (3) Review During Training, (4) Equivalence Tests, (5) Generalization
Tests, (6) Full Reviews, (7) Full Test, and (8) Final Interview Tasks. The performance
on these different tasks will be summarized here (see Table 1 for the data on overall
performance).

Preparation

No errors were made in the tasks used to introduce the students to Phases I, II
and III (that is, identity matching, echoic behavior and copying a text).

Training

The 16 subjects learned two TB tasks that involved writing Japanese Katakana
symbols in response to auditory nonsense syllables or visual patterns.

During

acquisition o f these eight stimulus relations, there was an average o f 8.1 errors (Table
5).
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The subjects also learned two SB tasks with Katakana symbols as CO's and
auditory nonsense syllables or visual patterns as samples.

16.2 average errors were

made during acquisition o f these eight stimulus relations (Table 5).
The students averaged 12.2 errors during acquisition o f a training task.

Review During Training

The first training task had to be reviewed because it was taught one session
before the second training task was presented and tests given. Few errors were made:
there were an average o f 1.4 errors during each one o f these reviews (Table 8).

Equivalence Tests

The students successfully demonstrated equivalence relations based on the
combining o f the two training tasks. No differential reinforcement was delivered
during this test. Auditory nonsense syllables were the samples and visual patterns the
comparisons. An average o f 2.8 errors was made during each o f these equivalence
tests.

Generalization Tests

After TB training the students were tested with the SB version o f the training
tasks. Likewise, TB testing followed SB instruction. Generally these tasks were no
problem; the students averaged 2.3 errors on each o f these tests (done without
differential reinforcement).
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Full Reviews

These reviews were made by combining the two training tasks into one set.
The criterion was met with an average o f 6.3 errors per test.

Full Test

The ten tasks done during the experiment (not including the preparation tasks)
were given in one long set o f 144 trials. On average 22.6 errors were made during one
o f these tests. Expressed as percent correct, the scores were highest on the training
tasks (88%) and lower on the equivalence tasks (77%).

The scores on the

generalization tasks based on TB training was 90% correct and generalization after SB
training was 84% correct.

Final Interview Data

At the start o f the last session some other indirectly taught tasks were
presented as demonstrations.

During each test the 8 or 16 stimuli involved were

presented one time each. These are reported in Table 14 and include: (a) the written
spelling o f the sounds presented during TB and SB training, (b) sorting the
experimental stimuli into two sets corresponding to Phase I and Phase II, (c) written
spelling or vocalizing o f the sounds in response to the symbols or patterns, and filling
in a chart with representations o f the patterns, sounds and symbols. As seen in the
table, the students made few errors.

No contrasts were apparent between the

performances on the different versions o f these tasks, except that sorting the stimuli
into two sets by pointing to the printed trigrams representing the sounds was more
successful than by writing letters representing the sounds (10 vs. 46 errors by 10
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students), and sorting by pointing to the Katakana symbols was more successful than
by writing the symbols (8 errors vs. 15 by the same 10 students).

Some Effects

Before we compare TB and SB scores we have to look at the effects o f the
general experimental procedures. If any o f these is statistically significant, then the
TB-SB comparison has to be made separately for the two sets o f data. The five effects
we will consider here are those due to phase, sequence, sensory mode, order and
stimulus subset.

The Phase Effect

Each subject received two phases o f instruction, first TB and then SB or vice
versa (Figure 1). During training there were an average o f 18.8 errors in Phase I and
5.6 errors in Phase II, a difference that is significant (p < .05, Table 5).
This phase effect was not seen later in the experiment -- that is, in the review
trials given during training, the equivalence and generalization tests and the full tests
(Tables 4, 8, 9 and 10). In the full review there were more errors in the Phase I review
than in that o f Phase II (8.1 vs. 4.4, Table 11, not a statistically significant difference),
but it should be remembered that the Phase II training intervened between Phase I and
its review whereas only the Phase I review came between Phase II and its review.

Sequence Effect

There was a strong effect o f the sequence o f the two types o f training. Six o f
the top eight students received TB training first followed by the SB tasks, and six o f
the bottom eight students had their instruction in the reverse order, SB-TB (Table 5).
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This comparison was significant during training (p < .05), but not in any o f the later
stages o f the experiment (Table 4).

The Sensory Mode Effect

There were fewer errors during training when the samples were auditory rather
than visual (3.4 vs. 8.8, Table 4). This difference was statistically significant (p <
.05), as was the difference between the two types o f tasks during the full test (1.1 vs.
4.7, Table 4, p < .05). As seen in Table 4, auditory samples were handled better than
visual samples in all the other tasks during this experiment, although these differences
did not rise to statistical significance.

Order Effect

Sometimes the task with an auditory sample came first (the Intraverbal) and
sometimes the visual sample was presented first (the Tact). The effect o f order was
not statistically significant.

During TB training the students did better when the

auditory sample came first, but during SB training the situation was reversed (Table
7). During the first phase the error scores were lower when the auditory task came
first; during the second phase the students did slightly better when the visual task
came first (Table 7).

Stimulus Subset Effect

Differences in the performances with the two subsets o f each stimulus were
not statistically significant, with one exception.

During Phase I one subset o f

nonsense syllables was mastered with fewer errors than the other subset. The trigrams
done especially well were CUV, GEP, KEF, NEM, PAF, TEV, WEX and ZAN while
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more errors were made with BIJ, DAC, JEG, MIP, NOY, REZ, VEC and YAT. The
means were 2.5 and 0.6 errors per task and this difference is statistically significant (p
< .05).
It should be noted that, although the students were assigned to stimulus subsets
randomly, those who worked with the first group o f syllables were the three most
successful subjects in the experiment while the other students were ranked 4, 7, 9, 11
and 16. Also, when these same two subsets o f auditory stimuli were used with the
other eight students in their second phases the mean performances were quite similar:
3.7 vs. 2.8 errors per task (not a significant difference).

Comparison o f Topography-Based and Selection-Based Verbal Behavior

We will look at this comparison in the following stages o f the experiment:
training, review during training, equivalence test, generalization test, full review and
full test.

Training

In comparing TB and SB training we have to look at one phase at a time
(because o f the significant phase effect) and one sensory mode at a time (because o f
the significant sensory mode effect). The significant sequence effect (that the TB-SB
sequence was more effective that the SB-TB sequence) meant that only Phase I could
be used (that being before sequence had its effect).
Looking at Phase I, visual TB training was done significantly better than visual
SB training (7.8 vs. 19.1, p < .05, Table 4). In the Phase I auditory training there were
fewer errors on TB than SB trials but this just missed statistical significance (1.0 vs.
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9.6 average errors, .10 < p < .05, Table 4). A Mann-Whitney test o f this difference
found it to be significant (p < .05, see discussion on p. 54).
Another way to analyze these data is to ask how many students did better with
TB as compared to SB instruction (column 2 in Table 2 and the column headed "TB
minus SB" in Table 5). Eight subjects did better on the TB tasks and seven did better
on the SB tasks (one did not make any errors). The two types o f language instruction
came out about even. However, a distinction appears when we look at the high and
low performers (see the first line o f Table 3). O f the top eight students, two did better
on the TB tasks and five did better on the SB tasks (one made no errors).

O f the

bottom eight students, six did better on the TB tasks and two did better on the SB
tasks. Those who made few errors did better with SB instruction and those who made
many errors did better with TB instruction.
O f course, the combination o f strong phase and sequence effects could
produce a result like this.

Review During Training

The few errors made during the training reviews came slightly more often
during TB rather than SB review (1.6 vs. 1.2, Table 8).

This difference is not

statistically significant. When the data are separated by phase, we see that the most
errors in Phase I occurred on the SB reviews and in Phase II the most errors were on
the TB reviews (Table 8).
About the same number o f students did well with each o f the two type o f
instruction during this review (Tables 2 and 3). This was true o f both the upper and
lower half o f the data.
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The students in Tables 2 and 3 are ranked according to their performance on
the task in question. Very similar results were obtained when the ranking achieved
during training was used for the analysis on all the subsequent tasks (see p. 65 for
more discussion o f the students' relative performances).

Equivalence Test

There were no statistically significant differences between equivalence tests
after TB and SB instruction (2.1 vs. 3.5 average errors, Table 9). The corresponding
percent correct after TB training was higher than the percent after SB training: 86%
vs. 78%.
About the same number o f students did best on their equivalence tests that
followed TB training as did best on their tests after SB training (Tables 2 and 3). This
was true o f both the upper and lower half o f the data.

Generalization Test

The students had slightly more success pointing to the correct symbols after
written instruction than writing them after training that involved pointing (1.8 vs. 2.8
average errors, Table 10). In terms o f percentages this was 92% compared to 88%.
These differences were not statistically significant.
The students did better generalizing from TB to SB tasks (9 students) than vice
versa (6 students, Tables 2 and 3). This difference was due to the poorer performing
students who favored TB instruction by a margin o f 6 to 2, while the top students did
better slightly with on the SB tasks (4 to 3, with one tie).
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Full Review

The errors during these reviews o f the four training tasks showed the same
pattern as the errors in training and in the reviews during training. That is, TB had the
advantage in Phase I and SB in Phase II although this was not statistically significant
(Table 11).
About as many students did better with TB as did better with SB instruction,
but when the data is ranked, the top students did better with SB and those who were
not so successful were slightly more successful with the TB tasks (Tables 2 and 3).

Full Test

Since the auditory tests were done significantly better than visual tests, the
data in Table 12 is separated according to sensory mode (Table 13). In the auditory
mode, TB had the advantage over SB during training (0.2 vs. 0.6 average errors) and
generalization (0.4 vs. 1.0) and, in the visual mode, TB had the advantage during
generalization (2.0 vs. 2.9). The only instance in which SB had the advantage was in
the visual training trials (2.2 vs. 2.3), although this represented a difference o f only
one error.

In the equivalence tests (that all involved auditoiy samples) the

performance established by TB training was slightly more successful than that
established SB training (5.3 vs. 5.6, Table 13).
The TB versus SB comparison on the full test training tasks is similar to what
we saw for the original training data: taken together the students did about as well on
one as the other but, ranked by performance, the better students favored the SB tasks
and the students who made more errors did better with the TB tasks.

On the

equivalence tests, there was a tie: an equal number o f students scored better with each
type of language when considered together and when separated according to
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performance.

On the generalization tests, the pattern we saw during the original

performance was repeated: treated as one population, more students scored best when
generalizing from TB to SB but, looking at the students above and below the 5 0 ^
percentile, there was a tie in the top students while the lower performing students
accounted for the overall TB advantage (Tables 2 and 3).

Other Observed Effects

Data was also produced on retention, persistence o f differences through the
experiment, ceiling effects and expected effects (those that these procedures are
expected to produce).

Retention

The students did well when re-exposed to a task taught in the previous session
making an average o f 1.4 errors on review tasks given during training (Table 8). They
also did well on the full review o f the two Phase II training tasks, averaging 4.4 errors
(these reviews came an average o f 2.6 days after completion o f Phase II training).
Their retention o f the Phase I training was not as successful: they averaged 8.1 errors
on the Phase I review that followed training by an average o f 6.6 days during which
Phase II training had been done (Table 11). The question o f whether the difficulty in
the Phase I review was due to the passage o f time or to the interference o f Phase II
training was revealed by one subject who took a vacation after the full reviews so that
they had to be repeated. First, Marco scored 80% on the Phase I review (6 days after
training) and 95% on the Phase II review (5 days after training). He then left town.
When he came back 6 days later, the Phase I and II reviews were repeated and his
scores were 91% and 94%, respectively.
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Persistence Through the Experiment o f Differences in Training Performance

In Table 1 the subjects are ranked according to the number o f errors they made
during acquisition o f the four training tasks. This same order is maintained in the
subsequent tables to facilitate the inspection o f individual performances.

Did this

ranking during training correlate positively with their performances later in the
experiment -- that is, in review during training, equivalence and generalization testing,
full review and full tests? First, two columns were made o f the training errors o f each
o f the 16 subjects and the combined errors each o f them made in the subsequent
stages o f the experiment. These two columns were ranked and the columns o f ranks
were correlated with Spearman's rho.

There was a significant positive correlation

between performance in training and in the rest o f the experiment (r = 0.768). No
significant rank correlations were found between training and each o f the other tasks
considered separately.

Ceiling Effects

The subjects received four different versions o f the procedures, each change
designed to increase the errors produced (see p. 49).

The overall percent correct

achieved by Groups A, B and D dropped ffom 93% to 91% to 88% (Table 15). Group
C was one subject (Rebeca) who received the same treatment as Group D except for
the following sentence at the end o f the instructions just before the cued
demonstration trials: "Move the cover (or point to the symbol) when you finish
studying it."

She spent a lot o f time staring at each demonstrated stimulus relation

and achieved a very high overall score (95% correct). This instruction was not given
Group D subjects and, like the other students, they maintained a fairly rapid pace o f
responding. The Group D scores dropped to 88% correct.
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A four-way analysis o f the variance (ANOVA) for the scores o f Groups A, B,
C and D showed that their differences were not statistically significant, an important
result for our analysis because it allows us to pool the data produced by these four
slightly different procedures (Table 15 and p. 49).

Expected Effects
There were five effects that we expected to see in these data: (1) the advantage
o f auditory samples over visual samples (because the auditory samples were part o f
familiar words, while the visual samples were not); (2) the advantage o f learning
names for symbols before matching them to patterns —that is, the order effect: doing
the Intraverbal task BC or BD before the Tact AC or AD (because the auditory task
gave them names to use while working on the visual task); (3) the advantage o f
generalizing from TB to SB instead o f the reverse (because recognition tasks are often
done better than recall tasks, e.g., Brown, 1976; Hanson & Hirst, 1989); (4) the
interference o f Phase II instruction on retention o f the Phase I performance (because
o f the common observation that forgetting is a function o f the intervening behavior
rather than the passage o f time); and (5) the decrease in scores as the procedures were
progressively made more difficult for Groups A, B, C and D (because each procedural
change involved less instruction). All these effects were seen, although only (1) was
statistically significant (p. 59).

Error Analysis

There were 1,391 errors during this experiment.

Analyzing the possible

sources o f control o f an error is extraordinarily time consuming. This sort o f analysis
is rarely mentioned in dissertations on TB and SB instruction or in published papers
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on equivalence relations. A full error analysis goes beyond the scope o f this report but
summary statements on a few key issues will be given.

Writing Errors

These errors were either in details o f the response topography or in the
stimulus control o f the response (i.e., a whole wrong symbol was written). The error
response was almost always one o f the eight symbols being used at the time or a
malformed version o f one o f them. The two sets o f symbols were rarely confused
until the full test when, for the first time the students were given a mixed set o f all the
different tasks from both phases o f the experiment.
Some written responses were not perfect but were still recognizable and met
the criterion that all observers would point to the same correct symbol when asked to
match the written response with a copy o f the symbols used in the experiment. These
were called problems o f penmanship and did not count as errors.
A particularly important type o f nonstandard written response was the reversal
or rotation o f the symbol which will be treated next.

Reversals

Thirteen o f the 16 subjects reversed or rotated some letters; six examples are
included in Appendix E (p. 154: windows 2, 7, 10 & 11; p. 155: windows 3 & 11).
Most o f this involved indirectly established behavior: 81 o f the 96 instances were on
generalization tests or on the generalization trials in the full tests.

The other 15

examples came during the TB preparatory stage; there were no reversals while
working on the four training tasks. Two o f the 16 subjects did more reversing than the
others: 36 o f the 96 reversals were by Marco and Miguel, who ranked among those
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who made the most errors during this experiment (Table 1).

During the initial

interview both o f these individuals mentioned having academic problems.

Biases

There was almost no evidence o f biases toward certain response windows or
sequence o f response windows on the SB tasks, or to certain stimuli (pointed to or
written) or to a sequence o f trials (learning the scoresheet). The only exception was
that during initial acquisition three subjects avoided guessing and stuck to one
particular error response until it turned out to be correct. Also, one subject (Nono)
used a limited set o f error responses in the TB full review: 20 o f his 24 errors involved
only three different written responses. He was the only subject who showed this kind
o f bias. He was also the subject who made the most errors during this experiment.

The Methodology

The main datum regarding the use o f simple methods for this kind o f research
is that the experiment was successfully completed. During 115 sessions 14,328 trials
were presented to 16 subjects. Scoresheets were filled out for each trial and an audio
tape recording was made. A permanent record was kept o f the written responses.
Four tasks were directly instructed and another six tasks were taught indirectly.
By the end o f the experiment each student had organized 48 stimuli into 16 threemember classes made up o f a quilting pattern, a nonsense syllable and a Japanese
Katakana symbol. Many other stimulus-response relations were established that we
did not test as demonstrated by the 11 tasks during the final interviews.
These sessions took between 30 and 50 minutes, usually two or three times a
week. At the rate o f $5 per session, it cost $725 to pay the students and observer.
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The experimenter kept a list o f every mistake he made. In presenting these
14,328 trials E made 58 errors. Most o f them could not be expected to affect the
student (for instance, 22 trials were given in the wrong order and on 17 other
occasions the wrong SA, cue or CO sheet was presented momentarily and
immediately withdrawn). Only 5 errors were seriously misleading and required re
presenting a trial with an explanation that the previous trial should be ignored; in 4 o f
these cases the subsequent performances were perfect. In one instance, however, the
experimenter may have contributed to subsequent errors. When Gerardito was writing
the eight symbols during his TB preparatory stage, E accepted the wrong symbol on
seven trials. Gerardito wrote the 6 ^ symbol listed in the answer sheet on page 124
instead o f the 6 ^ on page 126 (they look like IJ and IL). E did not notice the mistake
until the first time the error was made on a training trial when he explained the
situation to the S.

Later, on the full test, Gerardito missed four out o f 18 trials

involving these stimuli. On two equivalence trials he pointed to the visual pattern
associated with the wrong one o f the two symbols E had confused during the
preparatory stage.

Reliability

As seen in Table 16, a trained observer recorded 30 o f the 115 sessions (26%)
and 3,483 o f the 14,328 trials (24%).

We agreed on over 99% o f the trials.

We

disagreed 26 times. It could be established that the observer was correct on 9 o f these
trials and the experimenter was correct on 15 o f them. On two trials it could not be
determined who made the mistake. There were also two recorded instances in which
both observer and experimenter were wrong.
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The observer was also constantly vigilant for inadvertent cues that might be
confounding the experiment. None were noted.
The observer took on several other important roles not in her original job
description. She interrupted the session when E made an error that would have misled
the student. If it looked as if we were diverging from the scheduled sequence o f tasks,
this was mentioned. She worked to maintain a pleasant social environment during the
sessions and afterwards she helped go over what had happened and what was coming
up next.
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DISCUSSION

Topography-Based and Selection-Based Verbal Behavior Compared

When there is a significant statistical difference caused by any o f our
experimental procedures, from then on the subjects who received the different
treatments have to be analyzed separately. The phase effect during training means we
can compare within columns but not rows in Table 6. The sequence effect means we
cannot compare within the Phase II column but we can use Phase I data because
sequence was not a factor at the beginning o f the experiment.

The sensory mode

effect is significant during training so we have to separate the auditory and visual data.
These restrictions on our analysis limit us to the conclusion that, during Phase I TB
training was more effective than SB for visual tasks and nearly so for auditory tasks
(p. 60).
The evidence from the training trials, then, supports the advantage o f TB over
SB verbal behavior found by Sundberg (1990) and Wraikat (1991b). However, there
was a difference in the TB and SB procedures that might have been responsible for
this observation.

The TB preparatory stage involved writing the 8 experimental

stimuli in the absence o f any cues. The SB preparatory stage involved pointing to the
CO stimulus that was identical to the SA stimulus (identity matching). The TB task
required control by the full set o f 8 stimuli and initially the experimenter thought this
kind o f set mastery was automatic in the SB case because o f the simultaneous
presence o f the 8 stimuli on each trial. In retrospect it would have been better to teach
a SB version o f the TB set mastery task. The student could be taught to point to a
different one o f the 8 stimuli on 8 successive trials (using different CO sheets on each
71
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trial). Alternatively, the student could be shown single stimuli and taught to point to
each o f the 8 experimental stimuli the first and only the first time they appear. So, it
is possible that this difference in the preparatory stages contributed to the sequence
effect we observed.
Turning to the results after initial training, we have to allow for the same
phase, sequence and sensory mode effects when they are found to be significant.
When this is done and the data analyzed we see that none o f the observed differences
between TB and SB are statistically significant (pp. 62-64), so we are left looking at
the directions in which the data point.
We see that more errors were made on SB than TB tasks during training,
equivalence, generalization, full review and on 4 o f the 5 comparisons made on the
full test data (Tables 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13). SB had fewer errors on the review
during training (when very few errors were made) and on one o f the full test
comparisons (when the difference was only one error). These advantages o f TB over
SB were not significant but they were in the same direction as the significant
difference found during training (which may be compounded by a the lack o f a set
mastery features o f the SB preparatory stage).
The same equivalence test was used after TB and SB instruction and this test
was SB. It might be assumed that SB testing after TB training would be a harder task
than SB testing after SB training (Anna Kay Campbell, personal communication,
October 18, 1994).

The percentages pointed in the opposite direction, possibly

because the initial training was more effective when TB rather than SB (for reasons
discussed on pages 76 to 80). It would be possible to do TB as well as SB equivalence
tests (for instance, the S could draw the pattern after suitable preparatory training in
this task).
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Looking at the scores o f individual students (rather than grouping the data and
applying statistical tests) we see that the TB and SB verbal behavior were handled
about equally: with the 16 students each doing 8 tasks the score between the two types
o f language was TB: 55, SB: 48 (and 25 ties, Table 3). When this was broken down
into more and less successful groups o f students (above and below the median) the
good students did better with SB instruction and the less successful students did better
with TB instruction (Table 3). At present we don't know whether this observation is a
cause or an effect. TB behavior might be easier for the students having trouble and
the better students might make especially good use o f the SB procedures (for reasons
discussed below), or phase and sequence effects working together might have
produced these results (for instance, looking at Table 6, these two effects give high
error scores in cell 3, low ones in cell 2 and intermediate ones in cells 1 and 4,
producing a SB advantage for those scoring few errors and a TB advantage for those
making many errors).
It is interesting that this pattern (in the numbers o f students doing better on TB
and SB tasks) is found whenever the training tasks are presented (during training, full
review and on the full test, Table 3) with the single exception o f the review during
training when very few errors were made and they were about evenly divided between
the language types. The equivalence tests after TB and SB training did not show a
difference when the data are separated into high and low performers. The two types
o f generalization were done equally well by the better students whereas those making
more errors had more success in the TB to SB direction than vice versa.

TB

instruction had an advantage in equivalence and generalization tests when we looked
at numbers o f errors made, showing us that numbers o f students is a less sensitive
dependent variable.
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There are several problems with this analysis showing that students making
few errors did better on the SB tasks and students in trouble benefited from the TB
tasks (last two lines o f Table 3). Phase and sequence effects working together might
produce the same pattern although it is surprising that it persisted into the full test
which came after meeting criterion several times during the training and review stages
o f the experiment. Furthermore, dividing the sample at the median is arbitrary —the
two populations (if they are that) might separate anywhere between the extremes.
We will have to await further experimental studies for clarification o f just
what various forms o f control were intersecting in the behavior o f our subjects. In any
case, the experiment described here provides valuable suggestions about how to do
this research.
It also suggests interpretations o f previous work. First, it must be said that the
Sundberg (1990) and Wraikat (1991b) studies were extremely useful to me. I cannot
overstate how appreciative I am o f their contributions.

My comments about

procedures are meant as suggestions for others who follow us.

In this light let us

consider several features o f the earlier studies that might have made it somewhat more
difficult to establish stimulus control in the SB phases rather than the TB phases o f
their experiments.
In the SB correction procedure the experimenter pointed to the correct
comparison (CO) stimulus and then the subject pointed to the same stimulus. This
procedure may have prompted imitation o f the pointing response rather than
discriminative control by the sample and CO stimuli (these subjects readily imitated
the motions made by the experimenter). Note that this could have slowed acquisition
o f the SB tasks but it was not a problem during TB tasks because their correction was
based on imitation o f the experimenter's sign in any case.

In my procedure, an
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example o f the correct CO stimulus is presented after an error so the subject has to
search for the correct stimulus in the CO display.
The Sundberg and Wraikat correction procedures also involved exclusion
training. The experimenter would say "No, that w as

; this i s

." Presenting

two samples and pointing to two comparison stimuli in rapid sequence might have
been more confusing in the SB case than presenting two samples and making two
signs in the TB case (the CO's remain in view but the signs disappear). The subjects
might even have looked at the second stimulus pointed to while still under the control
o f the sample mentioned at the beginning o f the correction sentence.
Another point is that in these studies there was no preparatory training (echoic,
copying a sign or identity matching). The "pretraining phases" were cued trials at the
beginning o f training and at the start o f each session. Demonstrating a SB task may
not have been as effective as demonstrating the TB relations, especially given these
subjects greater histoiy imitating people as compared to doing discrimination work on
a table-top.
Furthermore, from the point o f view o f these subjects, the CO stimuli in the SB
tasks might have been more similar to each other than the signs used in the TB tasks.
Sundberg's two-dimensional printed stimuli were a circle, square and triangle and the
letters W, X and U. Wraikat's printed stimuli were Greek and Arabic letters. The
signs were large motions or positions o f one or two arms. In the experiment reported
here the CO stimuli were the same as the response-produced stimuli (sets C and D).
Also, the signs they used might have prompted covert naming by the subjects
more readily than the printed stimuli. Several o f Sundberg's signs involved touching
parts of the body for which the subjects already had names (e.g., "pinch nose"). To
avoid this confound Wraikat did not use signs in which the arm touched the body, but
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covert naming might still have been easier for signs rather than symbols for these
subjects.
So, the procedures used earlier may have been slightly biased in the TB
direction.

The current subjects may also have been handicapped because o f a

difference in the TB and SB preparatory stages (pp. 71 & 81). In spite o f this, the
most successful training in the experiment reported here was the Phase II SB
instruction (cell 2 in Table 6). This could have been due to the combination o f phase
and sequence effects, but it could also be that there are circumstances under which SB
training has the advantage.
What features o f TB and SB verbal behavior might explain their differences?
Each o f the two types o f language has features that make it both easier and harder than
the other type. We don't know which features were at work during this experiment but
some discussion o f the possibilities is appropriate at this time.

Note that we are

considering features o f the behavior itself rather than its convenience to the teacher or
student, which is the topic o f two recent reviews (Shafer, 1993; Sundberg, 1993; see p.
14).

Advantages o f TB Language

When a cue is copied during the initial demonstration stage o f training, the
various component features o f the cue control the response. This is also true when the
cue is copied during correction after an error. On the SB trials only part o f the cue
and correct CO have to control the pointing, enough to contrast with the control in the
presence o f the error stimuli.
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Additionally, there is a temporal difference: it takes longer to copy a stimulus
than to point to one. This additional time might be important in itself or it could allow
the action o f other factors on this list.
As the writing response proceeds it produces a characteristic product which
itself may control responding. In the SB case there isn't a stimulus change o f this
kind.
It may be that the difference in TB and SB behavior is simply the difference
between control by one stimulus and two.

Conditional control may be inherently

more difficult even though the response controlled is different in each TB relation but
the response is the same in all the SB relations.
Memory is aided by giving the objects to be remembered a characteristic place
(this is a standard trick o f memory experts). Writing may be like having a special
place on the paper for an object (the line).
Emitting a characteristic motor response in the presence o f a stimulus helps us
respond appropriately to that stimulus at a later time. A striking example is Frank
Laubach's literacy technique that has been used to teach over 300 languages around
the world (Laubach, 1960). Each letter is incorporated into the drawing o f a common
object whose name starts with that letter (a "B" might be drawn on a sketch o f a bee).
When in the presence o f the "B" alone the student presumably thinks o f the bee whose
sketch resembled the letter and names it covertly (these are the characteristic
responses), then takes the initial sound o f the name and says that as the sound o f the
letter. Another example o f a TB response aiding memory is called the modality effect:
a list read vocally is remembered better than one read silently. (Crowder, 1986) You
can try this with the numbers listed in the scoresheet in Appendix D: read ten numbers
silently or aloud, count to five and see how many o f the numbers you can say,
beginning with the last one and proceeding backwards. I wouldn't be surprised if this
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effect increases with age, as those o f us know who keep saying the telephone number
as we walk from the phone book to the telephone.
TB behavior results in kinesthetic and proprioceptive response-produced
stimuli that are then available for pairing with the consequent stimuli. SB response
products are similar from trial to trial.
Any o f the above may be effective by mediating the delay between response
and consequence.

Disadvantages o f TB Language

Does TB language run into limits when large numbers o f stimuli are involved,
or when very long periods intervene between training and testing?
Those who advocate the use o f SB techniques with disabled people argue that
intuitively it must be more difficult to recall a characteristic form than to recognize
one (Brown, 1976; Hanson & Hirst, 1989). Also, it is reasoned that when stimulus
control is weak it is presumably a help to have overt stimuli there in front o f you.

Advantages o f SB Language

A SB trial provides overt stimuli, the CO sheets, not present during the TB
trial. It should be easier to compare two stimuli, clear up confusions, to exclude some
stimuli and only work with the others, calculate the significance o f an incorrect guess,
and to practice correct responses to all the stimuli during any one trial. This may be
mainly useful to the students with histories that prepare them to set up covert memory
schemes and to do so in a minimum o f trials.
These advantages o f SB are not inherent in the behavior itself but in other
behavior o f the subject while during the SB performance. O f course, this all can be
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done during TB trials but that is without the support o f the overt cues present in SB
arrangements.
Intuitively, SB has the advantage o f recognition over recall and the response is
simpler because it is the same on each trial.

Disadvantages o f SB Language
It is possible that on SB tasks it is easier to make careless errors or ones that
come from moving too rapidly -- that is, ones that the subject corrects moments later.
During the experiment reported here the error card was used much more often on SB
rather than TB tasks (although data on this was not calculated). It may be that SB
errors are more likely when control is weak, such as when the subject is disabled,
unmotivated, under aversive control, stressed, tired, distracted or nervous.
On a SB correction trial it is possible to pick the CO stimulus that shares
features with the cue and rapidly move on to the next trial which then interferes with
the previous trial because all the CO stimuli are the same (although in different
positions). In the TB case there is a period o f time during which a distinctive stimulus
emerges (that produced by the response). Looking at a sequence o f trials from one
presentation o f a sample to the next presentation of the same sample, the intervening
trials are more similar to each other and to the first instance in the SB case than the
TB case —and there is more possibility o f interference by similar behavior during the
interval between training and testing.
The presence o f error stimuli during a trial may make their control on a later
trial more likely than in the case where only stimuli produced by the student are
present (in addition to the sample that is present in both types o f trials).

As the

student responds correctly he or she may look at the error stimulus and covertly
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respond to it at almost the same time or even after the response but before
reinforcement. This would be like the presence o f error choices on a multiple choice
exam serving as an occasion for the student to learn the wrong responses.
One student, Eugenia, reported after the experiment that the SB tasks were
hard because she second guessed herself, becoming undecided, whereas in TB trials
she simply responded. It may be that in the SB case overt error stimuli compete more
closely with the correct stimuli than in the TB case where only the sample is overt.
The relative strengths o f control by correct and incorrect stimuli may be nearly
the same at the moment o f response -- after all, they are all present in front o f the
student, the error stimuli have ju st been controlling the searching behavior and they
are in positions that they share on different trials. It is reasonable that a student might
be able to successfully complete a SB trial under weaker control than the typical TB
trial. Often during the early stages o f acquisition the student's finger will move back
and forth between two stimuli or even hovers over the line between the two.
These, then, are some o f the possible sources o f differences between TB and
SB language.

The type o f instruction to choose in a teaching situation will be

considered in the section on the applied significance o f this work (p. 97). Which o f
these variables are at work needs to be studied and suggestions will be made in that
regard (p. 101). First, let's consider what else we saw during the experiment described
here.

Effects That Were Observed

Six effects were observed.

These were called the phase, preparatory,

sequence, sensory mode, order and stimulus subset effects.

In this section these
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effects will be defined and their causes discussed. A later section o f this report will
deal with designing experiments that avoid these confounding effects (p. 101).

Phase Effect

Each subject received two sets o f tasks, TB or SB. A phase effect was seen
when there was a significant difference in the total errors during the two phases
(combining the TB and SB scores for all the subjects). In our experiment, the first
phase was always the most difficult (p. 58).
Why might the students make more errors at the beginning o f the experiment?
Many o f them said they were nervous.
procedures.

Certainly they were unfamiliar with the

This does not explain how nervousness or unfamiliarity impacts the

performance. During Phase I there were 230 SB errors compared to 70 TB errors. It
could be that SB behavior is more affected by nervousness and unfamiliarity (as
suggested on pp. 79 & 81), but it could also be that the preparatory or sequence effects
account for this difference between the SB and TB error totals.

Preparatory Effect

Any difference during the TB and SB preparatory stages might affect the data.
The purpose o f the preparatory stage was to familiarize the subject with the stimuli,
responses and procedures o f the experiment. This was done by having the students
write the full set o f 8 symbols, rapidly and repeatedly in different orders (this was
done in 7 stages as described on p. 35). In the SB case preparation was accomplished
by identity matching (pointing to a CO stimulus that is identical to a SA).

It was

assumed that mastery o f the set was implied by the simultaneous presence o f all 8
stimuli in front o f the subject on each trial. This might not be true. The student who
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received TB training to produce the 8 stimuli (without any cues) might have had an
advantage when doing the SB tasks in the next phase as compared to those students
who received the SB training first. Notice that this would not explain why SB error
scores were lower than TB in Phase II. In any case, there is no independent measure
o f the preparatory effect -- it might be called the preparatory hypothesis.

Further

experimental work will have to be done to determine if this is an important
experimental variable.

Sequence Effect

This is shown by an advantage o f TB followed by SB compared to SB
followed by TB.

A sequence effect cannot be seen in the first phase because by

definition it is the product o f one stage o f instruction on the next. Six o f the top eight
students were given the TB-SB sequence and six o f the bottom eight students were
given the SB-TB sequence (p. 58). O f course, this could have been produced by the
combination o f phase and preparatory effects with the differential sensitivity to these
effects o f TB and SB behavior.
Please notice that these effects are not exclusive categories: a sequence effect
could be produced by a phase effect plus a TB performance that is better than SB (or
vice versa). A sequence effect could also derive from the combination o f phase and
preparatory effects. To produce the pattern we observed in the four cells in Table 6,
we would need an additional source o f control such as a tendency for errors to lead to
more errors (as is often seen in programmed instruction, e.g., Cresson, 1979). This
could explain why there were more errors on TB tasks that followed the Phase I SB
tasks and why the fewest errors were made on Phase II SB tasks.
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There are other sources o f competing control.

There was probably some

tendency for the second phase to be more difficult because the total number o f stimuli
was larger (counting both phases together) and because there would be some
confusion between stimuli used in the two phases.

Two students mentioned this

problem during the final interview. This was made worse by the fact that I had put
potentially confusing stimuli in separate subsets so the introduction o f the second
subset could have entailed several confusions. One student associated flowers with
two o f the patterns in the first phase and then did it again in the second phase and
became confused on the full test when three stimuli associated with flowers were
present on the same trial.
Several variables may be at work at the same time. The current data does not
allow us to distinguish between these causes o f the observed effects.

Sensory Mode Effect

This is seen when the tasks with auditory samples are done more successfully
than those with visual samples, as shown during training and the full test (p. 59).
Similar results have been reported by Gina Green (1990) who found with mentally
retarded adults that three-member equivalence classes including one auditory and two
visual stimuli developed more rapidly than classes that were purely visual.
There are several possible reasons for this effect: (a) these students had much
more history with the nonsense syllables (which were all components o f common
English words) than quilt patterns; (b) the patterns might have been more easily
confused with each other than the sounds; (c) the physiologies o f some people may be
more suited to auditory rather than visual discriminations; and (d) auditory stimuli
may evoke covert naming o f the stimuli which could be advantageous.
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Order Effect
This involves differences due to the order in which the two training tasks are
taught.

The data support a slight but not statistically significant advantage o f

receiving the auditory task before the visual, especially in the first phase and on the
TB tasks (p. 58, Table 7). This is not surprising because it means the symbols and
patterns in the second task can both be named with vocal versions o f the auditory
sounds associated with symbols in the first task.

Stimulus Subset Effect

The students did about equally well with the two different subsets o f each
stimulus (p. 59). This is a very time consuming sort o f analysis, involving comparing
the two subset's composite scores derived by adding up the errors made by all the
students who received a particular stimulus or response in a particular context in the
tasks.
The only exception was the two sets o f sounds, but that was probably
confounded by the fact that one subset was used by the best students and the other by
a more representative sample. Also, this result was only found in the first phase o f the
experiment. If one set o f the syllables really was easier to work with than the other,
then it should have affected the performance o f the rest o f the subjects who got these
syllables during the second phase.

Other Observations

Equivalence Tests

The subjects demonstrated the formation o f 8 stimulus equivalence classes
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and 8 functional classes (the equivalence tests after SB and TB training, respectively).
Each o f the 16 classes had three members, a pattern, a nonsense syllable and a
Japanese Katakana symbol.

Thirty-two relations were taught directly and, as

demonstrated by the equivalence tests, 16 others were formed indirectly.
Also, during the

final

interview

64 other functional relations

were

demonstrated when the students wrote the appropriate letters and vocalized the sounds
in the presence o f the visual patterns and the symbols used in TB and SB training.
Teaching 32 relations resulted in 80 additional performances (although no one subject
did all these tasks). The relevance o f this to education is discussed on p. 97, below.
Reflexivity was demonstrated during the errorless preparatory stages and
symmetiy appeared accidentally when the experimenter presented symbols as SA's
with patterns as CO's on two trials (which were done correctly). A form o f symmetry
involving functional rather than equivalence classes was shown when students
responded to a visual symbol by correctly vocalizing the sounds or writing the letters
that represent the sounds that served as samples when these symbols were written or
pointed to during training. The students also wrote, pointed to or said the appropriate
sounds when shown patterns, tasks that were symmetrical with a task that was itself
indirectly established, i.e., the task used in our equivalence tests (pointing to a pattern
in the presence o f a sound).
An important question is which o f the characteristics o f training show up in the
equivalence performance. The advantage o f TB in training was evident in this test
(although this was not statistically significant).

There were no significant phase,

sequence or order effects in this data. The sensory mode effect was not relevant since
all the tests used auditory SA's and visual CO's. Interestingly, rank established during
training did not show up in the ranking during this test, although there does seem to be
a positive correlation with rank in some o f the later stages in the experiment (p. 65).
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Some o f the students responded on equivalence trials as quickly as they did on
the trials at the end o f training.
thinking before responding.

Others worked slowly, apparently doing a lot o f

Apparently the equivalence relations were sometimes

established during training and sometimes worked out at the time o f testing.
The performance after TB training was slightly better than that after SB
training (87% correct vs. 78% - not a statistically significant difference). There were
not many errors, the differences are not statistically significant and there was a lot o f
variability in the data (with results ranging from 100% to 38%). This does not help us
much in comparing functional equivalence and stimulus equivalence.
Improvement during testing was not seen except when students were working
out problems on the full test (something they tried to do even though no consequences
were delivered during the test).

Generalization Tests

It was slightly easier to point to a stimulus that had been written during
training than to write what had been pointed to. This difference was not significant
but that is probably because o f a ceiling effect -- only 91 errors were made by these 16
subjects in the 32 generalization tests.
Also, there were more reversals or rotations o f the indirectly established
performance than that directly trained (when errors were corrected).

The same

phenomenon was noted when generalization tests were given during the full test and
the final interview (p. 67). This should be studied.
Other kinds o f generalization were demonstrated when, during the final
interview, the experimental stimuli or written responses were sorted into two sets
according to the type o f training with which they were associated (TB or SB), and also
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when the students wrote phonic equivalents o f the sounds used in TB and SB training
(p. 57 and Table 14).
The difficulty o f writing a stimulus that has been pointed to during training
and the frequency o f reversals o f these indirectly trained writing responses shows us
that learning to point to a stimulus and learning to write it are not the same thing.
Other evidence that may indicate the same basic difference is that TB tasks were
learned with fewer errors than SB tasks, and that this advantage appeared in the
review during training, the equivalence and generalization tests, the full reviews and
the full tests (pp. 60-64).
This would seem to indicate that TB writing is not simply copying what the
student covertly points to (since the necessity o f writing down something a person
thinks can not be a source o f error for these subjects). These results do not support the
cognitivist argument that TB and SB tasks are different external manifestations o f the
same covert processes. Writing and pointing are different.

Expected Observations

The results given here were as expected with regard to phase, sensory mode
and order effects, generalization by pointing and writing and the effect o f gradually
making the procedures more difficult. These results were not statistically significant
(p. 66).
We will discuss two other expected observations that were noted in the pilot
study briefly described on p. 89, below.
Thus, the methods described in this report produced scores that tended in the
expected direction in all the five situations where we could predict the outcome on the
basis o f widely known behavioral phenomena.

This suggests that the statistically
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insignificant results we have been describing may well be accurate representations o f
the relations we have studied.

Ceiling Effects

When comparing TB and SB verbal behavior the experimenter must make the
instruction effective and yet generate errors. The work described here started out as a
virtually errorless learning program and was made successively more difficult until
errors appeared. Two questions are raised by ceiling effects (that is, when the subjects
cannot be compared because they are all performing at such a high level): (1) what
use can be made o f the small differences noticed during ceiling performances, and (2)
what can we do to avoid ceiling effects.
On page 49 we described the adjustment in procedures that were necessary to
increase the number o f errors for Groups A, B, C and D. These involved the number
o f trials with a cue present during training, the correction procedure and the number o f
full reviews before the full test. The percent correct dropped as the adjustments were
made (p. 65, Table 15) The performance o f the single student in Group C suggests
that, in experiments such as this, details o f instructions can markedly influence results
(p. 65). Pilgrim & Johnston have published a useful discussion o f this issue (1988).
Procedural details were a powerful variable controlling the performances in
this experiment.

Retention

These subjects did well after delays when no experimental work was done
during the intervening time. The subjects met criterion with an average o f only 1.4
errors on the reviews given during training (Table 8). Their scores dropped when
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other training intervened between the two sessions.

The full review o f Phase I

(whether TB or SB) was done with an average o f 8.1 errors compared to 4.4 errors for
Phase II (p. 57, Table 11).

This supports the notion that we forget because o f

interference o f other behavior during the interval rather than because o f the sheer
passage o f time.
A demonstration o f this point came when Marco had to leave town after his
full review and be retested after his return (p. 64). Apparently the initial drop in Phase
I scores was due to the interference o f Phase II training rather than the mere passage
o f time.

Pilot Studies

Before the work described in this report, two pilot studies were done.

The

methods were the same as those you have been reading about with the exceptions
noted in Figure 8. Initially we thought it would be difficult for the students to keep 48
arbitrary stimuli organized in 16 three-member classes so, in order to give the best
instruction in both the TB and SB phases, we included a lot o f demonstration, practice
and review. For instance, Pilot Study #1, with only 4 stimuli in each set instead o f 8,
was used to introduce the students to the experiment to avoid a phase effect. Training
included an extra stage in which the cues were shown for only about a second at the
beginning o f each trial. After an error the correction procedure was followed by a
repetition o f the trial that had been missed. The criterion for mastery was 24 trials
instead o f 16. The full reviews were repeated several times and review was given at
the beginning o f each session during the first administration o f the full test.
The result was a virtually errorless learning program.
obtained was statistically significant.

None o f the results

These students averaged one error during
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PROCEDURE

PILO T
STUDY
Experim ent #1

PILOT
STUDY
Experiment #2

Subjects

6

6

Subjects' experimental
history
Symbols used

none

4
12

Pilot study
experiment #1
Japanese
Katakana
8
24

12

24

T raining trials, stage 2
Instruction to study
stage 1 trials as long as
needed to learn them
E rro r correction with
o r w ithout repeat of
the trial

12
not done

24
not done

with
repeat

with
repeat

M astery criterion, for
sets w ith one type of
sample
M astery criterion, for
sets combining two
sample types
W ith o r without
review before
equivalence test
Trials in equivalence
test
Stimuli on comparison
sheets used in full
review and full test
Full reviews before full
test
Trials on full test
Full tests

12 trials in a
row

24 trials in a
row

Groups A and B:
with repeat
Groups C and D:
without repeat
16 trials in a
row

16 trials in a
row

24 trials in a
row

24 trials in a
row

not done

with
review

with
review

without
review

without
review

24

24

16

16

4

8

16

0

not done

3

not done

96
2

144
3

Group A: 2 or 3
Groups B. C, D: 1
144
1

Stimuli in each set
P reparatory trials
stages 1 & 2
T raining trials, stage 1

Sanskrit

TH E MAIN
EXPERIM ENT
Group A:
Group B:
Group C:
Group D:
none

2
6
1
7

Japanese
Katakana
8
Group A: 24
Groups B. C & D: 16
Group A: 24
Group B: 16
Groups C and D: 8
not done
done with
Group C only

FOLLO W UP STUDY

2

The main
experiment
Sanskrit
4
16
4

not done
not done

without
repeat

16 trials in a
row

not done
not done

Figure 8. Differences in the Procedures Between the Main Experiment, Pilot Studies
and Follow-Up Study.
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training on the four basic tasks, while those in the main experiment averaged 24
errors. Preparing the students by giving Pilot Study #1 first seemed to help. The six
subjects made 18 errors during training in the preliminary experiment and then only 6
errors in acquiring the four tasks in the second study even though it involved twice as
many stimuli. On their first full test in Pilot Study #2 these subjects averaged 3 errors
(in 144 trials) compared to 23 for the students in the main experiment.
When the full test was re-presented without the benefit o f any review or
retraining these hard-working students made an average o f 4 errors after a delay o f one
week and 7 errors after a further delay o f one month. This is not a record. Long-term
stability o f equivalence relations in the absence o f training or practice was
demonstrated over two- and three-year intervals with a mildly retarded adult subject
(Saunders, Saunders, & Spradlin, 1990).
Although there were very few errors on these full tests, they tended in the same
direction as the errors on the full test in the main experiment.

Equivalence

classformation was better after TB than SB training (99% to 95%), generalization was
easier from TB to SB than the opposite (99% to 94%), and auditory samples were
handled more successfully than visual (99% to 95%). The only disagreement with the
work described earlier in this paper was that SB training tasks produced fewer errors
than TB training tasks (100% to 96%) and this was probably because 8 stimulus CO
sheets were used instead o f 16 stimulus sheets (on SB tasks there were 8 available
choices but on TB tasks the student could write any o f 16 symbols).
There was one point at which these clever people made a lot o f errors: when
the tasks from the first pilot study were re-tested they averaged only 62% correct. The
delay was only a few weeks but Pilot Project #2 had intervened and powerfully
disrupted the earlier performance. The scores were so highly variable that no useful
conclusions about retention could be drawn from this data.
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These pilot studies support several o f the conclusions already drawn from the
main experiment:
1. Procedural variables are very strong in these experiments; the teacher's
methods can be a powerful determinant o f student errors.
2. A preparatory experiment can lower the number o f training errors in the
experiment that follows.
3. With these methods statistically insignificant effects often point in the
expected directions.
4. Interference rather than time is the critical variable on memory tasks.

Follow-Up Study

After the main experiment was completed, the two students who had made the
most errors were run through Phases I and II again with the Sanskrit letters from Pilot
Study #1. There were only 4 (instead o f 8) patterns, sounds and symbols introduced
during each phase. This follow-up was done to see if students who had trouble in the
main experiment would still have trouble or whether the advantage o f experience and
a simpler task would result in fewer errors. It was also done to end the work with
these students on a successful note so as to minimize any damage done by having
given them a task designed to be difficult and on which they produced many errors.
Marco and Miguel (who both had histories o f academic difficulties) did much
better under the slightly different conditions o f the follow-up study. Marco made no
errors and Miguel made only three. By contrast in Pilot Study #1 (with many more
training trials and repetition as well as correction after errors) 3 o f the 5 students made
no errors and the other 2 made 3 errors each. It was the experimental conditions that
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made the pilot subjects look like geniuses and the two worst students in the main
experiment look like failures.

Reliability o f the Observations

When using simple apparatus there are many opportunities to provide
inadvertent cues as to which response will be correct or whether a response on a test is
correct.

The observer watched the student and recorded the performance and she

watched the experimenter to see if there were any inadvertent cues.
We disagreed on less than 1% o f the trials (Table 16). The experimenter and
observer were about equally at fault. This was determined by checking the audio tape
or the written response sheet or, if these didn't help, by looking at details o f the trial on
which there was disagreement. It was usually the case that if one o f us made the error
the other person must have scored it correctly (in order to produce the record as it
exists) but if the other person made the error then a total o f three errors were made by
the two people scoring the trial. The result was that in 24 o f the 26 disagreements we
could determine who was correct and who made the error.
The observer in this experiment did more than check score keeping and
inadvertent cueing.

Kendra Pearsall made many suggestions about running the

sessions and she provided a skeptical sounding board for the discussion o f issues as
they arose.

Her cheerful presence was a help to both the students and the

experimenter. In sum, an observer can be an important addition to an experiment.
So, these then were our conclusions based directly on the data. Let us now
move to a discussion o f three more general issues. What general conclusions can be
drawn about the experimental analysis o f writing behavior, the applied significance o f
all this and further studies that could be done?
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The Writing Response

Writing is unique among TB behavior in that a permanent record o f the
response is produced (see Appendix E for examples). Analysis is easier than in the
cases o f speech or manual signs. Thinking is made somewhat overt by keeping track
o f the corrections made in the course o f the response. Simple apparatus is particularly
helpful in this research because it is hard to program a computer to record a written
response (the same argument applies to research with speech or signs).

Is Writing Independent o f Speech?

There has been considerable debate in the fields o f linguistics as to whether
writing and speech are simply two manifestations o f one underlying process or if they
are separately conditionable. An excellent review o f this question was done by Roy
A. Moxley (1990) who concluded that the data support a multidirectional relationship
between the two TB behaviors: separate speaking and writing vocabularies are
common, deaf-mutes often can write but not speak, and writing may have
characteristics not found in the vocal repertoire (such as self-editing).

He finds

support for this position in the behavioral literature, as in B. F. Skinner's comment
that, "speaking and writing are obviously different kinds o f behavior, which utilize
different parts o f the body in different ways....The two forms o f behavior must be
separately conditioned." (Skinner, 1957, p. 191, quoted in Moxley, 1990, p. 136)
In the experiment reported here vocal responses were not required. They may
have been emitted covertly.

Our data show that an overt spoken response is not

necessary for the establishment o f a written response, although covert versions o f
speech may have been involved. During the final interview spoken responses were
correctly emitted although they had not been directly trained -- in some cases they
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were even established by written instruction. Also, naming was important enough to
result in an order effect during training (learning an auditory and therefore a subvocal
name for a symbol did not help acquisition o f a subsequent discrimination involving
that stimulus). All this suggests the independence o f the written and spoken behavior,
although a better demonstration w ould be if the written instruction failed to establish
naming or if the work was done with subjects who could not speak.

On the Covert Level. Is Writing Really SB Behavior?

If TB and SB tasks were really the same on the covert level, then how would
we explain the various differences between TB and SB found in this study? If writing
was a matter o f covertly pointing to and then copying a stimulus, we would expect the
written and SB performances to be similar (since these students could copy symbols
readily and accurately).

The Kinds o f Errors

The were four kinds o f writing errors; the subjects produced: (1) a stimulus not
used in the experiment, (2) the wrong one o f the experimental stimuli, (3) a
malformed version o f the correct stimulus, or (4) a rotated or reversed version o f the
correct stimulus.
When an error was made quite often the students suspected it was wrong.
Sometimes they immediately thought o f the correct response, hitting the error card
before the experimenter had responded.

On other occasions the students struggled

over a response making changes or starting over. Sometimes when one feature was
wrong they would change a correct feature (correctly tacting the response-product as
an error but not tacting the feature responsible).
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Reversals

Occasionally students wrote the correct symbol but it was rotated or reversed.
These met our criteria for correct responses. The number o f examples was reduced by
the experimenter's corrections (after a task was completed penmanship problems were
addressed so they would not be a source o f errors later on). Also, when SB tasks were
mixed in with TB ones the students sometimes corrected their own mistakes (although
this didn't always happen).

Even the best students sometimes reversed or rotated

letters: 13 o f the 16 did it (p. 67). It was especially common on generalization tests:
indirectly taught behavior did not resist reversal and rotation as well as directly taught
behavior.
SB verbal behavior may be more sensitive to reversals than TB behavior.
Sidman & Kirk (1974) found that letter reversals were more common during SB
matching to sample than TB naming or writing, and improvement during testing
occurred with the TB but not the SB procedures.
Interestingly, there were no reversal or rotation errors with the Sanskrit letters
used in Pilot Study #1 and the Follow-Up Study. These letters each have a horizontal
stroke at the top and a vertical stroke down the right side. When letters are combined
into words the top bars connect so letters are divided by short vertical lines hanging
down from a horizontal line across the top o f the word. Connecting these top lines
within words means that words are visually distinct units when a sentence is written
and it is easy to keep the writing in a straight line. This alphabet is one o f the oldest
o f which we have record and it is still used in India.

Can it be that there is less

dyslexia among readers and writers o f Sanskrit rather than English?!
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Methods for Studying Writing

This experiment demonstrated a sure way o f instructing writing behavior and
recording the responses. The cover sheet assured us that previous work did not serve
as a cue. The various stages o f instruction allowed errorless acquisition o f both the
preparatory copying task and TB responses controlled by auditory or visual stimuli.
The procedures could be titrated to produce the desired level o f errors.

A few

conventions made it possible to record the sequence o f responses when the subject
made changes during composition (i.e., crossing out earlier attempts, placing them in
sequence on the paper and using a different color pen for later corrections).
permanent product was available for analysis.

A

The associated stimuli, auditory or

visual, were recorded on audio tape and on scoresheets. All in all, this was a very
satisfactory way to study writing.
Now we will turn to the implications o f this research in applied areas,
particularly in the classroom.

Applied Significance

Relevance to Education

Teachers want to know whether to rely on TB or SB instruction (Shafer, 1993;
Sundberg, 1993). Here are some cautionary points to consider as we begin to answer
this question:
1.

Different variables may be affecting the two kinds o f behavior we seek to

compare. For example, SB performance may be determined by the student's collateral
behavior during the trial (searching behavior, covert behavior) while the TB scores
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may be slightly higher because o f the increased control by all the features o f the
stimulus in question.
2. We may be measuring the resultant produced by the operation o f many
variables at once.
3. Many circumstances may affect the comparison, such as the number o f
items being taught, whether we are looking at acquisition or retention after a very long
delay or a lot o f interference, or how nervous or careless the student is (if SB scores
are more affected than TB scores).
4. The student's individual history may be critical (this covers many areas such
as physical differences, mastery o f prerequisites, motivation, and emotional reactions
to the instruction).
5. Procedural details may be radically affecting the outcome; we might be
comparing well-taught TB tasks with SB tasks that are difficult by their very design.
With good instruction either TB or SB tasks can be learned errorlessly.
6. Even if one method works better than the other in acquisition, will it also be
better when generalization is tested or on retention tests?

Many situations might

affect the comparison.
7. Number o f errors is only one measure o f the desirability o f using a particular
method.

For example, several o f the students in Pilot Study #2 reported that TB

training seemed much easier than the SB version to them but this did not keep them
from being almost perfect in both types o f training.
8. Just because a student has more trouble with one method does not
necessarily mean that the other method should be used. The problem is often the very
thing we most need to work on. Check the prerequisites.
9. We must not mix together questions about fundamental differences and
questions about convenience. TB language is easier because you don't have to carry
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around a symbol board and SB language does not require special training o f the
audience, but boards can be small, specialized or computerized and audiences can be
trained.
So, the teacher's choice o f method depends on many factors besides any
fundamental differences inherent in TB and SB verbal behavior.
locus where many competing influences come together.

The student is a

The behavior we see has

many sources and the same performance may represent veiy different behavior
environment relations. In the end, rather than ask whether TB or SB instruction is
better, we should ask which method works in the individual situation represented by
each student. The present study does not help the teacher with this task except to
suggest that it is important and to show that there are simple ways to do the large
variety o f tasks that need to be considered as the teacher searches for effective
variables.

Relevance to Animal Behavior in General

This would be a most interesting and useful extension o f the analysis given in
this report, but it fails because o f a lack o f data. It would go to the heart o f what
distinguishes our species ffom others, and the role o f learning in the ontogeny and
phylogeny o f behavior. Behaviorists have not effectively addressed these questions
with nonhuman subjects, and biologists have not related their observations to our
conceptual categories.
This topic needs the attention o f both fields. Appendix G gives a few general
comments for the student o f animal behavior.
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The Usefulness o f These Methods

The methods described in this report may be useful in four areas: research,
diagnosis, teaching and professional training.
Many kinds o f research could be done with methods like those described here.
They are particularly appropriate for tasks that are difficult to computerize, but, more
generally, simple methods allow more people to engage in research.
We need comprehensive diagnosis o f academic problems whether with normal
children with academic problems, developmentally disabled people or brain injured
people. The tools for this must be ones we can take to the client, ones that anyone can
afford and ones that allow the systematic survey o f all the language tasks. A great
variety o f procedures must be available to allow fine tuning to the needs o f the
individual student. Finally the methods must be sensitive to slight differences in the
repertoires being assayed.
Teaching often involves an interaction between teacher and student on a tabletop.

The present study simply systematized what would be an ordinary teaching

environment. It allows the teacher to zero in on specific skills and to present them in
a variety o f ways. When problems are encountered it gives the teacher many options.
Some academic deficits might improve with practice in the mastery o f simple
academic tasks. Thus, these methods are available as a treatment vehicle. This was
suggested by Marco who reported that his memory and concentration were improving
during the experiment.
Lastly, this is a context in which it is easy to train teachers and researchers.
Introductory behavior analysis laboratories need methods that are available to any
participant and that can be applied to a wide variety o f learning issues.
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Many studies could be done with these methods, but let us return to the topic
with which we started.

What studies will help us compare TB and SB verbal

behavior?

Suggested Studies

Improvements in the Methods Used Here

A group design with one treatment for each subject would be an advantage for
research comparing TB and SB language.

This would do away with the phase,

sequence and stimulus subset effects that confounded the analysis o f this experiment;
these are all caused by giving both TB and SB instruction to the same student. The
sensory mode and order effects result from each subject being taught two tasks; as
long as an equivalence test is part o f the experiment these effects have to be handled
with a balanced design in which all possible combinations were given to the students.
Training all four tasks at once would eliminate phase, sequence and order effects.
The preparatory effect could be dealt with by including a SB preparatoiy task that
involved control by the full set o f stimuli (e.g., pointing to a different one o f the set on
each successive trial, as described on pp. 71-72).
It would be important to use many subjects to increase the likelihood o f getting
statistically significant results. The problem here was a large range in the error scores
as well as so many confounds that the remaining groups had few subjects.

Many

subjects would allow us to compare their ranking throughout the experiment —that is,
to see if differences in training persisted through to the end o f the study. Also, this
would allow comparisons at the two ends o f the spectrum to see if the results varied
between the students doing very well and those making many errors.
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Repeated acquisition: retrain the same subjects with different pairs o f stimuli
and responses (one way would be ju st to use a different answer sheet each time). This
procedure would solve the phase, sequence and stimulus subset problems and help us
control for sensory mode and order effects. This could be continued until a reliable
pattern o f results was produced. A lot o f data could be obtained from a few subjects.
Even though such recombinations are not a part o f normal language instruction, a
method for repeated acquisition might reveal useful distinctions between TB and SB
verbal behavior.
Some thought should be given to the best ways to generate errors while trying
to avoid any procedures that would differentially affect one type o f verbal behavior
more than the other. I varied the number o f stages during training, the number o f
training trials, the error correction procedure and the amount o f review before tests.
Increasing the delay between training and testing didn't help unless an interfering task
is included during the interval. M aking the stimuli more similar to each other would
help as would working with more stimuli in each set or introducing all the tasks at the
same time.
Simple apparatus worked well in this study but, unfortunately, this study needs
many subjects because one treatment per subject is recommended and because
statistical significance is a priority. A classroom full o f computer terminals would
allow one experimenter to work with many subjects simultaneously. Also, I managed
to deliver 25,552 trials in 195 sessions with very few mistakes but other experimenters
might not succeed in this (these totals include the pilot and follow-up studies as well
as the main experiment). M easuring response latencies and timing the tasks would
help answer some questions such as whether the equivalence tasks were learned
during the initial training or when the test was presented. Data analysis can be done
more easily. Computers with touch sensitive screens are commercially available and
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Dube and M cllvane (1989) have provided us with a detailed guide for attaching one to
a microcomputer. Amy McCarty has suggested that Braille and Morse code are forms
o f writing particularly suited to computer instruction (personal communication,
September 29,1994).
O f course there are many advantages o f simple apparatus: (a) people can do
behavioral research without budgetary support or when they are isolated in cognitive
departments or other underdeveloped places in the world; (b) it is easier to design
modify; (c) it is hard to make a computer respond to written or spoken behavior by the
student; (d) complicated equipment isn't automatically productive — there are other
ways to increase experiments such as using student labor or direct instruction
classroom techniques; (e) simple apparatus evokes positive reactions from people who
see it ("Hey, I could do that with my kids!"); and (f) simple methods are well suited to
student laboratories and can even be applied to language studies with species other
than humans (e.g., Michael, Whitley, Hesse, & Cresson, 1983).
I recommend college students as subjects: these people worked hard for me,
came to my office on time or called if they couldn't come and were pleasant people to
know. They were happy to work for $5 an hour which was more than they could get
for minimum wage jobs.
The primary measure o f the dependent variable was number o f errors. With a
mastery criterion o f 16 or more trials, the measures that include the number o f trials
(trials to criterion or percent correct) can be distorted by when the errors came during
the series.

For example, with a criterion o f 16 in a row correct, three errors can

produce a score o f anywhere between 84% and 95%.
Be careful about the instructions: they should be clear and minimal and
standardized. One sentence can radically affect the performance (p. 65).
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It would be good to have a criterion for dropping already mastered stimuli
from the training set because I spent a lot o f time going through useless trials to get to
those we needed to work on (as in Stevens, Blackhurst, & Slayton, 1991).
To summarize, I recommend the following methods for research in TB and SB
verbal behavior: (a) give each subject one phase only and use a group design (to avoid
phase, sequence and stimulus subset effects); (b) try repeated training with different
combinations o f the experimental stimuli (to deal with phase and sequence effects, to
increase the amount o f data from each student and to see if the results change with
continued exposure to the contingencies); (c) use a large number o f subjects (to make
the statistical tests more powerful and to allow comparisons between the high and low
performers); (d) computers are needed (to help with the large number o f subjects, to
allow measurement o f response latencies on equivalence tests, and to aid in the
analysis o f the results); (e) the SB preparatory stage should require mastery o f the full
set o f experimental stimuli as was done in the TB case in the present study; (f) as
much as possible make the covert behavior overt; and (g) use college students
(because many subjects will be needed, they are easy to work with and they have
extensive histories o f both TB and SB verbal behavior).

Topics for Research

Improvements in the current study have already been suggested.

Here are

some other topics that sound interesting:
Equivalence: do TB and SB instruction serve equally well to establish
equivalence?

when is it learned and is this reflected in differences in response

latencies during testing? what other versions o f equivalence need to be included in
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these studies?

are reversals more likely among stimulus and response relations

established indirectly?
Reversal and rotation o f written responses: what variables make them more
likely? are they more common when the task is indirectly established (by equivalence
or generalization)? does allowing reversals during training make them more likely
later during testing? does adding a top and side bar help (as in the Sanskrit letters)?
what is the dyslexia rate among those who read and write with the Sanskrit alphabet?
can we decrease reversals with a simple instruction or by making errors more costly?
Research by mail: students could be tested at home if printed versions o f
sounds were used. Some measure o f their honesty and reliability would have to be
obtained.
Use o f the same people as subjects in successive studies:

student

experimenters could take over subjects who have completed one study and continue
with another study; these could build on each other or be generally unrelated.

A

demonstration could involve training a set o f students to train subjects and then rotate
the subjects from student to student trying to build up useful repertoires. Stables o f
subjects maintained in a psychology department is one solution to the problem o f
getting more studies done.
Interference during retention tests: what variables affect the degree to which
intervening behavior causes problems on memory tests?
Inconsistent relations: how would TB and SB verbal behavior compare when
the student has to learn relations that are true only part o f the time (as happens so
often in our social environments)? To take an extreme case, Pilgrim & Galizio (1990)
showed that reversing the contingencies in a training task reversed the results on
symmetric but not transitive equivalence tests. Any demonstration o f incongruence
among the defining tests o f equivalence is an important finding.
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Covert behavior: before the study begins the students could be taught to say
everything they are thinking. Interviews immediately after a task would help, too.
Covert behavior could also be studied by teaching contradictory relations and
then seeing which controls on an equivalence test. One way to do this would be to
establish SB relations between an object and two visual stimuli, a printed word and
picture; then, after teaching different naming responses to the word and picture the
student would be asked to name the object. Alternatively, the object could be paired
with an auditory word and a printed word that is the occasion for a different naming
response and then, later, the student would be asked to name the object. Would the
student respond to the object by, in effect, reading the visual word or echoing the
auditory word?
The NO response version: it would be interesting to see if people could master
these tasks entirely covertly, simply looking at the stimuli for an amount o f time
similar to that o f other subjects who actually respond.
High and low functioning students: does the comparison o f TB and SB
behavior vary at the different ends o f the spectrum o f performance? Students could be
recruited who are on academic probation or have dyslexia.
Methods are needed for the behavioral analysis o f aphasia and other disorders
o f the brain (Sidman, 1971a).

There has been recent interest in tests that are

predictive o f Alzheimer's (Masur, Sliwinski, Lipton, Blau, & Ciystal, 1994). I have
already suggested one test for aging (pp. 77-78, above).
Special student histories: art and science students could be contrasted or
drawing teachers and bridge players, and so on.
SB tasks that are in a gray area between TB and SB: for example, SB writing
(anagram construction), tactile discriminations (in which the subjects select objects
but they do so by making characteristic motions in the presence o f these objects), SB
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responding with a positional requirement (the CO stimuli occupy specific positions, or
instead o f pointing to the stimulus a characteristic spot on a response sheet is
touched), and SB responding with a schedule during the pointing that is characteristic
o f the SA and correct CO.

A Message for the Student o f Behavior and Environment

These, then, are some o f the many ways to study TB and SB verbal behavior.
We need students in the laboratory and the students need our support. Go and play
with behavior (B) and environment (E), with the ongoing stream o f BEing as revealed
by experiment. At the beginning o f the scientific revolution Andreas Vesalius told his
students, "I do not want to give an opinion, please do feel...with your own hands and
trust them." (Boorstin, 1983, p. 357) One o f the earliest scientific societies took the
motto, "Nullius in Verba" which they translated as "Take nobody's word for it; see for
yourself." (Boorstin, 1983, p. 394) As the wise man said, "Know what is in thy sight,
and what is hidden from thee will be revealed to thee." (Jesus, quoted by Thomas
Didymos, in Guillaumont, Puech, Quispel, Till, & Abd al Masih, 1959, p. 5).
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Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008-3899

Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

616387-8293

W

estern

Date:

December 9, 1993

To:

Osborn Cresson

M

ic h ig a n

U n iv e r s it y

From: M. Michele Burnette, Chair
Re:

HSIRB Project Number 93-10-14

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "The writing response in
studies of selection-based and topography-based language" has been approved under the full
category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. The conditions and
duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You may
now begin to implement the research as described in the application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:
xc:

December 9, 1994

Michael, Psychology
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Western Michigan University
Department of Psychology
Principal Investigator: Jack Michael
Co-Principal Investigator: Osborn Cresson

I have been invited to participate in a research project entitled "The W riting R esponse in Studies o f
Selection-Based and Topography-Based Language." I understand that this research is intended to com pare tw o
different types o f language.. In one the person using the language simply points to a word o r phrase; in the other the
person makes a characteristic motion (as in writing or speaking). The purpose o f this research is to see which system
o f language is easier to leam and easier to use in novel situations. I further understand that this project is O sbom
Cresson's dissertation project.
M y consent to participate in this project indicates that I will be asked to attend between one and 15 sessions with Mr.
Cresson; each session will last about 60 minutes. These sessions will take place in a classroom in W ood Hall at
W estern Michigan University. The only people present will be Mr. Cresson, myself and, on occasion, an observer
whom he has trained to sit quietly and record events with pen and paper.
The sessions will involve our sitting at a table, Mr. Cresson presenting visual stimuli on cards o r auditory stimuli
spoken by him and my responding by pointing to a visual stimulus or writing with pen and paper. These experimental
sessions will be followed by a final interview session in which Mr. Cresson asks questions about what I was thinking
about as I did the experimental tasks and explains the reasoning behind the experiment. Also, he will answer any
questions I have about the experiment at that time. At the end o f each session 1 will be paid $5.00.
As in all research, there may be unforeseen risks to the participant. If an accidental injury occurs, appropriate
emergency measures will be taken; however, no compensation or treatment will be made available to me except as
otherwise specified in this consent form. I understand that one potential risk o f my participation in this project is that
I may experience some stress when presented with the choice o f how to respond. It is expected to be no w orse than
that 1 experience wh(e n taking an exam. If I want to stop working during a session, I will simply have to say that I
don't want to continue. I will be able to withdraw at any time during the experiment by simply telling Mr. Cresson in
person or telephoning to him at home (343-8652).
One way in which I may benefit from this activity is having the chance to experience and talk about how
psychologists study language behavior. I also understand that others who study language may benefit from the
knowledge gained from this research.
I understand that all the information collected from me is confidential This means that my name will not appear on
any papers on which this information is recorded. The forms will all be coded, and a separate m aster list with the
names o f participants and the corresponding codes will be kept by Mr. Cresson in a locked file cabinet in W ood Hall
to which only he and his advisor, Dr. Jack Michael, have access Once the data are collected and analyzed, the m aster
list will be destroyed In order to protect my confidentiality when the results o f this research are presented publicly
(in written form or in oral presentations), my data will be identified only by the code assigned to me.
I understand that I may refuse to participate or quit at any time during the study without prejudice or penalty. If I
have any questions or concerns about this study, I may contact either Osbom Cresson (343-8652) or Jack Michael
(387-4480). I may also contact the Chair o f Human Subjects Institutional Review Board (387-8293) or the Vice
President for Research (387-8298) with any concerns that I have My signature below indicates that 1 understand the
purpose and requirements o f the study and that I agree to participate.

(Signature)

(Date)
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Western Michigan University
Department of Psychology
Principal Investigator: Jack Michael
Co-Principal Investigator: Osbom Cresson

I have been invited to observe the experimental sessions o f a research project entitled "The W riting
R esponse in Studies o f Selection-Based and Topography-B ased Language." This is O sbom Cresson's dissertation
project.

A s I observe these sessions I m ay possibly learn the names o f the experimental subjects. I agree to keep
these names confidential. Specifically, I will not tell anyone o r let anyone leam the names that correspond to the
codes that appear on the data. W hen talking o r writing about this experiment 1 will not reveal the identities o f the
people participating.

(Signature)

(Date)
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN
RESEARCH ON THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE

O S C R E SSO N is looking for subjects in a study o f two different kinds o f language,
called topography-based and stimulus selection-based languages.
T H E R ESE A R C H will be done between January and April o f 1994.
SE SSIO N S will last about 1 or 1-1/2 hours; there will be between 5 and 15 o f them.

SCHEDULING will be flexible so as to be convenient for the student.
Y O U R PAY will be $5.00 for every session.
T H E E X P E R IM E N T will be explained in detail after the last session.
IF IN T E R E ST E D please call 343-8652, o r fill in the bottom o f (his sheet and send it
through Campus Mail to;

O S CRESSO N
PSY C H O LO G Y D EPA R TM EN T
W EST ER N M IC H IG A N UNIVERSITY

YES, I AM INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY OF TW O TYPES OF LANGUAGE.
MY NAM E IS;
MY TELEPHONE NUMBER IS:
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GLOSSARY

ANSWER SHEET: the page listing stimulus relations taught to a particular student; it
contains three columns, each with 8 patterns, sounds or symbols.
AUDITORY STIMULUS: a nonsense syllable; see SOUND, below.
CODIC: a verbal operant in which the stimulus is verbal and the response product
shows point-to-point correspondence but no formal similarity.
COMPARISON STIMULUS (CO): the stimuli on the table in front o f the student in a
SB task.
COMPARISON SHEET (CO SHEET): the piece o f paper with 4, 8 or 16 patterns or
symbols.
COPYING A TEXT: a verbal operant in which the verbal stimulus is visual and the
written response product is similar in form.
CORRECTION: after an error the E presents the cue and the S responds again,
correctly this time.
CORRECTION-REPEAT: after correction the E re-presents the trial that was missed
(no cue is used).
COVER: the manila folder used to keep the S from seeing the R's already written on
the R sheet.
CRITERION: the number o f trials (1 2 ,1 6 or 24) that must be completed without error
before moving on to the next scheduled task.
CUE: a stimulus presented by the E that indicates which R is correct, this can be
presented intentionally (during training) or unintentionally (a mistake by the
E); unintentional cues can come before the R (antecedent cues) or afterwards
(consequent cues).
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DUPLIC: a verbal relation in which the stimulus is verbal and the response product is
similar in form to the stimulus (e.g. echoic relations and copying a text).
ECHOIC: a verbal operant in which the verbal stimulus is auditory and the verbal
response product is vocal and similar to the stimulus in form.
EQUIVALENCE TEST: a SB task in which the SA's were auditory SA's used in
training and COs were visual SA's used during training (no differential
consequences were given during tests).
FINAL INTERVIEW: the last session during which a variety o f tests are given, and
questions are asked by both the E and the S.
FULL REVIEW: after training and equivalence and generalization tests, the two TB
training tasks (or the two SB training tasks) are presented again until the S
meets a criterion o f 24 in a row correct.
FULL TEST: after the TB and SB full reviews, the S is given 144 trials o f 10 tasks (4
training, 2 equivalence and 2 generalization tasks).
GENERALIZATION TEST: after an equivalence test the S is given the opposite
version o f the two training tasks (SB if the training was TB and v.v.).
INITIAL INTERVIEW: before training begins the S reads and signs the consent form,
fills in the student information sheet and the E reads an introductory statement
that explains what will happen during the experiment.
INTERTRLAL INTERVAL: the time between the end o f one trial and the beginning o f
the next trial.
INTRAVERBAL: a verbal operant in which both the stimulus and response are verbal.
MAND: a verbal operant in which the response is reinforced by a characteristic
consequence that is effective ("established") at the moment o f response.
MANDED STIMULUS SELECTION: SB behavior in which the sample is a verbal
stimulus and the comparison stimuli are nonverbal objects.
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ORDER: which o f the two training tasks comes first and which second (the auditory
tasks before the visual one or v.v.).
PATTERN: a picture o f part o f a quilt.
PHASE: the first or second training and testing sessions (TB or SB), or the sessions in
which full review, full test and final interview are presented.
PREPARATORY TASK: tasks that familiarized the student with the stimuli and
responses o f the experiment involving identity matching (tasks A or D), the
echoic task (B), the copying-a-text task (C).
REFLEXIVITY: indirectly trained matching behavior with novel stimuli that is
possible after matching has been established with a few training stimuli (i.e., if
A=A and B=B, then C=C); one o f the three tests o f equivalence (with
symmetiy and transitivity).
RESPONSE DEFINITION: the S behavior which has been accepted as constituting a
response; in SB tasks it is when the S's finger touches the CO sheet, in TB
tasks it is when the S has moved the cover to the next window on the R sheet.
RESPONSE SHEET: the sheet o f paper marked with 12 boxes on which the S writes.
REVIEW DURING TRAINING: the re-presentation o f a training task to start the
session after that in which it was first presented.
SAMPLE STIMULUS (SA): an auditoiy or visual stimulus to which the student
responds in SB or TB tasks.
SENSORY MODE: the type o f sensory stimulus presented to the S (auditory or
visual).
SCORESHEET: the sheet o f paper on which the E or O records the S's response, it
lists the stimuli to be presented during each trial.
SELECTION-BASED (SB): the kind o f language that involves pointing to one
stimulus in the presence o f another one.
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SEQUENCE: whether TB training precedes SB or v.v..
SERIES: several trials given in succession.
SESSION: the meeting o f E, S, and O during which stimuli are presented and
responses made; it lasts about one hour.
SET: the collection o f stimuli o f a particular kind (patterns, sounds or symbols).
STUDENT PLAN: the list o f tasks for each student and the order in which they were
presented.
SOUND: an auditory nonsense syllable spoken by E (represented by a consonantvowel-consonant trigram).
SUBSET: each set o f stimuli was divided in matched subsets o f 4 or 8 stimuli each;
one was used for TB and one for SB tasks.
SYMBOL: a Sanskrit or Japanese Katakana letter.
SYMMETRY: indirectly trained matching behavior that involves matching the
training stimuli but with the SA's serving as CO's and vice versa (i.e., B=A if
A=B); one o f the three tests o f equivalence (with reflexivity and transitivity).
TACT: verbal behavior under the control o f a nonverbal stimulus.
TASK: the combination o f stimulus presented to the student and response required,
designated by two letters indicating the stimulus and response sets involved,
subscripts indicating which o f the two subsets were used, and a hyphen
followed by SB or TB.
TOPOGRAPHY-BASED (TB): the kind o f language in which the shape o f the
response varies depending on the stimulus present.
TRAINING TASK: the two tasks taught during the first two phases o f the experiment;
consequences were presented after each trial during training.
TRANSITIVITY: indirectly trained matching behavior that is possible when both the
sample and comparison stimuli have been trained separately in matching-to-
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sample relations with a common third stimulus (i.e., A=C if A=B and C=B);
one o f the three tests o f equivalence (with reflexivity and symmetry).
TRIAL: one interaction between E and S; it usually lasts only a few seconds.
VISUAL STIMULUS: a pattern or symbol printed on paper and presented to the S.
WINDOW: one o f the 9 or 16 response locations on the array o f CO stimuli presented
to the S, numbered from left to right starting at the top (from the point o f view
o f the S).
WRITTEN RESPONSE: the symbol drawn by the S on the response sheet.
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LIST OF STIMULUS MATERIALS
1. Comparison Stimulus Sheet (Patterns, 8 Stim uli).................................................... 122
2. Comparison Stimulus Sheet with Sample (Symbols and Pattern, 8 Stim uli)

123

3. Comparison Stimulus Sheet (Patterns, 16 Stim uli).................................................. 124
4. Comparison Stimulus Sheet (Symbols, 16 Stim uli)................................................. 125
5. Answer Sheet (Group 3, Subsets A ], B2 and C /D j)................................................. 126
6. Answer Sheet (Group 6, Subsets A 2 , B] and C/D 2 )................................................. 127
7. Comparison Stimulus Sheet (Patterns, 4 Stimuli, for Pilot Study #1 and
Follow-up Study.............................................................................................................. 128
8. Comparison Stimulus Sheet (Symbols, 4 Stimuli, for Pilot Study #1 and
Follow-up Study.............................................................................................................. 129
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LIST OF FORMS
1. Student Plan (Subject C hepita)................................................................................... 132
2. Student Summary, page 1 (Subject C hepita)............................................................. 133
3. Student Summary, page 2 (Subject Chepita)..............................................................134
4. Session Summary (Subject Chepita)............................................................................135
5. Scoresheet (Training Task) (Subject Chepita)....................................

136

6. Scoresheet (Full Test) (Subject Chepita).................................................................... 137
7. Experiment Summary (Subjects Estela, Gerardito, Chepita and M iguel).............138
8. Preparing for a S ession.................................................................................................. 139
9. Student Information S h eet.............................................................................................140
10. Group Assignment Sheet................................................................................................141
11. Steps to Take With Each New Student....................................................................... 142
12. General Instructions Given After Getting Started......................................................143
13. Instructions for Each Task: Topography-Based Language...................................... 144
14. Instructions for Each Task: Selection-Based Language............................................146
15. Questions for the Final Interview................................................................................. 148
16. Observer Training Material (A General Description o f the Experiment)..............149
17. List o f D ocum ents........................................................................................................... 150
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STUDENT PLAN
C //
STUDENT CODE: _________

TASK SEQUENCE AND STIMULUS SUBGROUPS: 7 ~ £ As* E C . .
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¥
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FULL TEST:
FINAL INTERVIEW:
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STUDENT CODE: _

C

M

SESSION H-.
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B

S
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C
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PERCENT C O RRECT DURING T -B AND S-B TRAINING
AND DURING T H E DERIVED PERFORM ANCES BASED ON TH IS TRAINING
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PREPARING FOR A SESSION
O N TH E EX PE R IM E N TA L DESK:
Clock
T ape reco rd er and tw o labeled tapes
Two pens
Cue control box w ith SA o r cue cards for sets A and C/D, arran g ed face up on the
num bered shelf pap er and covered w ith th e answ er sheets o r o th er papers laid face
dow n, labels showing w here the final test SAs will be found
CO sheets face down on desk beside the box arran g ed in the o rd er they will be used (if
needed for the first task)
A nsw er sheets attached to th e clam ps taped to the front of the desk
W indow num bering memory aids on front and side o f the desk for E and O
Labels show ing w here the final test SAs will be found
ON T H E CH A IR T O T H E L E FT :
Table-top w ith labels showing w here the final test COs will be found
Blank scoresheets (on an o th er floor to the left if the table-top is full)
CO sheets face down u n d er th e scoresheets, arran g ed in the o rd er they will be used
ON TH E C H A IR T O T H E RIG H T:
Scoresheets labeled w ith the C O num bers w ritten in if necessary
Pen for filling in scoresheets
List o f instructions for each task
P aper for notes, labeled w ith student code and session num ber
Student plan
ON F L O O R T O T H E L E FT :
File box with SA and C O stim uli, student files, backup supplies o f forms, and desktop file
ON T O P O F T H E FILE BOX:
Blank response sheets
Response sheet cover
Filled in response sheets (face dow n)
ON TH E O T H E R DESK:
C alendar
A ppointm ent cards
Desktop file (before the first o r last sessions, otherw ise it is in the file box)
S5 bills in accounting envelope
ON T H E DOOR:
"D o Not D isturb" sign
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STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET
NAME:

ADDRESS:

T E L EPH O N E:

GENDER:

BIRTH DATE:

YEARS O F EDUCATION:

M A JO R :

DO YOU HAVE PRO BLEM S W IT H READING, W R ITIN G , VISION, O R H EARING?

DO YOU K N O W H O W T O READ JA PA N ESE, C H IN ESE, KOREAN O R SANSKRIT?

HAVE YOU PA R TIC IPA TED IN O T H E R PSY CH O LO G Y EX PERIM EN TS?

CO N V ENIEN T T IM ES F O R US T O SCH EDU LE SESSIONS:
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SEQUENCE EFFECT
- - - SUBJECT - - -

- - - GROUP - - 1) TB: AC, BC, BA - SB: AD, BD, BA
2) TB: AC, BC, BA - SB: BD, AD, BA

__________________

3) TB: BC, AC, BA - SB: AD, BD, BA

__________________

4) TB: BC, AC, BA - SB: BD, AD, BA

__________________

5) SB: AD, BD, BA - TB: AC, BC, BA

___________________

6) SB: AD, BD, BA - TB: BC, AC, BA

___________________

7) SB: BD, AD, BA - TB: AC, BC, BA

___________________

8) SB: BD, AD, BA - TB: BC, AC, BA

STIMULUS SUBSET EFFECT
1ST

- - - S U B JE C T .................... G R O U P -------- OPPOSITE

1) A-I, B-l, C-l

8)

D-2
C-l
D-2
C-l
D-2
C-l
D-2

7)

2) A -l,
3) A -l,
4) A -l,
5) A-2,
6) A-2,
7) A-2,
8) A-2,

B-l,
B-2,
B-2,

B-l,
B-l,
B-2,
B-2,

6)

5)
4)
3)
2)

1)
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STEPS TO TAKE WITH EACH NEW STUDENT
" T h e u n iv e rsity re q u ir e s th a t 1 p r e s e n t th is c o n s e n t fo rm to you b e fo re w e b eg in w o rk .
P lease r e a d it a n d a s k a n y q u e s tio n s; th e n , i f y o u w ish to p a r tic ip a te in th is stu d y ,
p lease sign it." ( F IL L IN C O N S E N T F O R M )

" T h a n k you. O f co u rse , y o u r s ig n a tu r e d oes n o t o b lig a te y o u to d o a n y th in g . Y o u ca n
d r o p o u t a t a n y tim e, a lth o u g h if y ou d o y o u r d a ta w ill b e useless to us. N ow , I need
som e g e n e ra l in fo rm a tio n su c h as y o u r a d d re s s a n d te le p h o n e n u m b e r." ( F IL L IN
IN F O R M A T IO N S H E E T )

" O .K .. A ny q u e s tio n s? N ow , I h a v e m a d e u p a la n g u a g e f o r th is stu d y . Y ou w ill be
ta u g h t so m e ta sk s a n d th e n giv en so m e tests. S o m etim es I w ill tell y o u w h e th e r y o u r
resp o n se s a r e c o rre c t, b u t a t o th e r tim es I w ill n o t let y o u k n o w h o w y o u a r e d o in g
u n til a f te r th e e x p e rim e n t is ov er.
W e w ill n o t ta lk w h ile th e session is ru n n in g ex c e p t fo r d isc u ssin g th e
in stru c tio n s fo r ea ch task . B asically, w e w ill w o rk in silence. B etw een sessions, you
a r e a sk ed n o t to d iscu ss th e e x p e rim e n t w ith o th e r p eople. Y ou c a n tell th e m if you
a r e en jo y in g it b u t p lease d o n 't ta lk a b o u t a n y th in g specific h av in g to d o w ith th e
e x p e rim e n t u n til a f te rw a rd s . A lso, p lease d o n o t stu d y th is to p ic b etw e en sessions no h o m e w o rk !
I sh o u ld re m in d y ou th a t th is e x p e rim e n t m ay h av e to b e e n d e d a t a n y tim e
fo r a v a rie ty o f rea so n s. I c a n n o t g u a r a n te e y o u a n y specific n u m b e r o f sessions b u t
it u su a lly ta k e s a b o u t eig h t. A s to m o n ey , I'll p ay y o u S5.00 a t th e en d o f each
session.
I f y o u g e t h e re m o re th a n 15m in la te I c a n n o t g u a r a n te e th a t w e w ill h av e a
session ( it d e p e n d s on w h e th e r a n o th e r s tu d e n t w ill b e a r r iv in g fo r a session a n h o u r
a t th e s t a r t o f th e n ex t h o u r.)
W e so m e tim es h av e v isito rs. T h e y all sign th is s ta te m e n t w h ich sa y s th e y w ill
p r o te c t y o u r c o n fid e n tia lity . (H a n d th e m th e v is ito r's sta te m e n t.) T h is is a list o f
people likely to visit. A re th e r e a n y p eo p le on th is list w h o se p re se n c e w o u ld d is r u p t
y o u r p e rfo rm a n c e ?
A n y q u e s tio n s? O .K ., le t's g e t s ta r te d ."

A T T H E E N D O F T H E S E S S IO N , T H A N K T H E S T U D E N T A N D A R R A N G E T H E D A Y
A N D T IM E O F T H E N E X T S E S S IO N . R E C O R D IT O N T H E C A L E N D A R A N D
G IV E T H E S T U D E N T A N A P P O IN T M E N T C A R D .
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN AFTER GETTING STARTED:
"When your finger touches one of the squares on the sheet we count it as a
response so please look carefully at all the options before choosing one."
"If you notice that you have made an error, just hit ERROR on this card and
you get to try again. This is protect you from the sort of accidental errors that
happen when you arc responding rapidly."
"Please fill in the squares in the order a person reads, like this... The cover is
moved along so that you cannot see what you have already written. When you get
to the end of a line move down and then back across (if you moved back first you
would see what you had written on that line.) You can correct your written
response until you move the cover. That is the signal that you have finished the
response. Then I will tell you if it was right or not, or I will simply start a new trial.
You can stop everything by hitting the ERROR card - this allows you to try again,
just as long as you hit the card before I tell you whether what you wrote was correct
or before I start the next trial. This is so you don't make any unnecessary errors.”
"We don’t care about penmanship, just as long as anyone looking at what you
have written would point to the same symbol from our list - that they all know what
you arc trying to represent - then we don't care about details of penmanship."
"Do you mind our taking photographs or videotaping while you are working?
There are many reasons a person might not want us to do this so it is perfectly all
right if you so "No, thank you!" For instance, we don't want to take pictures if it
would disrupt your performance in any way. It is just that it will be easier to
describe this work to people if we have a few pictures of someone doing it. What do
you say?"
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH TASK
TOPOGRAPHY-BASED LANGUAGE

PREPARATORY TASK A: "This task simply involves pointing to the
stimulus on the outside of this square that resembles the one I place in
the center. In all these tasks that involve pointing, the moment your
finger touches the paper that will be counted as a response, so look at
all the choices and think carefully before you touch one of them. Any
questions? ... O.K., lets start."
PREPARATORY TASK B: "That was fine. Now, the next task involves
repeating the sounds I say. These are not real words in English but are
nonsense syllables. Any questions? ... O.K., here goes."
PREPARATORY TASK C: "Thank you. The next task involves drawing a
copy of the Japanese/Sanskrit symbol that I show you. Later I will ask
you to write the eight symbols on your own. You will have to move this
sheet to cover what you have already written. Let's practice that a
minute.... Ready? O.K.."
1) "First, I will show you a symbol; please copy it in the boxes on
this sheet of paper."
2) "Now, I will only show you the symbol briefly; please write
down the symbol."
3) "Great. Can you draw all the four/eight symbols you have
been learning? We don't need the cover for this test."
4)'' Now, try to write all the symbols using the cover so you don't
see the symbols you have already written."
5) "Fine. Now can you write them in a different order?"
6) "O.K. Now, please write them faster."
7) "Please do it again as rapidly as you can."
TRAINING TASK AC: "On this task I will show you a pattern and you will
write the appropriate symbol. Initially I will show you which symbol to
write. The eight pairs of patterns and symbols will each be
demonstrated one time. Then you will be asked to do it on your own.
So, I will now show you a pattern and show you the symbol that goes
with it; please write the symbol on the sheet in front of you. Any
questions?... O.K.."
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"Now let's see if you can do it on your own. I will show
you a pattern and you write the appropriate symbol. Any questions?
Fine."
TRAINING TASK BC: "On this task I will say a sound and you will write the
appropriate symbol. Initially I will show you which symbol to write.
The eight pairs of sounds and symbols will each be demonstrated one
time. Then you will be asked to do it on your own. So, I will now say a
sound and show you the symbol that goes with it; please write the
symbol on the sheet in front of you. Any questions? ... O.K.."
"Now let's see if you can do it on your own. I will say a
sound pattern and you write the appropriate symbol. Any questions?
Fine."
REVIEW TASK ACBC: "That's good. Now let's do a mixed set of the last
two tasks you have already learned. I will present a figure or say a
sound and you will draw the appropriate symbol. Ready? ... Fine."
TEST TASK BA: " O.K.. Now, I will say a sound and you will point to the
figure that goes with that sound. Please do not say anything while
working on this task. I will NOT tell you how you are doing during this
test, but please do everything you can to get it right. Any questions?
Fine. Let's go."
TEST TASK ACBC: "That's good. Now let's do a mixed set of two tasks. I
will present a figure or say a sound and you will draw the appropriate
symbol. Please do not say anything while working on this task. I will
NOT tell you how you are doing during this test, but please do
everything you can to get it right. Ready?... Fine."
TEST TASK (ABCD):"Now we will do a mixed set of various tasks. I will
present a figure or say a sound and you will write or point to the
appropriate symbol or figure. That means, when I put one of these
sheets in front of you, point; otherwise, write the answer. Please do not
say anything while working on this task. I will NOT tell you how you
are doing during this test, but please do everything you can to get it
right. Any questions?... Fine."
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH TASK
SELECTION-BASED LANGUAGE

PREPARATORY TASK A: "This task simply involves pointing to the pattern
on the outside of this square that resembles the one I place in the center.
In all these tasks that involve pointing, the moment your finger touches
the paper that will be counted as a response, so look at all the choices
and think carefully before you touch one of them. Any questions? ...
O.K., lets start."
PREPARATORY TASK B: "That was fine. Now, the next task involves
repeating the sounds I say. These are not real words in English but are
nonsense syllables. Any questions? ... O.K., here goes."
PREPARATORY TASK D: "Now please point to the symbol on the outside of
this square that resembles the one I place in the center. Any questions?
... O.K., lets start."
TRAINING TASK AD: "On this task I will show you a pattern and you will
point to the appropriate symbol. Initially I will show you which symbol
to point to. The eight pairs of patterns and symbols will each be
demonstrated one time. Then you will be asked to do it on your own.
So, I will now show you a pattern and show you the symbol that goes
with it; please point to the symbol on the sheet in front of you. Any
questions?... O.K.."
"Now let's see if you can do it on your own. I will show
you a pattern and you point to the appropriate symbol. Any questions?
Fine."
TRAINING TASK BD: "On this task I will say a sound and you will point to
the appropriate symbol. Initially I will show you which symbol to point
to. The eight pairs of sounds and symbols will each be demonstrated
one time. Then you will be asked to do it on your own. So, I will now
say a sound and show you the symbol that goes with it; please point to
the symbol on the sheet in front of you. Any questions?... O.K.."
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"Now let's see if you can do it on your own. I will say a
sound pattern and you point to the appropriate symbol. Any
questions? Fine."
REVIEW TASK ADBD: "That's good. Now let's do a mixed set of the last
two tasks you have already learned. I will present a pattern or say a
sound and you will point to the appropriate symbol. Ready?... Fine."
TEST TASK BA: " O.K.. Now, I will say a sound and you will point to the
pattern that goes with that sound. Please do not say anything while
working on this task. I will NOT tell you how you are doing during this
test, but please do everything you can to get it right. Any questions?
Fine. Let's go."
TEST TASK ADBD: "That's good. Now let's do a mixed set of two tasks. I
will present a pattern or say a sound and you will point to the
appropriate symbol. Please do not say anything while working on this
task. I will NOT tell you how you are doing during this test, but please
do everything you can to get it right. Ready? ... Fine."
TEST TASK (ABCD):"Now we will do a mixed set of various tasks. I will
present a pattern or say a sound and you will write or point to the
appropriate symbol or pattern. That means, when I put one of these
sheets in front of you, point; otherwise, write the answer. Please do not
say anything while working on this task. I will NOT tell you how you
are doing during this test, but please do everything you can to get it
right. Any questions?... Fine."
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QUESTIONS FOR THE FINAL INTERVIEW
1) YOU MAY HAVE N O TICED T IIA T T H E SYM BOLS IN T H IS E X PE R IM E N T W ER E
O RG A NIZED IN T W O SETS; YOU W ER E TA U G H T O N E G R O U P O F 8 SYM BOLS
ONE WAY AND T H E O T H E R 8 A N O TH ER WAY. PLEASE W R IT E T H E T W O SETS
O F SYM BOLS, PUTTING O N E ON TH IS SH E E T AND T H E O T H E R ON T H IS ONE.
2) PLEA SE LIST T H E T W O SETS O F SOUNDS USED IN TH IS EX PERIM EN T, T H A T IS,
W R IT E T H E LETTER S T H A T R EPR ESEN T T H E SOUNDS.
3) PLEASE SO R T T H E SE 16 FIG U RES INTO 1 IIE T W O SETS INTO W H IC H T H EY W ER E
DIVIDED DURING T H IS EX PERIM EN T.
4) PLEASE SO R T TH ESE 16 SYM BOLS INTO T H E T W O SETS IN TO W H IC H TH EY W ER E
DIVIDED DURING T H IS EX PERIM EN T.
5) PLEASE SO R T T H ESE 16 NONSENSE SYLLABLES INTO T H E T W O SETS IN TO W H ICH
T H EY W E R E DIVIDED DURING TH IS EX PERIM EN T.
6) NOW , T H ESE ARE TH E ANSW ER SH EETS SHO W IN G T H E FIG U RES, SOUNDS AND
SYM BOLS IN T H E T W O SETS. PLEASE W R IT E DOWN H O W YOU REM EM BERED
EACH C O M B IN A TIO N O F T H R E E STIM U LI, T H A T IS ANY M EM O RY TRICK S
T H A T YOU USED. T O M AKE IT EASIER, YOU CAN USE "A " FO R T H E FIGURES,
"B " F O R T H E SOUNDS AND " C " FO R T IIE SYM BOLS. USE AN EQUALS SIGN (=)
T O R EPR E SEN T W ORDS SUCH AS "L O O K S L IK E " O R "R EM IN D S M E O F ". YOU
CAN USE A SH E E T O F PA PER FO R EACH SET AND NUM BER YOUR L IST FROM t
T O 8 IN EACH CASE. D O N 'T W O R RY ABOUT SOUNDING SILLY - PEO PL E O FTEN
USE H IG H LY IND IV ID U ALISTIC M EM O RY AIDS. JU ST W R IT E DOWN W H A T
YOU W E R E T H IN K IN G A BO U T W HEN YOU W O R K ED W ITH TH ESE FIGURES,
SOUNDS AND SYMBOLS.
7) SO M E O F T H E TASKS W E R E N O T D IRECTLY TA U G IIT. W H A T CAN YOU T E L L ME
ABOUT H OW YOU FIG U RED T H EM O U T?
8) H O W DO YOU TH IN K YOU DID ON T H E FIN A L T E ST - W H A T WAS YOUR PERCEN T
CORRECT?
9) DID YOU DO ANY H O M E W O R K BETW EEN SESSIONS? DID YOU PR A C TIC E O R
O T H E R W ISE TH IN K ABOUT T H E SYM BOLS W E USED?
10) DID I G IV E YOU ANY CUES T H A T LET YOU KNOW HO W T O RESPOND? DID I GIV E
AWAY TH E ANSW ERS IN ANY W AY? FO R INSTANCE, ON T H E TESTS DID
ANYTHING ABOUT T H E W AY I ACTED T E L L YOU W H E T H E R YOU HAD
G O TTEN A TR IA L R IG H T O R N O T? DID T H E POSITIO N O F T H ESE SLIPS IN TH E
BOX AND MY M O TIO N S IN R ETRIEV IN G T H EM H ELP YOU RE M E M B E R W H A T
T O DO?
11) HAVE YOU EV ER HEARD DR. JA C K M ICH A EL LECTU RE? ARE YOU FA M ILIA R
W IT H T H E T ER M S "SELEC TIO N -B A SED LANGUAGE" AND "T O PO G R A PH Y BASED"?
12) YOU LEARNED BY W R IT IN G O R BY PO IN TIN G ; WAS O N E WAY EA SIER O R A
M O RE SUCCESSFUL W AY T O LEARN THAN T H E O T H E R O R W E R E T H EY BOTH
ABOUT T H E SAM E?
13) IF YOU HAD IT T O DO O V ER AGAIN, W OULD YOU A G REE T O PA R TIC IPA TE IN
T H IS E X PE R IM E N T NO W T H A T YOU KNOW W H A T IT INVOLVES (ASSUMING
YOU HAD T H E SAM E A M O UN T O F T IM E AVAILABLE AND T H E SAM E NEED FO R
M ONEY AND SO ON.)
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A GENERAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE EXPERIMENT

You will need to m aster the distinction between seleetion-based and topography-based
language. Selection-based tasks involve pointing to a symbol. T h e response itself (pointing) is a
general one is not characteristic of th e stim uli in the presence of which the pointing happens.
Examples would include using a "sym bol b oard ” o r replying to a m ultiple choice exam question.
Topography-based tasks involve a response th a t is different for every linguistic situation. Signing,
speaking and w riting would be examples.
Recently five experim ental studies have been done by W estern Psychology g rad u a te
students com paring these two fundam ental types of language. In this study I repeatedly teach an
a rb itra ry language to college students to sec u n d er w hat conditions each type of language has
advantages and disadvantages, especially with respect to case o f acquisition and generalization to
novel com binations of the language symbols. My experim ent is a variation of ea rlier w ork with
w riting as the topographically-based response.
This can be diagram m ed as tw o triangles. "A " represents figures (quilting patterns), "B "
is a sound (a nonsense syllable), " C " is a symbol w ritten by the student and "D " is one th a t is
pointed to. T he solid lines represent tasks that a re train ed and the dotted lines a re tasks th a t can
only be done by inferring relations based on th at train in g (the generalization tests). T hese tasks
th a t arc not directly taught a re called equivalence relations.
Attached is a m ore detailed description of all this. Please read it a t y o u r convenience. W e
will then be able to talk about the issues raised, such as the relevance of this w ork to education.

ZYPtHllHtVtT
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS
D E S K T O P F IL E
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CO N SEN T FO RM
S T U D E N T IN F O R M A T IO N S H E E T
G R O U P A S S IG N M E N T L IS T
S T U D E N T T E L E P H O N E N U M B E R S L IS T
W H A T IS N E E D E D F O R E A C H S E S S IO N
P R E P A R IN G F O R A S E S S IO N
T O D O L IS T
Q U E S T IO N S F O R T H E F IN A L IN T E R V IE W
M O N EY T O PAY STU D EN T ($5 BILLS IN ACCOUNTING EN VELO PE)
C A L E N D A R A N D A P P O IN T M E N T C A R D S
ANNOUNCEM ENTS
IN S T R U C T IO N S F O R E A C H T A S K
A N SW ER SHEETS
SCO RESH EETS
S E S S IO N S U M M A R Y
STU D EN T PLAN
E X P E R IM E N T S U M M A R IE S (3)
N O TE S AND E R R O R S
O B S E R V E R F IL E
M A T E R IA L S
G E N E R A L D E S C R IP T IO N
W H A T O BSERV ERS DO
S T E P S IN T R A IN IN G
W HAT TO LO O K FOR
REPORTS
S T U D E N T S ' C O D E S L IS T
L IS T O F D O C U M E N T S
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Table 2
Comparing Topography-based and Selection-based Verbal Behavior: TB Errors Minus SB Errors (Ranked Scores)*

FULL TEST

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

TRAINING

REVIEWS
DURING
TRAINING

EQUIVA
LENCE
TESTS

GENERA
LIZATION
TESTS

FULL
REVIEWS

TRAINING

EQUIVA
LENCE

GENERA
LIZATION

TOTAL
ERRORS

0
+1
+3
+4
+2
-2
+10
-17
-3
+1
-16
-7
+20
-26
-54
-45

0
+1
-1
-1
+1
+2
0
0
+2
NA
0
-1
-5
+6
+4
-1

0
0
0
+2
+3
-3
-4
-4
+2
+4
-7
0
-7
0
-3
NA

0
-1
+1
+2
-2
+1
+4
-4
-4
-4
+4
-5
-2
-5
-3
+3

-2
-1
+1
+2
+5
-1
+5
+4
+4
0
-5
-8
+2
-5
-22
+11

0
+2
+2
+1
0
-2
0
+3
+1
+2
-2
-4
-8
-1
+2
-1

0
0
-3
+4
-6
+3
+2
-2
+7
0
+1
-8
-6
-4
0
+3

0
0
+1
+1
0
-4
-1
0
-4
+2
-2
-4
+2
-6
-5
-4

-2
+2
+4
+15
+3
-6
+16
-20
+1
+5
-27
-37
-4
-41
-76
-34

* The numbers represent topography-based errors minus selection-based errors (positive = SB advantage; negative = TB advantage).
The students were ranked separately on each task.

VO
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Table 3
Comparing Topography-based and Selection-based Verbal Behavior: Summary o f Ranked Scores*

TOP
EIGHT STUDENTS

BOTTOM
EIGHT STUDENTS

TASK

TB

J even J

SB

TB

1 even 1

SB

TB

TRAINING
REVIEW DURING TRAINING
EQUIVALENCE TEST
GENERALIZATION TEST
FULL REVIEW
FULL TEST: TRAINING
FULL TEST: EQUIVALENCE
FULL TEST: GENERALIZATION

2
2

1
3

6
3

0
2

2

3
3
3

3

3

3

6
4

1

3

4

3

3

5
3

2

2
4

2

6

0
1
0
2
0

2
2

8
5
6

1
0

5
3
2
4

TOTAL STUDENTS

19

17

28

36

TASKS ON W HICH SUBJECTS
HAD BEST PERFORMANCE

1

2

5

6

5

3

3
3
3

ALL
S'rUD EN TS

9
7

even |
1
5
6
1
1

SB

7
6
4
6
8

3

7

2

6
6
8

4
4

6
4

8

20

55

25

48

2

0

4

1

3

* The numbers represent students who did better on topography-based tasks or selection-based tasks (except the last line that represents number of tasks).
The students were ranked on each task and the totals presented for the top and bottom 50 percentile.

On

o
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Table 4
Sensory Mode and Sequence Effects*

TRAINING

SUBJECT

TB - SB:
Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
Maria Christina
Maria Jesus
Chepita
Esperanza
Nono
TOTALS
AVERAGES
SB - TB:
Gerardito
Rony
Alexis
Rosa
Mayra
Eugenia
Marco
Miguel
TOTALS
AVERAGES
COMBINED
TOTALS
AVERAGES
AUD vs. VIS

AUD
TB
SB

TB

SB

0
0
0
0
2
0
3
3
8
1.0

0
0
0
0
I
1
3
1
6
0.8

0
2
3
4
5
15
10
23
62
7.8

0
1
0
0
4
4
9
5
23
2.9

7
0
2
2
2
2
0
2
17
2.1

0
2
0
12
5
8
14
36
77
9.6

1
2
7
3
8
9
0
13
43
5.4

10
17
12
9
12
29
40
24
153
19.1

25
1.6

83
5.2

105
6.6

176
11

3.4

* The numbers represent errors.

VIS

8.8

REVIEW DURING
TRAINING
AUD
VIS
TB
TB
SB
SB

0

1

0
1

1
2

2
0
0

0

1

NA
3
1.0

3
0.8

1

1

1
2

3
0.8

4
1.0

0
1

1

GENERALIZATION
AUD
SBTBSB
TB

AUD
TB
SB

TB

SB

1
0
3
3
1
0
3
0
II
1.4

1
2
0
1
3
1
1
13
22
2.8

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0.2

0
0
1
0
2
1
8
0
12
1.5

0
3
6
4
9
3
5
10
40
5.0

0
1
1
4
5
4
6
9
30
3.8

VIS

1
1
0
10
18
2.2

0
0
0
0
0
4
4
1
9
1.1

1
1
0
2
2
1
0
3
10
1.2

0
3
0
2
0
4
0
3
12
1.5

1
0
3
1
4
0
0
4
13
1.6

3
3
6
3
0
6
2
2
25
3.1

0
1
2
1
3
5
7
0
19
2.4

2
1
7
10
6
6
17
1
50
6.2

0
0
0
2
4
2
0
0
8
1.0

0
0
0
6
2
5
0
1
14
1.8

4
2
3
7
1
3
4
5
29
3.6

6
8
0
8
6
6
12
6
52
6.5

21
1.3

19
1.2

25
1.6

31
1.9

65
4.1

30
1.9

72
4.5

10
0.6

26
1.6

69
4.3

82
5.1

10
1.1

7
0.8

14
2.3

12
1.7

8
0.5

2.0

SB

0
3
2
6
7
5
3
14
40
5.0

9
3.0

0.9

VIS
TB

1
4
0
0
3
0
0
5
13
1.6

5
11
3.7

5
4

0
3
1

AUD
TB
SB

0
0
0
0
2
0
4
3
9
1.1

7
1.4

6
•

SBTB

0
2
4
1
0
0
0
5
12
1.5

I
1
3
0.6

0
0

2

VIS
TBSB

FULL TEST

0
0
0
I
0
1
0
0
2
0.2
2
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
6
0.8

0

FULL REVIEW

0.9

1.4

0
4
0
2

3.0

3.2

1.1

4.7
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Table 5
Training*

SUBJECT

TOTAL
ERRORS

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
Maria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
Nono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel

0
3
3
4
12
18
20
21
21
25
26
27
32
48
54
75

TOTALS
AVERAGES

389
24.3

1st PHASE

2nd PHASE

TB I

TB I

SB

10

8

19
12

2
9

21
17

5
10

37
54
60

11
0
15

230
28.8

60
7.5

5

15

12

13

6

26

70
8.8

1st

minus

minus

SB

2nd

0
+1
+3
+4
+2
-2
+10
-17
-3
+1
-16
-7
+20
-26
-54
-45

0
+1
+3
+4
+2
+2
+10
+17
+3
+1
+16
+7
+20
+26
+54
+45

SEQUENCE

SB
0
1
0
0
5

0
2
3
4
7

TB

TB-SB
TB-SB
TB-SB
TB-SB
TB-SB
SB-TB
TB-SB
SB-TB
SB-TB
TB-SB
SB-TB
SB-TB
TB-SB
SB-TB
SB-TB
SB-TB

29
3.6

COMPARISONS
AVERAGE
ERRORS

CONDITIONS

1
TB vs. SB
1st vs. 2nd
1st only: TB vs. SB
2nd only: TB vs. SB

8.1
18.8
8.8
7.5

16.2
5.6
28.8
3.6

* The numbers represent errors.
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Table 6

Training: Phase and Sequence Effects*

PHA SE
I

SEQUENCE
TB-SB

phase

TB

SB

8.8

3.6
1
3

SEQUENCE
SB-TB

n

2
4

SB

TB

28.8

7.5

* The numbers represent error averages.
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Table 7

Training: Order Effect*

TOPOGRAPHYBA SED TASKS
AC before BC
SUBJECT
Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
M aria Jesus
G erardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
M ayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel
TOTALS
SUBJECTS
AVERAGES

1st

I 2nd

SELECTIONBASED TASKS

AC after BC
1st

|

2nd

AD before BD
1st

| 2nd

0

AD after B D
1st

2nd

0
1
0
0
5

2
3
4
7
8

10

15

4
2

17

7

12
10

9
3

8

9
12

23

5
9
0

29

22
5
4.4

58
3
19.3

40
24

13
43
4
10.8

|

28
3
9.3

21
4
5.2

6
5
1.2

95
5
19.0

18
3
6.0

TOTAL
ERRORS
0
3
3
4
12
18
19
19
19
19
12
20
28
38
40
37
291
32
9.1

COMPARISONS
AVERAGE
ERRORS
1

CONDITIONS
A before B vs. A after B
TB only: A-B vs. B-A
SB only: A-B vs. B-A
1st only: A-B vs. B-A
2nd only: A-B vs. B-A

9.0
10.1
8.0
14.4
4.2

9.2
4.8
14.1
12.9
5.0

* N um bers represent errors.
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Table 8
Review D uring Training*

SUBJECT

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
M aria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel
TOTALS
SUBJECTS
AVERAGES

TOPOGRAPHY
BASED TASKS
BC
AC
1st | 2nd
1st | 2nd

SELECTIONBASED TASKS
BD
AD
1st | 2nd
1st
2nd

1

0
1
2

2
0
0
1

0
1
0

1
0

1
0

1
6

0

1

1
0

2
0

5

NA

2
4

3
1

3
4
0.8

7
5
1.4

3
3
1.0

5

1
1

11
3
3.7

3
5
0.6

4
4
1.0

9
3
3.0

3
4
0.8

TOTAL
ERRORS

1
3
2
0
2
1
1
1
6
2
2
5
2
7
2
6
43
31
1.4

COM PARISONS
AVERAGE
ERRORS

CONDITIONS

1
TB vs. SB
1st vs. 2nd
1st only: TB vs. SB
2nd only: TB vs. SB
B vs. A

1.6
1.2
0.9
2.2
0.9

1.2
1.6
1.5
0.9
2.0

* The numbers represent errors.
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Table 9

Equivalence Tests*

SUBJECT

*

AFTER TB
TRAINING
1st j 2nd

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
M aria Jesus
G erardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel

0
NA
4
2
1

TOTALS
AVERAGES
AVERAGES

17
2.4

AFTER SB
TRAINING
1st 1 2nd
0
7
2
0
8

5

1

0
0

7
0

0
0

0
3

6
4
0

6
4
4

15
1.9

25
3.1

3

0

0

4

7

10

2.1

31
3.9

TOTAL
ERRORS

0
7+
6
2
9
6
3
7
0
4
0
3
17
12
8
4
88
5.5

3.5

The numbers represent errors.
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Table 10

Generalization Tests*

SUBJECT

GENERALIZATION from
TB to SB
1st

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
M aria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel
TOTALS
AVERAGES
AVERAGES
*

2nd

GENERALIZATION from
SB t o TB
1st

2nd

0
2
4
2
0

1
4
0
0
5
2

1

0
0

4
0

0
0

4
2

8
4
1

5
0
6

15
1.9

22
2.8

0

1

0

4

8

5

14
1.8
1.8

TOTAL
ERRORS

22
2.8

1
6
4
2
5
3
1
4
0
4
4
2
13
13
4
7
73
4.6

2.8

The numbers represent errors.
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Table 11
Full Review*

SUBJECT

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
Maria Christina
M aria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
M ayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel
TOTALS
AVERAGES

TOPOGRAPHYBA SED TASKS
1st
2nd

SELECTIONBASED TASKS
1st
2nd

0
7
2
8
8

2
2
3
4
4
4

2

3
9

2
7

4
4

11
9

6
2
6

11
24
6

38
4.8

72
9.0

6

1

3

4

24

58
7.2

13

33
4.1

TO TA L
ERRORS

2
9
5
12
12
6
7
5
16
7
15
13
37
17
26
12
201
25.1

COMPARISONS
AVERAGE
ERRORS
1

CONDITIONS
TB vs. SB
1st vs. 2nd
1st only: TB vs. SB
2nd only: TB vs. SB
*

6.0
8.1
7.2
4.8

6.6
4.4
9.0
4.1

The numbers represent errors.
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Table 12
Full Test*

SUBJECT

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
Maria Christina
M aria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
N ono
Eugenia
M arco
Miguel
TOTALS
AVERAGES

TOPOGRAPHY-BASED PHASE
GENERA
TRAINING I
EQUIVA1
LENCE
LIZATION
0
0
0
2
1
1
4
5
2
6
2
2
6
3
3
6
4
0
3
7
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
6
3
5
6
4
6
2
3
4
14
6
0
4
5
2
9
2
2
3
9
41
2.6

85
5.3

38
2.4

SELECTION-BASED PHASE
TRAINING I
EQUIVA1 GENERAI
LENCE
1 LIZATION
0
0
0
0
4
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
3
4
11
2
4
4
2
6
3
3
5
7
0
2
0
8
6
10
6
8
6
7
1
4
5
4
11
8
3
10
4
8
9
5
2
2
46
2.9

90
5.6

62
3.9

TOTAL
ERRORS
0
9
14
17
30
20
23
18
7
35
35
23
44
30
34
23
362
22.6

* The numbers repiresent errors.

On
NO
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Table 13
Full Test: Auditory and Visual D ata Presented Separatly*

MODE:
TASK:
TYPE OF
INSTRUCTION:
Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
M aria Christina
Maria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
N ono
Eugenia
Marco
Miguel
TOTALS
AVERAGES

TB
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
4
0.2

VISUAL
GENERA
LIZATION

AUDITORY
GENERA
LIZATION

TRAINING

SB

SB

TB

SB

TB

SB

TB

SB

0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
5
4
2
0
2
0
1
16
1.0

0
2
4
2
6
4
2
1
2
2
4
0
4
0
2
2

0
0
1
2
3
2
1
3
0
3
4
1
5
5
4
2

0
1
2
2
3
0
1
I
1
3
3
1
6
3
2
3

37
2.3

2.2

0
1
0
2
2
4
3
5
0
3
4
5
4
1
8
4
46
2.9

0
1
5
6
3
6
7
1
2
6
6
6
14
4
9
9
85
5.3

0
4
1
3
11
4
6
7
2
10
6
4
11
10
9
2
90
5.6

TRAINING

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
3
2
0
0
3
0
0

TB
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
0

10
0.6

6
0.4

36

32

2.0

EQUIVA
LENCE
TOTAL
SCORES
0
9
14
17
30
20
23
18
7
35
35
23
44
30
34
23
362
22.6

* The numbers represent errors.

-J

o
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Table 14
Final Interview Data*

SUBJECT

SORT

B
(written)
TB j SB
1

3

0
0
1

2
2
2

SB

TB
C
1
4
1
0

0

0

B
point
0

2
2

0
2

0
0

0
0

4

2
4

0
0

0
0

1 B
I write
4

A

D

Enrique
Estela
Rebeca
Maria Christina
Maria Jesus
Gerardito
Chepita
Rony
Alexis
Esperanza
Rosa
Mayra
Nono
Eugenia
Marco
MiRuel

3

2

1

5

0

0

0

5
5
1
2
7

4
4
2
0
1

0
0
1

9
9
3

o.
8
0

0
8
0

0
6
2

5

8

2

0

2

TOTALS
AVERAGES

26
2.4

25
2.3

15
1.4

46
5.1

18
1.8

8
0.8

10
1.0

1

3

0
2

DB
(written)

AB
(wri ten)

TB 1 SB

TB

0
2

3
0

1
1

SB

DB
(vo cal)
TB

* The numbers represent errors.

3
1.5

2
1.0

CHART

TB I SB

C

A 1

°

1

1

3

1

2

2

1

3
1.5

5
2.5

2
1.0

1
0
1

2
1.0

SB

AB
(vocal)

1
0.5

1
1.0

2

2
2.0

3

3
3.0

3

3
3.0

172

Table 15

Experiment Totals*

SUBJECT

*

TOTAL
SESSIONS

TOTAL
TRIALS

TOTAL
ERRORS

PERCEN T
CORRECT
93
93
98
94
92
93
91
81
95
91
92
90
89
85
87
86

88

90

...

Estela
Gerardito
Enrique
M aria Christina
Rony
Alexis
Mayra
Nono
Rebeca
Maria Jesus
Chepita
Esperanza
Rosa
Eugenia
Marco
Miguel

8
7

1068
992

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
7

789
857
795
813
943
1000
762
857
772
828
877
932
1018
1025

76
68
16
49
67
56
84
186
40
78
64
86
94
136
142
148

TOTALS
AVERAGES

115
7.2

14328
895.5

1390
86.9

GROUP
PERCENTAGE

93

91
95

The column headings show what the numbers represent.
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Table 16
Reliability Data*

O BSERV ED

TOTAL

PERCENT

30
3,483
3,357
26
9
15
2

115
14,328
3,483
3,483
26
26
26

26%
24%
99%
1%
35%
58%
8%

SESSIONS
TRIALS
AGREEMENT
DISAGREEM ENT
O CORRECT
E CORRECT
UNKNOWN
*

T he numbers represent trials.
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Appendix G
Topography-Based and Selection-Based Verbal Behavior
and Its Relation to Animal Behavior in General
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TOPOGRAPHY-BASED AND SELECTION-BASED VERBAL BEHAVIOR
AND ITS RELATION TO ANIMAL BEHAVIOR IN GENERAL1

Behavior analysis both does and does not need biology. B. F. Skinner pointed
out, "A behavioral analysis is essentially a statement o f the facts to be explained by
studying the nervous system. It tells the physiologist what to look for. The converse
does not hold.

We can predict and control behavior without knowing how our

dependent and independent variables are connected. Physiological discoveries cannot
disprove an experimental analysis or invalidate its technological advances. This is not
to question the importance o f physiology in a science o f behavior. In a more advanced
account o f a behaving organism

'historical' variables will

be replaced by

'causal.'...Neither the science nor the technology o f behavior will then vanish,
however. Physiological manipulations will simply be added to the armamentarium o f
the behavioral scientist." (1969, pp. 282-283)
It would be useful to demonstrate the generality o f behavioral principles by
applying our analysis o f TB and SB behavior in species other than our own.

As

William S. Verplanck put it, "the same classes o f experimental variables should
control both learned and unlearned behavior, and in similar ways...I am not saying that
ethologist and psychologists should borrow each other's concepts to apply to their own
fields, but rather that there is only one field o f investigation, and failure to examine all
the concepts developed in that field may serve to delay the development o f an ordered
and comprehensive body o f data." (1955)

1 The phrase "animal behavior" refers to any behavior o f any animal, including both
humans and nonhumans whether domesticated or not.
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But this was a call that went almost unheeded.

Many behaviorists are

interested in animal behavior but they ju st don't have time to work on it. As a doctoral
student Howard Farris did a very interesting study showing how buzzers can come to
control the sexual behavior o f quail (1967), but he never got back to the topic. Instead
he has set up a school psychology program, chaired a department and so on. On the
other hand, many biologists have heard about behaviorism and rejected it (Todd,
1987). The few behavioral publications in this area are largely unknown. Biology
students learn about imprinting but how many know that ducklings will learn to walk
awav from the shoe box if that is what brings it closer (Peterson, I960)? Behavioral
students know o f the work o f Edm und Fantino (1985) but how many know o f his
ringing call for a synthesis o f the two fields?
So, discussing the relevance o f behavioral work to the wider field o f biology
must be a difficult task. One problem is that we need, but do not have, examples o f
what may arguably be naturally occurring examples o f the behavioral concepts we
have dealt with in this paper, such as conditional discrimination, TB and SB behavior
and equivalence classes. Another problem is that the treatment o f these concepts in
the laboratory with nonhumans has been inconclusive. I found only one animal analog
o f a comparison o f TB and SB behavior: Siegel and Honig's "Pigeon Concept
Formation: Successive and Simultaneous Acquisition". (1970) (The two procedures
produced similar courses o f acquisition when the birds were taught to respond
differentially in the presence or absence o f human forms projected on a panel above a
response key in a standard operant conditioning chamber.)

On the issue o f

equivalence class formation in nonhumans experimental analysts o f behavior have
struggled mightily for 33 years and decided that it may be possible in primates and
some other mammals but birds probably cannot do it (e.g., D'Amato, Salmon, Loukas,
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& Tomie, 1985) ~ unless our methods are simply preventing it (e.g. Cresson, 1979,
and Vaughan 1988, and 1989, but see Hayes, 1989).
If we are to explain behavior in the wild we need to know whether concepts
such as those discussed in the study reported here are common to all animals or are
characteristic o f humans. And we need ways o f studying behavior and talking about it
that are appropriate to such questions. This will not happen until behaviorists and
biologists start working on it together.
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Appendix H
Behavioral Literature on the Topic o f Writing:
An Annotated Bibliography
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BEHAVIORAL LITERATURE ON THE TOPIC OF WRITING:
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

CONTENTS:
1) SHAPING
2) WRITING
3) WRITING
4) WRITING
5) WRITING
6) WRITING
7) WRITING
8) WRITING
9) WRITING

THE RESPONSE TOPOGRAPHY
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: EQUIVALENCE RESEARCH
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: GENERALIZATION TESTS
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: OTHER RESEARCH
AS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
AS PART OF THE SETTING
SENTENCES AND PASSAGES
THEORY
APPLICATIONS

1) SHAPING THE RESPONSE TOPOGRAPHY
Helwig, J. J., Johns, J. C., Norman, J. E., & Cooper, J. O. (1976). The measurement o f
manuscript letter strokes. Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 9(2). 231-236.
Describes an objective, simple and reliable method o f measuring letter
formation using a set o f plastic overlays.
Hopkins, B. L., Schutte, R. C., & Garton, K. L. (1971). The effects o f access to a
playroom on the rate and quality o f printing and writing o f first and secondgrade students. Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 4(2). 77-87.
Writing responses were shown to be under the control consequences at the
end o f the instruction period.
Rapport, M. D., & Bostow, D. E. (1976). The effects o f access to special activities on
the performance in four categories o f academic tasks with third-grade students.
Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 9(3). 372.
Handwriting and word copying improved when recreational activities were
contingent on completion o f 80% o f the academic tasks assigned daily. This
was done with third-grade students in an ordinary classroom setting.
(Abstract)
Trap, J. J., Milner-Davis, P., Joseph, S., & Cooper, J. O. (1978). The effects o f
feedback and consequences on transitional cursive letter formation. Journal o f
Applied Behavior Analysis. 11(3). 381-393.

179
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Used the technique described in Helwig et al (1976) for shaping letter
strokes with various types o f reinforcement, feedback and practice. All
conditions showed improvement and generalization to untrained and
unpracticed letter strokes was demonstrated.

2) WRITING AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: EQUIVALENCE RESEARCH
Mackay, H. A. (1985). Stimulus equivalence in rudimentary reading and spelling.
Analysis and Intervention in Developmental Disabilities. 5, 373-387.
Mentions pilot data on equivalence relations with colors and their auditory
and visual names in which response modality was irrelevant (placing letter
cards, writing or using a typewriter). However, one subject generalized only
from writing to the placement o f letters, not in the opposite direction.
Mochizuki, A., Nozaki, K., Watanabe, H., & Yamamoto, J. (1988). Acquisition and
functional use o f signing and writing in deaf adults with mental retardation
through conditional discrimination. Journal o f the M ultihandicapped Person.
1(31.233-249.
Written manding as a test for stimulus equivalence. Generalization was
demonstrated from signing to writing and vice versa.

3) WRITING AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: GENERALIZATION TESTS
Lee, V. L., & Pegler, A. M. (1982). Effects on spelling o f training children to read.
Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 37(21. 311-322.
Correct spelling was trained by silent or vocal reading. This generalized to
correct written spelling.
Rocha e Silva, M. L., & Ferster, C. B. (1966). An experiment in teaching a second
language. International Review o f Applied Linguistics. 4, 85-113.
College students, working in a second language, correctly wrote answers to
questions on the basis o f SB training with a simple 4-key teaching machine.
Stevens, K. B., Blackhurst, A. E., & Slayton, D. B. (1991). Teaching memorized
spelling with a microcomputer: Time delay and computer-assisted instruction.
Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 24(11. 153-160.
SB training was the basis for correct written spelling on subsequent tests.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1992). Delayed constructed-response identity matching
improves spelling performance o f students with mental retardation. Journal o f
Behavioral Education. 2(21 139-157.
W ritten spelling o f three-letter words improved as a result o f training in
delayed constructed-response identity matching.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1993). Delayed identity matching to complex samples:
Teaching students with mental retardation spelling and the prerequisites for
equivalence classes. Research in Developmental Disabilities. 1 4 .19-38.
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Written spelling o f three-letter words improved as a result o f training in
delayed constructed-response identity matching to complex samples made up
o f a picture and a word.
ALSO SEE THESE ARTICLES LISTED ABOVE:
Mackay, H. A. (1985)
Mochizuki, A., Nozaki, K., Watanabe, H., & Yamamoto, J. (1988)
Trap, J. J., Milner-Davis, P., Joseph, S., & Cooper, J. O. (1978)

4) WRITING AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE: OTHER RESEARCH
Gettinger, M. (1985). Effects o f teacher-directed versus student-directed instruction
and cues versus no cues for improving spelling performance. Journal o f Applied
Behavior Analysis. 18(2). 167-171.
Written spelling improved most when the instruction was student-directed
and incorporated visual (nonverbal) and auditory (verbal) cues.
Neef, N. A., Iwata, B. A., & Page, T. J. (1977). The effects o f known-item interspersal
on acquisition and retention o f spelling and sightreading words (Abstract).
Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 10(4). 738.
Interspersal o f familiar items aided acquisition o f a written spelling task as
compared to either high-density reinforcement or baseline conditions.
Retention was poor even after interspersal training and the reinforcement
phase was very brief; these problems were addressed in the 1980 study by the
same authors.
Neef, N. A., Iwata, B. A., & Page, T. J. (1980). The effects o f interspersal training
versus high-density reinforcement on spelling acquisition and retention. Journal
o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 13(1). 153-158.
Written spelling improved more when previously mastered words were
interspersed with test words than when reinforcement was increased without
interspersal.
Sidman, M. (1971). The behavioral analysis o f aphasia. Journal o f Psychiatric
Research. 8,413-422.
Writing was included in a comprehensive set o f language tests given to three
brain injured patients. The samples were numbers, words and colors in the
auditory, visual or tactile sensory modes. It is suggested that convenient
methods are needed for the systematic survey o f verbal behavior, allowing
the teacher to "chart lines along which behavior fractures in aphasia".
Sidman, M., & Kirk, B. (1974). Letter reversals in naming, writing, and matching to
sample. Child Development. 45. 616-625.
Letter reversals were more common during SB matching to sample than TB
naming or writing. Improvement during testing occurred with the TB but not
the SB procedures.
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5) WRITING AS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
Barmeier, A. A. (1981). A nonvocal method for teaching reading and spelling to the
deaf. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, MI.
Writing was compared to fingerspelling as part o f the instruction procedure
in an equivalence study. Both procedures worked well to establish directly
and indirectly taught tasks; the two d eaf adult subjects preferred writing to
fingerspelling.
Mackay, H. A., & Sidman, M. (1984). Teaching new behavior via equivalence
relations. In P. H. Brooks, R. Sperber & C. McCauley (Eds.), Language and
Cognition in the Mentally Retarded (pp. 493-513). Hillsdale NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum.
Writing number names was one o f the tasks directly taught in an equivalence
paradigm. In another experiment, constructed-response spelling was part o f
both the training and test tasks.

6) WRITING AS PART OF THE SETTING
Schwarz, M. L., & Hawkins, R. P. (1970). Application o f delayed reinforcement
procedures to the behavior o f an elementary school child. Journal o f the
Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 3(2). 85-96.
Writing was going on during the experiment but it was neither the
independent nor the dependent variable.
The study concerned the
modification o f face-touching, posture and voice-loudness during
methematics and spelling periods.

7) WRITING SENTENCES AND PASSAGES
Acker, L. E., & Goldwater, B. C. (1973). A written exam procedure to minimize inclass cheating. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 6(3). 540.
A technique is described for administering a written exam without the
possibility o f visual and vocal cheating. Especially folded forms were
interleaved with carbon paper; writing was done with a golf tee so no
response product was visible.
Brigham, T. A., Graubard, P. S., & Stans, A. (1972). An analysis o f the effects o f
sequential reinforcement contingencies on aspects o f composition. Journal o f
Applied Behavior Analysis. 5(4). 421-429.
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Contingent reinforcement was sequentially applied to three objective aspects
o f composition: total number o f words, number o f different words and
number o f new words. The writing output increased greatly for all the
students in this fifth-grade remedial classroom.
Chase, P. N., Johnson, K. R., & Sulzer-Azaroff, B. (1985). Verbal relations within
instruction: Are there subclasses o f the intraverbal? Journal o f the Experimental
Analysis o f Behavior. 43(3). 301-313.
Writing was part o f both the training and testing during this study o f transfer
to novel questions when three different types o f tasks were taught (definition,
exemplification and example identification).
Glover, J., & Gary, A. L. (1976). Procedures to increase some aspects o f creativity.
Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 9(1). 79-84.
Objective measures o f creative writing improved with consistent application
o f instructions, reinforcement and practice.
Heward, W. L., & Eachus, H. T. (1979). Acquisition o f adjectives and adverbs in
sentences written by hearing impaired and aphasic children. Journal o f Applied
Behavior Analysis. 12(3). 391-400.
A study o f the effects o f an instructional package on the writing o f correct
sentences.
Modeling, reinforcement and remedial feedback were the
independent variables.
Horton, P. B., Fronk, R. H., & Walton, R. W. (1985). The effect o f writing
assignments on achievement in college general chemistry. Journal o f Research in
Science Teaching. 22(6). 535-541.
Writing assignments enhanced student achievement in a college chemistry
course, although the design did not show whether the results were do to the
effect o f writing on later performance, or to the organization o f materials
during the writing exercise or simply to the increased study time that this
involved.
Lee, V. L. & Sanderson, G. M. (1987). Some contingencies o f spelling. The Analysis
o f Verbal Behavior. 5.1-13.
This article presents a "process writing approach" in which spelling emerges
as a collateral effect o f writing (as contrasted with the "assign-and-test"
method which involves the direct instruction o f spelling behavior); both
research and theory are discussed.
Van Houten, R., Morrison, E., Jarvis, R., & McDonald, M. (1974). The effects o f
explicitly timing and feedback on compositional response rate in elementary
school children. Journal o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 7(4). 547-555.
Rate o f written composition was found to be sensitive to explicit timing and
feedback procedures.
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8) WRITING THEORY
Moxley, R. A. (1990). On the relationship between speech and writing with
implications for behavioral approaches to teaching literacy. The Analysis o f
Verbal Behavior. 8. 127-140.
Discusses two theories o f the relationship between speech and writing: that
writing is simply a representation o f speech (the unidirectional theory) and
that these are separate behaviors and can each affect the other (the
multidirectional theory). It is suggested that modem behavior analysis
supports the latter position.

9) WRITING APPLICATIONS
Stromer, R. (1991). Stimulus equivalence: Implications for teaching. In W. Ishaq
(Ed.), Human Behavior in Today's World (pp. 109-122). New York: Praeger.
Reviews the application o f equivalence research to education.
Stromer, R., Mackay, H. A., & Stoddard, L. T. (1992). Classroom applications o f
stimulus equivalence technology. Journal o f Behavioral Education. 2(31 225256.
Review the basic concepts and methods o f stimulus equivalence research and
its application in the establishment o f equivalence-based networks o f
matching-to-sample, writing and naming performances.
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1) TOPOGRAPHY-BASED VS. SELECTION-BASED VERBAL BEHAVIOR
Cresson, O. (1994). The writing response in studies o f topography-based and
selection-based verbal behavior. Unpublished dissertation, Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, MI
Lowenkron, B. (1991). Joint control and the generalization o f selection-based verbal
behavior. The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior. 9.121-126.
Lowenkron, B. & Colvin, V. (1992). Joint control and generalized nonidentity
matching: Saying when something is not. The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior. 10.
1- 10.
Shafer, E. (1993). Teaching topography-based and selection-based verbal behavior to
developmentally disabled individuals: Some considerations. The Analysis o f
Verbal Behavior. 1 1 ,117-133.
Stratton, M. A. (1992). Comparing selection-based and topography-based language
systems with verbal adults learning Japanese words. Unpublished master's thesis,
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI.
Sundberg, C. T. (1990). A comparison o f a topography-based language system and a
selection-based language system. Unpublished master’s thesis, Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI.
Sundberg, C. T., & Sundberg, M. L. (1990). Comparing topography-based verbal
behavior with stimulus selection-based verbal behavior. The Analysis o f Verbal
Behavior. 8,31-41.
Sundberg, M. L. (1993). Selecting a response form for nonverbal persons: Facilitated
communication, pointing systems, or sign language? The Analysis o f Verbal
Behavior. 1 1 .99-116.
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Wallander Jr., R. J. (1993). Effects o f familiarity with a sample stimulus in selectionbased learning o f verbal behavior. Unpublished master's thesis, Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo.
Wraikat, R. M. (1991a). Teaching tact and intraverbal behavior to developmentallv
disabled adults: A comparison o f topography-based and selection-based
paradigms. Unpublished manuscript, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo.
Wraikat, R. M. (1991b). Ease o f learning and the emergence o f equivalence class
formation: A comparison o f topographv-based and selection-based paradigms.
(Doctoral dissertation, W estern Michigan University, 1991). Dissertation
Abstracts International. 52(5-B~). 2763.
Wraikat, R., Sundberg, C. T., & Michael, J. (1991). Topography-based and selectionbased verbal behavior: A further comparison. The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior.
9,1-17.

2) CONSTRUCTED-RESPONSE SPELLING (ANAGRAM NAMING)
Dube, W. V., McDonald, S. J., M cllvane, W. J., & Mackay, H. A. (1991).
Constructed-response matching to sample and spelling instruction. Journal o f the
Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 24(21.305-317.
Lazar, R. M., & Mackay, H. A. (1982). Teaching spelling via stimulus equivalences
(Abstract). Exceptional Children Education Research. #2410,425.
Stoddard, L. T., Brown, J., Hurlbert, B., Manoli, C., & Mcllvane, W. J. (1989).
Teaching money skills through stimulus class formation, exclusion, and
component matching methods: Three case studies. Research in Developmental
Disabilities. 1 0 .413-439.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1990). Arbitrary stimulus relations and delayed
identity matching to com plex samples. Experimental Analysis o f Human
Behavior Bulletin. 8, 22-25.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1992). Spelling and emergent picture-printed word
relations established with delayed identity matching to complex samples. Journal
o f Applied Behavior Analysis. 25(4). 893-904.

ALSO SEE THESE ARTICLES LISTED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WRITING:
Mackay, H. A. (1985).
Mackay, H. A., & Sidman, M. (1984).
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1992).
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1993).
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3) SEQUENCES
Hayes, L. J., Thompson, S., & Hayes, S. C. (1989). Stimulus equivalence and rule
following. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 5 2 .275-291.
Lazar, R. (1977). Extending sequence-class membership with matching to sample.
Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 27(2). 381-392.
Lazar, R., & Kotlarchyk, B. (1986). Second-order control o f sequence-class
equivalences in children. Behavioural Processes. 13,205-215.
Green, G., & Sigurdardottir, Z. G., & Saunders, R. R. (1991). The role o f instructions
in the transfer o f ordinal functions through equivalence classes. Journal o f the
Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 55(3). 287-304.
Sidman, M., & Rosenberger, P. B. (1967). Several methods for teaching serial position
sequences to monkeys. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 10(5).
467-478.
Sigurdardottir, Z. G., Green, G., & Saunders, R. R. (1990). Equivalence classes
generated by sequence training. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f
Behavior. 5 3 ,47-63.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1992). Conditional stimulus control o f children's
sequence production. Psychological Reports. 7 0 ,903-912.
Stromer, R., & Mackay, H. A. (1993). Human sequential behavior: Relations among
stimuli, class formation, and derived sequences. The Psychological Record. 43,
107-131.
Stromer, R., Mackay, H. A., Cohen, M., & Stoddard, L. T. (1993). Sequence learning
in individuals with behavioural limitations. Journal o f Intellectual Disability
Research. 37,243-261.
Wulfert, E., & Hayes, S. C. (1988). Transfer o f conditional ordering response through
conditional equivalence classes. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f
Behavior. 50(2). 125-144.
ALSO SEE THE ARTICLES LISTED UNDER CONSTRUCTED-RESPONSE
SPELLING (ANAGRAM NAMING)

4) FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE
Barnes, D., & Keenan, M. (1993). A transfer o f functions through derived arbitrary
and nonarbitrary stimulus relations. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f
Behavior. 93(1). 61-81.
Catania, A. C., Home, P., & Lowe, C. F. (1989). Transfer o f function across members
o f an equivalence class. The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior. 7,99-110.
Cowley, B. J., Green, G., & Braunling-McMorrow, D. (1992). Using stimulus
equivalence procedures to teach name-face matching to adults with brain
injuries. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 25(2). 461-475.
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de Rose, J. C., Mcllvane, W. J., Dube, W. V., & Stoddard, L. T. (1988). Stimulus class
formation and functional equivalence in moderately retarded individuals
conditional discrimination. Behavioral Processes. 17.167-175.
Goldiamond, I. (1965). Perception, language, and conceptualization rules. In B.
Kleinmuntz (Ed.), Problem Solving: Research. Method, and Theory. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, pp. 183-224.
Hall, G. A., & Chase, P. N. (1991). The relationship between stimulus equivalence
and verbal behavior. The Analysis o f Verbal Behavior. 9,107-119.
Sidman, M., Wynne, C. K., M aguire, R. W., & Bames, T. (1989). Functional classes
and equivalence relations. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior.
52(3), 261-274.

5) NAMING
Bucher, B., & Keller, M. F. (1981). Transfer to productive labeling after training in
comprehension: Effects o f three training variables. Analysis and Intervention in
Developmental Disabilities. 1.315-331.
Bucher, B. (1984). Learning w ord and phrase relations in two languages: Transfer
between reception and production. Human Learning. 3,71-82.
Constantine, B., & Sidman, M. (1975). Role o f naming in delayed matching-tosample. American Journal o f Mental Deficiency. 79f6). 680-689.
Dugdale, N., & Lowe, C. F. (1990). Naming and stimulus equivalence. In D. E.
Blackman & H. Lejeune (Eds.), Behavior Analysis in Theory and Practice:
Contributions and Controversies. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
pp. 115-138.
Eikeseth, S., & Smith, T. (1992). The development o f functional and equivalence
classes in high-functioning autistic children: The role o f naming. Journal o f the
Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 58(1). 123-133.
Gast, D. L., Van Biervliet, A., & Spradlin, J. E. (1979). Teaching number-word
equivalences: A study o f transfer. American Journal o f Mental Deficiency.
8315). 524-527.
Guess, D. (1969). A functional analysis o f receptive language and productive speech:
Acquisition o f the plural morpheme. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f
Behavior. 2(1). 55-64.
Guess, D., & Baer, D. M. (1973). An analysis o f individual differences in
generalization between receptive and productive language in retarded children.
Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 6(21.311-329.
Keller, M. F., & Bucher, B. D. (1979). Transfer between receptive and productive
language in developmentally disabled children. Journal o f the Experimental
Analysis o f Behavior. 12(2). 311.
Lee, V. L. (1981). Prepositional phrases spoken and heard. Journal o f the
Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 35(2). 227-242.
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Mackay, H. A., & Ratti, C. A. (1990). Position-numeral equivalences and delayed
position recognition span. American Journal on Mental Retardation. 95(3). 271282.
McDonagh, E. C., Mcllvane, W. J., & Stoddard, L. T. (1984). Teaching coin
equivalences via matching to sample. Applied Research in Mental Retardation.
5, 177-197.
Saunders, K. (1989). Naming in conditional discrimination and stimulus equivalence.
Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior. 5 1 .379-384.
Sidman, M. (1971). Reading and auditory-visual equivalences. Journal o f Speech and
Reading Research. 14. 5-13.
Sidman, M., & Cresson, O. (1973). Reading and crossmodal transfer o f stimulus
equivalences in severe retardation. American Journal o f Mental Deficiency. 77.
515-523.
Sidman, M., Cresson, O., & Willson-Morris, M. (1974). Acquisition o f matching to
sample via mediated transfer. Journal o f the Experimental Analysis o f Behavior.
22,261-273.
Sidman, M., Willson-Morris, M., & Kirk, B. (1986). Matching-to-sample procedures
and the development o f equivalence relations: The role o f naming. Analysis and
Intervention in Developmental Disabilities. 6. 1-19.
Sigafoos, J., Reichle, J., Doss, S., Hall, K„ & Pettitt, L. (1990). "Spontaneous" transfer
o f stimulus control from tact to mand contingencies. Research in Developmental
Disabilities. 11. 165-176.
Silverman, K., Anderson, S. R., Marshall, A. M., & Baer, D. M. (1986). Establishing
and generalizing audience control o f new language repertoires. Analysis and
Intervention in Developmental Disabilities. 6,21-40.
Stoddard, L. T., & Mcllvane, W. J. (1986). Stimulus control research and
developmentally disabled individuals.
Analysis and Intervention in
Developmental Disabilities. 6.155-178.
ALSO SEE THESE ARTICLES LISTED ABOVE:
Bonta, J. L., & Watters, R. G. (1983).
Hayes, L. J., Thompson, S., & Hayes, S. C. (1989).
Mackay, H. A. (1985).
Mackay, H. A., & Sidman, M. (1984).
M cllvane, W. J., Bass, R. W., O'Brien, J. M., Gerovic, B. J., & Stoddard, L.
T. (1984).
Wulz, S. V., & Hollis, J. H. (1979).

6) SIGNING
Bonta, J. L., & Watters, R. G. (1983). Use o f manual signs by developmentally
disordered speech-deficient children in delayed auditory-to-picture matching-tosample. Analysis and Intervention in Developmental Disabilities. 3,295-309.
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Bucher, B. (1983). Effects o f sign-language training on untrained sign use for single
and multiple signing. Analysis and Intervention in Developmental Disabilities. 3,
261-277.
Clarke, S., Remington, R., & Light, P. (1986). An evaluation o f the relationship
between receptive speech skills and expressive signing. Journal o f Applied
Behavior Analysis. 19(3). 231-239.
Goodman, J. M. (1992). Acquisition and transfer o f language function. Dissertation
Abstracts International. 53(3). 1622-B.
Goodman, J. M ., & Remington, B. (1991). Teaching communicative signing:
Labeling, requesting and transfer o f function. In B. Remington (Ed.), The
Challenge o f Severe Mental Handicap. NY: John Wiley & Sons, pp. 215-234.
M cllvane, W. J., Bass, R. W., O'Brien, J. M., Gerovic, B. J., & Stoddard, L. T. (1984).
Spoken and signed naming o f foods after receptive exclusion training in severe
retardation. Applied Research in Mental Retardation. 5,1-27.
VanBiervliet, A. (1977). Establishing words and objects as functionally equivalent
through manual sign training. American Journal o f Mental Deficiency. 82(2).
178-186.
Wulz, S. V., & Hollis, J. H. (1979). Application o f manual signing to development o f
reading skills. In R. L. Schiefelbusch & J. H. Hollis, Language Intervention from
Ape to Child. Baltimore: University Park Press, pp. 465-489.
ALSO SEE THESE ARTICLES LISTED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WRITING:
Barmeier, A. A. (1981).
Mochizuki, A., Nozaki, K., Watanabe, H., & Yamamoto, J. (1988).
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